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Audience

About This Manual

This manual describes how to use the common, shared components of PIE/CICS. Each
chapter focuses on a specific function provided by PIE/CICS from the perspective of either a
system administrator or an end-user.

Audience
This book is intended for system administrators and end-users of PIE/CICS. Readers are
expected to understand CICS and MVS concepts.

How This Manual is Organized
This manual consists of 12 chapters, an appendix, and a glossary. Listed below are the titles
and a brief description of each part of the manual.

• Chapter 1 Introduction
Gives an overview of the different products that compose a PIE/CICS system.

• Chapter 2 Using PIE/CICS
Describes procedures to log on and log off from PIE/CICS and how to set user
profiles.

• Chapter 3 Commands
Explains how to use escape strings, delimiters, and session identifers with PIE/CICS
commands.

• Chapter 4 Administrator Menus
Describes the Master, System Administrator, and System Management menus used
by system administrators to manage PIE/CICS.

• Chapter 5 List Utilities
Describes the set of List utilities that display the current status of various PIE/CICS
components.

• Chapter 6 Text Utility
Describes the utility to edit PIE objects stored on the Repository database.

• Chapter 7 Repository Load Utility
Explains how to load and unload objects stored on the Repository database with the
Load utility.

• Chapter 8 Scripts
Explains how to record a play-back script to automate repetitive user tasks.

• Chapter 9 Network Monitor
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Explains how to prepare the PNAM file to add or delete target regions that are part of
a balancing group.

• Chapter 10 Help Desk Utilities
Describes how to use the VIEW utility to capture remote user screens for diagnostic
purposes and send messages with the SuperMessage utility.

• Chapter 11 Enhancements to CICS
Explains how to use the Storage Statistics utility and the Temporary Storage Queue
utility to monitor current storage usage.

• Chapter 12 Maintenance
Describes ongoing maintenance procedures that must be performed to adapt
PIE/CICS to changes in site conditions.

• Appendix A Customer Service
Describes procedures to report problems with PIE/CICS to UNICOM Systems, Inc.
Customer Service.

• Glossary
Defines common terms used in the library of PIE/CICS manuals.
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Recommended Reading

Recommended Reading
The title and a brief description of all PIE/CICS manuals are shown in the following lists.
Some manuals provide common information that applies to both the common components
and optional products of PIE/CICS.
Other manuals pertain only to optional PIE/CICS products. These manuals need to be read
only if these products are part of the PIE/CICS system installed at your site.

Common Manuals
These manuals provide common information that applies to both the shared and optional
components of the PIE/CICS family.

• PIE/CICS Installation Guide
Includes a series of procedures to install PIE/CICS.

• PIE/CICS Release Notes
Describes new features or enhancements to PIE/CICS that are part Release 3.1.0.

• PIE/CICS Command Reference
Describes PIE/CICS Application and Environment commands.

• PIE/CICS Customization Guide
Describes common procedures to adapt PIE/CICS to your site’s requirements.

• PIE/CICS Operation and Administration Guide
Describes common features or facilities that are available to all PIE/CICS products.
Performance tuning techniques and implementing security also are described.

• REXX for PIE/CICS User Guide
Describes how to write, compile, and execute SAA-compliant REXX programs that
operate within a PIE/CICS external environment.

• PIE/CICS Custom Menus Administration Guide
Describes how to create custom MultiCICS and Dynamic Menu screens that provide
alternate language support.
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Optional Manuals
These manuals describe optional PIE/CICS components.

• PIE/CICS MultiCICS Administration Guide
Provides customization procedures and usage information to support multiple
PIE/CICS sessions with MultiCICS.

• PIE/CICS Dynamic Menus Administration Guide
Describes how to create custom PIE/CICS menus that provide extended security and
enhanced transaction processing.

• PIE/CICS NetGate Administration Guide
Explains how to access multiple VTAM applications through a PIE/CICS session with
NetGate.

• PIE/CICS NetMizer Administration Guide
Describes how to use NetMizer to optimize 3270-based data streams.

• PIE/CICS Availability Plus Administration Guide
Explains how to use Availability Plus to distribute and balance work across multiple
CICS regions.

• PIE/CICS NonStop CICS Administration Guide
Describes how to use NonStop CICS to route work across CICS regions to balance
the workload and minimize down time in the event of a region failure.
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Syntax Conventions

Syntax Conventions
A syntax diagram is part of the description of each PIE/CICS command included in this
manual. A diagram shows the possible parameters, values, and variables associated with a
command.
Syntax diagrams adhere to common conventions. The physical appearance of a diagram’s
elements indicates whether a command parameter, variable, or other values are required,
optional, or included by default.

• An underlined parameter is the default assigned to the command.
• Command names are presented in MIXed case. The uppercase portion of a
command name is the requisite abbreviated form. Lowercase letters represent the
optional remainder of the command name that need not be specified to execute the
command.

• An italicized lowercase parameter represents a value assigned by the user.
• A vertical bar ( | ) separates two or more mutually exclusive parameter values. Only
one value can be specified for each parameter.

• Parameters enclosed within brackets [ ] are optional. Only one value can be specified
to a parameter.

• Parameters values enclosed within braces { } are required. If unspecified, the
parameter default is assigned to the command.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This chapter introduces some of the major concepts of PIE/CICS that must be understood
by administrators who are responsible for managing PIE/CICS at their site. This chapter
consists of the following topics:

• Shared and optional PIE/CICS components
• PIE Objects
• Types of PIE/CICS Administrators
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PIE/CICS Components
PIE/CICS is a family of shared and optional components. Together, these components offer
a variety of integrated enhancements to an MVS CICS system. When these components are
used together, administrators have the capability to:

• Create customized CICS screens that simplify user tasks by automating transaction
processing.

• Provide multiple sessions to run concurrent applications from a single user sign on.
• Improve the performance and reliability of a CICS system
• Monitor and manage a complex CICS system with a suite of administrative utilities.

Common PIE/CICS Features and Utilities
PIE/CICS includes the following utilities and features as part of the base components of the
product:

• View
Allows authorized users to display another users’ screen from their own terminal. This
gives helpdesk personnel the capability to remotely diagnose user problems. Because
screen data may be sensitive, View has extensive safeguards to ensure site security. See
“View”, beginning on page 116 for more information.

• SuperMessag e
Provides the capability to send messages to all PIE/CICS users, regardless of the region
or MVS image they are logged on to perform their work. See “SuperMessage”, beginning
on page 119 for more information.

• PIE/REXX
Provides an SAA-compliant adaptation of the REXX procedural language.
Programs and scripts can be written to automate common procedures. Using
specialized PIE/REXX functions in a program or script, you can extend the functions that
are available with PIE/CICS. For more information, refer to the PIE/REXX User Guide .
Scripts are discussed in “Scripts”, beginning on page 93 of this manual.

• List Utilities
Provides a set of similar screens that display information from specific areas of a
PIE/CICS system. For example, the List utility includes screens that show current users
and terminals signed on to PIE/CICS. Refer to “List Utilities”, beginning on page 41.

• Logon Director
Signs users on to PIE/CICS and, optionally, CICS. Users can sign on directly through the
Logon Director screen, or it can be made transparent to users. See the chapter titled
“Logon Director” of the Customization Reference f or instructions to implement the
Logon Director. Chapter 2 of this manual explains different methods to log on and off of
a PIE/CICS system.

• AutoLock
Secures active terminals that have been idle for a specified period of time. Further
terminal input is prohibited until the user’s password has been re-entered. AutoLock is a
security safeguard that allows users to leave their terminal temporarily without having to
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sign off the system. Users simply type in their password when they return to unlock their
terminal and resume their work-in-progress. See “Protecting Unguarded Terminals” on
page 84 of the Customization Reference.

• Custom Menus
Provides facilities to customize the appearance of PIE/CICS user screens. In addition,
Custom Menus supports alternative language screens. By simply pressing a designated
PF key, users can switch to an alternate set of PIE/CICS screens written in another
language. This is particularly useful in areas where users may speak more than one
language.See the Custom Menus Administration Guide for more information.

Optional PIE/CICS Components
MultiCICS, NetGate, and Dynamic Menus are optional PIE/CICS components that can be
used together to build a system of custom menus, VTAM applications, and multiple
sessions.

• MultiCICS
Creates up to 99 simultaneous sessions from a single CICS sign on. Instead of stopping
and starting applications, users can run a variety of applications concurrently in their own
sessions and switch between them with PF keys and commands. MultiCICS sessions
can run any CICS transaction.

• NetGate
Runs any VTAM application in a MultiCICS session. Using MultiCICS and NetGate
together, users can create a seamless, integrated user environment consisting of CICS
regions, TSO, IMS, or any other VTAM application. These applications can run on
different platforms and CICS systems transparently to the user. Users simply switch
between sessions to run different applications.

• Dynamic Menus
Provides a set of utilities to create custom PIE/CICS menus. You can create an ordered,
easy-to-use set of menus for all your applications. Users do not have to learn transaction
syntax because they can be pre-defined as items selected from the menus. Menus can
execute any CICS application without further modification. Working with a menu system
composed of Dynamic Menus and PIE/CICS commands, users can run multiple
applications in concurrent sessions across multiple VTAM regions from a single terminal.
PIE/CICS offers three other optional components that improve overall performance and
reliability of a CICS system.

• Availability Plus
Balances transaction loads between MRO AORs. It provides a significant improvement
to CICS performance by reducing average transaction queueing time. Availability Plus
works by dynamically allocating transactions across regions according to their
transaction load. If a working region crashes, Availability Plus automatically
re-routes users to alternate regions. With XRF, this can take several minutes. With
Availability Plus, re-routing is nearly instantaneous.
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• NonStop CICS
Routes users to multiple TORs or stand-alone regions. If a TOR or stand-alone region
becomes unavailable, NonStop CICS automatically re-routes users to another region.
Like Availability Plus, NonStop CICS reduces down time. It may also increase the
number of users your system can support.

• NetMizer
Optimizes 3270 data streams using a variety of compression techniques. NetMizer
reduces the volume of data sent over a network. Typically, overall transaction response
time improves with less network load.
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PIE Objects
PIE objects are items to adapt PIE/CICS to the environment of a specific site. PIE objects
can be created or modified and stored as members in a PIE/CICS database, which is known
as the Repository.
At most sites, PIE objects consist of:

•
•
•
•
•
•

User profiles
Directories (User and Terminal)
Text objects (for example, PIE/REXX programs and news members)
Play-back scripts
Screen menus
Logon Director panels

Naming Objects
Each object is stored with a three-level ID: object type, Group ID, and member name. The
object type and Group ID are high-level qualifiers of the object name. The member name is
the low-level qualifier. Different objects can have the same name if they are of different types
or belong to different groups.
There are three levels of groups: SYSTEM, group, and private. The SYSTEM group is, as its
name implies, intended for the entire system. The group level is for user groups, such as
company departments or divisions. For example, you may have a PAYROLL group for the
payroll department and the AP group for the accounts payable department.
The private level is for individual users. At this level, the Group ID is the same as the user ID.
If you have a private object, you are the owner of the object. In addition, users who have
private object authority can create their own private objects. It is possible to be able to
access an object, but not be able to update it or create other objects like it. Most users in
your user groups will not have the group administrator authority required to create or update
the objects in the group. System administrators often create private objects for users with
special needs, but deny those users the private object authority needed to create other
private objects. Having private and group objects is optional, but most customers make use
of the group level, at least. The concept of groups makes it easier to administer PIE objects.
If your external security system supports the group concept, you can authorize PIE groups to
your external security groups. That simplifies User Directory maintenance. See “Object
Security” on page 75 of the Customization Reference for more information on object
access rules.
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Locating Objects
When you request an object, you can specify both the Group ID and member name, or the
member name alone. For other objects, such as profiles, you cannot specify the Group ID.
PIE/CICS allows you to enter only the member name.
In either case, when a Group ID is not specified for an object, PIE/CICS performs a
sequential search through each group level to find the object. The search proceeds in a predefined order until a member with the same name is found.

• First PIE/CICS checks to see if you have a private object with the same name.
• Then PIE/CICS checks to see if you have a Group ID assigned in your User Directory
entry. If you do, PIE/CICS searches for an object with that name in your group.

• Finally, PIE/CICS searches for a SYSTEM object with that name.
• If the search fails to find an object, PIE/CICS either assigns a default group ID or issues
an error message.

Pre-defined Groups
There are three pre-defined groups in PIE/CICS. They are:
SYSTEM

These objects are accessible to all users in the system. They can be created
by system administrators only.

PIEHELP

These are the Help text members associated with PIE/CICS screens.

PIEUTIL

These are text members of control statements for PIE/CICS utilities.

In the future, other pre-defined groups may be added. Groups should not use “PIE.” as the
high-level object type of their name.

Wildcards
Many PIE/CICS utilities allow you to use wildcards to specify PIE users, terminals, and
objects. PIE/CICS uses the following wildcard characters:

6

%

Matches any single number in that position

?

Matches any single character in that position

*

Matches all characters (including nulls) in that position and forward
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PIE Administrators
Only PIE administrators have the authority to create and update objects. PIE/CICS is
managed by the following types of administrators. Each type of administrator has differing
levels of authority to create and manage PIE objects:

• System administrator
Have authority over the entire PIE/CICS system. They have access to all PIE objects.
Only system administrators can create, update, and delete objects belonging to the
SYSTEM group.
The User and Terminal Directories are in the SYSTEM group. Only system administrators
can update these directories. Usually, Terminal Directory maintenance is minimal. If you
associate membership in the User Directory to your site security system, you can
minimize User Directory maintenance as well.

• Group administrator
Manage PIE objects belonging to their group. For example, group administrators have
the authority to edit user profiles, menus, and news members that belong to their group.
Group administrators are often the most computer-competent user in a group. They
may have the authority to create objects for their group. Granting authority to create
objects at the group level is an effective way to decentralize administrative responsibility.

• Object administrator
System or group administrators can create an object and authorize a user to update it
when necessary. This type of authority is less commonly given. Usually, object
administrators are responsible for maintaining certain objects, such as a news member.
If an object administration makes a mistake updating an object, there is usually no harm
done to the system.

Controlling the User Environment
PIE administrators control access to the PIE/CICS user environment. User data is kept in two
files: the Repository and Options files. Both are VSAM files.

• The Options file contains PIE/CICS user passwords, the options entered from the
Customization Options utility, and options for Terminal Security Monitor operation.

• The Repository file contains all PIE objects: PIE/CICS menus, log on panels, and
directories. See “Controlling the User Environment” on page 7, and “Getting Started” on
page 9.
References to both files are included throughout this and other PIE/CICS manuals.
The User and Terminal Directories determine what users and terminals can log on to
PIE/CICS. They also determine many PIE attributes for those users and their terminals. The
User Directory assigns a default profile to each user. Profiles go even farther to determine a
user’s environment. They pre-define MultiCICS sessions, assign PIE/CICS global PF keys
(keys that work in every session), and the conditions of the initial PIE/CICS environment after
log on is complete.
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After installing PIE/CICS, the User Directory, Terminal Directory, and user profiles are
customized. The Customization Reference describes procedures to customize each of
these common components.
If your site has installed optional PIE/CICS components, additional customization needs to
be done for each directory and the user profiles. Each product manual describes unique
customization procedures required to integrate that product with PIE/CICS.
After PIE/CICS is fully customized, minimal maintenance is required.Occasionally, changes to
both directories and user profiles are needed to reflect changes in your site’s system or user
community.

8
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Getting Started
PIE/CICS is a fairly complex suite of components. If you are a new administrator with little
familiarity with PIE/CICS, the following list is the suggested order that you should begin
reading the product documentation. In this manual, read:

• This chapter for an overview of PIE/CICS and its concepts.
• Read “Using PIE/CICS” in the next chapter for information about logging on and off
PIE/CICS and changing profiles.

• Read “Commands”, beginning on page 21 for information about executing PIE
commands.

• Refer to “Administrator Menus” on page 33 for a description of pre-defined menus that
list many of the PIE/CICS utilities used by administrators. Subsequent chapters explain
how to use each of these utilities.

• The manual for each product your site is licensed to use. Each manual includes a
product introduction and a chapter that explains any unique customization procedures.
Also, you may want to the Customization Reference, Command Reference, and the
PIE/REXX manuals. These manuals will give you a better understanding of PIE/CICS
customization requirements and options.
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Chapter 2 Using PIE/CICS

This chapter describes basic operational aspects of PIE/CICS. The chapter explains the
process of signing on and logging off from PIE/CICS. Separate sections describe how to
change user profiles and use pop-up menus to execute commands or navigate between
sessions.
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Signing on to PIE/CICS
You must sign on through the Logon Director to use PIE/CICS or any product that is a
member of the family of PIE/CICS products. Depending on how PIE/CICS is implemented at
your site, you can sign on directly from the Logon Director screen, or the Logon Director can
automatically accept your user ID and, possibly, password from another source.
The following figure shows the Logon Director screen.The logo area of the screen can be
customized, but every Logon Director screen must display the input fields shown beneath
the logo area in the figure below.
PIE Logon Director ------------------------------------------ (C) TSC, Inc 1995
PPPPPPPPPPP\
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII\
EEEEEEEEEEEEE\
PPPPPPPPPPP\
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII\
EEEEEEEEEEEEE\
PPP\\\\\\PP\
\\\\\III\\\\\\\
EEE\\\\\\\\\\\
PPP\
PP\
III\
EEEEEEEEEE\
PPPPPPPPPPP\
III\
EEEEEEEEEE\
PPPPPPPPPPP\
III\
EEE\\\\\\\\\
PPP\\\\\\\\\
III\
EEE\
PPP\
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII\
EEEEEEEEEEEEEE\
PPP\
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII\
EEEEEEEEEEEEEE\
\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
PF12 Port

PF 1 Help
Having problems ?
Call Help Desk.
PF 3 Exit
Userid
===>
Profile ===>
Password ===>
New Pswd ===>
Please fill in your Userid and Password and press ENTER
News ---------------------------------------------------------------- PF 2 Zoom
| Dear USER
05/21/1999 13:05:90
|
|
|
| Today, PIE/CICS is implemented to help you complete your work more quickly |
| and easily.
|
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
Tue May 21 05/21/99 13:05:20 term=0003/PIE10003 sys=CICD170 cpu=168A USER

The Logon Director sign on procedure is standard: enter your user ID and password on the
appropriate fields of the panel. Optionally, you may enter the name of a profile whose
parameters set the conditions of a PIE/CICS session. Otherwise, a default profile is assigned
to the user.
If PIE/CICS is defined as your good morning transaction, the Logon Director screen appears
after turning on your terminal (or accessing a PIE/CICS region through VTAM). If you do not
see the Logon Director panel, enter the PIE command from a CICS blank screen. (If you see
the PIE pop-up menu, you are already signed on to PIE/CICS.)
After you sign on, the Logon Director completes the following processing:

• Verifies the user is an authorized to run PIE/CICS and signs on to both a security system
and PIE/CICS

• Assigns PIE/CICS attributes to the user from the User Directory entry including the PIE
profile used to set the operational characteristics of a session

• Invokes the initial command specified in the user’s PIE profile
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After the initial processing is finished, the user’s profile determines the opening PIE/CICS
screen.
For information on the Logon Director or its processing logic, see “Logon Director” on page
3” of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide. For more information on profiles and how they
are assigned, see “Profiles” on page 29 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.

Entering a New Password
The Logon Director screen has a field to enter a new password. When you enter a new
password, the Logon Director verifies the password by requesting that it be re-entered
again.
New passwords are verified with an external security system. If the new password is rejected
by external security, the current password remains in effect and is not changed.

Logon Director Commands and PF Keys
The standard PF keys for the Logon Directory screen are:
PF1

Help

PF2:

Zoom news display

PF3

End

PF12

Port sign on from another terminal

In the news display, the supported commands and PF keys are:
PF3

End

PF4

Return

PF7

Up

PF8

Down
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Disconnecting and Reconnecting Sessions
You can stop and re-start work within a session without having to log off and log on again to
PIE/CICS. When you disconnect rather than log off PIE /CICS, your sessions and ongoing
work within them are saved. When you reconnect by signing on again, you return to your
former session and resume the work being processed at the time the disconnect occurred.

! WARNING
In some circumstances, you cannot reconnect conversational transactions. See below for
details.

Disconnecting a Session
You can disconnect from PIE/CICS by the following methods:

• PIE/CICS automatically disconnects you when the terminal is powered off or the
connection to CICS is broken.

• You can explicitly disconnect from PIE/CICS by entering the EXIT DISC or EXIT
DISCHOLD commands.

• You can port your log on to another terminal. Porting disconnects your log on from the
original terminal and reconnects you at the new terminal (See below.)

! WARNING
To disconnect, your User Directory entry must specify YES in the Allow Disc Status
field. If Allow Disc Status is NO, a disconnect is processed as a log off, unless you
have an open non-cancellable session.

Reconnecting to a Session
You can reconnect to PIE/CICS by the following methods:

• If you have a reusable or unique user ID, you can sign on from any terminal. No special
procedures are necessary.

• If you have a shared user ID, you can sign on normally from the same terminal.
If you want to sign on from a different terminal, you must reconnect explicitly. To do so,
enter R=term-id in the log on panel Profile field when you sign on, where
term-id is the CICS terminal ID from your disconnected sign on.
For example, if you were disconnected while using the terminal L0C9, you can reconnect
from any terminal by entering R=L0C9 in the Profile field when you sign on again.
You must reconnect from a terminal with the same logmode entry. For example, if you
disconnect from a Mod 4 terminal, you must reconnect to a Mod 4 terminal.
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Forced Reconnect/Port
Occasionally, you may leave your terminal without logging off or disconnecting from
PIE/CICS. Later, you need to sign on again at a different terminal.
If you have a unique or reusable user ID, you can port your sign on to the new terminal. Also,
you must have the authority to disconnect. This authority is granted by setting the Allow
Disc Status field to YES in the User Directory.
When a log on is ported, PIE/CICS disconnects the sign on from the previous terminal and
reconnects at the new terminal.
Complete the following step to port your sign on to a new terminal:
1. Enter your sign on data on the Logon Director screen.
2. Press PF12 instead of ENTER to enter the data.
If you have a reusable or shared user ID, you have the capability to log on at another terminal.
Your work in progress remains at the original terminal, but you can start new sessions at the
second terminal.

Conversational Transactions
You cannot reconnect conversational transactions at another terminal ID, or even at the
same terminal ID, if auto-install has placed the TCTTE in a different address in memory. If you
disconnect with a conversational transaction in an open session, the conversational
transaction is cancelled when you reconnect and switch to the session. All work in progress
is lost.
If the transaction is non-cancellable, you receive a message stating that you must resume the
session from the original terminal.
If you cannot reconnect from the original terminal, a CEMT purge of your task must be done
before you can resume the session. However, CEMT I TAS indicates the task is a
background task, not attached to a terminal. To get the task ID number, you must enter the
PIE DISPLAY command for the problem session at your terminal.

Operation and Administration Guide
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Exit From PIE/CICS
Issue the EXIT command to discontinue PIE/CICS work. The EXIT command has several
parameters that determine how a user ends their PIE/CICS work.
You can issue the EXIT command by the following methods:

• From a session, specify EXIT and its operands after the escape string: ==EXIT
• From the Sessions menu, specify EXIT and its operands on the command line.
The EXIT command can also be executed as the final PIE command. The final PIE command
is executed when you close a session and there are no more active sessions. See “Ending
Sessions” on page 54 of the MultiCICS Administration Guide, and “Final PIE Command”
on page 17 of this manual.

EXIT Parameters
If you execute EXIT, without parameters, the Exit pop-up menu appears with a list of options
associated with PF keys.

• Help
Displays help on the EXIT options.

• Disc
Disconnects your sign on from PIE/CICS and CICS. You can reconnect later at this or
another terminal. See “Disconnecting and Reconnecting Sessions” on page 14 for more
information. The terminal is logged off CICS and the VTAM log on screen is displayed. If
log off is prohibited for your terminal in the Terminal Directory, the Logon Director screen
is displayed instead.

• Log off
Signs off PIE/CICS and CICS. If any PIE sessions are open, they are cancelled and the
applications running in them are abended. (See “Closing and Cancelling Sessions” on
page 55 of the MultiCICS Administration Guide, for details.)
As with Disc, the terminal is logged off CICS and the VTAM log on screen is displayed. If
log off is prohibited for your terminal in the Terminal Directory, the terminal remains
logged on to CICS and the Logon Director screen is displayed.

• Sign off
Signs off PIE/CICS and CICS and leaves the terminal at the Logon Director screen. Thus,
the terminal stays logged on to CICS. As with log off, all open sessions are cancelled.

• End PIE
Signs off PIE/CICS, but leaves you signed on to CICS. You will go to the CICS blank
screen. As with log off, all open sessions are cancelled.

• Lock
Locks the terminal. The Lock screen is displayed and further keyboard input is prohibited
until the user’s password is re-entered.

• Dischold
Disconnects the user from PIE/CICS and CICS. However, the terminal remains logged
onto CICS and the Logon Director screen is displayed.
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! WARNING
If, in your User Directory entry, Allow Disc Status is NO, the Disc and Dischold
options are processed as a Log off and Sign off respectively. All open sessions are
cancelled.
EXIT command parameters are equivalent to those shown in the pop-up menu and have the
same spelling—for example, EXIT DISCHOLD. See the PIE/CICS Command Reference
for more information about these operands.

Final PIE Command
The final PIE command is executed when you end a session and there are no more active
sessions that can be opened to continue working. The final PIE command is defined in the
user’s current profile. It can be any PIE/CICS command, but it is usually a variation of the
EXIT command.
Normally, the final command is executed only once. However, if a pop-up menu appears in
response to an incomplete final command, an internal flag is reset and both the initial PIE
command and the final PIE command can be executed again. Entering EXIT without
parameters is an example of an incomplete command that produces a pop-up window to
specify the remaining parameters. Instead of choosing an option to end or disconnect your
sign on, pressing ENTER causes PIE/CICS to execute the user’s initial PIE command to
reestablish an active session.

Operation and Administration Guide
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Changing User Profiles
A profile specifies the conditions of a user’s PIE/CICS environment. For example, a profile
determines what sessions are permanently active, the escape string, and the commands
associated with PIE/CICS global keys.You can make permanent changes or temporary
changes that are in effect only for the duration the user is currently logged on to PIE/CICS.

Run-Time Profiles
When you log on to PIE/CICS, PIE loads a copy of a user profile into temporary storage. The
profile in storage is a run-time profile. All users can change their run-time profiles. Changes
remain in effect for the duration the user is logged on to PIE/CICS.
System administrators can prevent users from accessing the Profile Utility by restricting
access to Security Class 3 commands, which modify profiles. Access to commands by
security class is assigned to users through the User Directory.

Profile Utility
Issue the PROFILE command to change a profile. From the Sessions menu, issue
PROFILE . From a PIE/CICS application screen, enter the PROFILE command preceded by
an escape string (==PROFILE)
You are presented with the Profile Utility. Your profile name is supplied on the screen. You
can change other fields on the screen. Switch to other screens to change other attributes,
such as your pre-defined sessions, your escape string, and PF keys. If you need more
information about making changes to a profile, refer to “Maintaining Profiles” on page 41 of
the PIE/CICS Customization Reference.

Private Profiles
Standard PIE/CICS users (not administrators) can make and save changes only to their
private objects. A private object has the user’s ID specified as the Group ID. For example, if a
user’s ID is JSMITH, the private profile is named JSMITH.USER.
All changes you make to a run-time profile, whether is it a system, group, or private profile,
can be saved only into a private profile. For example, if you are using the profile for the tech
services group, TECHSERV.USER, your changes can be saved only to your private profile,
JSMITH.USER. This restriction prevents a change made by a single user from affecting all
other users.
All users can make and save changes to their existing private objects. However, you must
have private object authority to create a new private object. That means, if you are using a
system or group profile and you make changes, you must have private object authority to
save them because the act of saving those changes would create a new private object. If you
don’t have private object authority, you can save profile changes only if your PIE/CICS
system administrator created a private profile for you.
To save changes to your profile, enter the SAVE command on the Profile Utility command
line. For users with a particular type of private profile authority, changes are saved
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Pop-up Menus
PIE/CICS pop-up menus appear in response to incomplete commands. For example, a
menu appears when you issue either the PIE or SWITCH commands without parameters that
identify the destination session. Also, entering an escape string without parameters causes a
pop-up menu to appear.
Pop-up menus can be displayed in both application and PIE/CICS screens. When a menu is
displayed, only the keys defined in the menu (including ENTER, CLEAR, PA2, and PA1) are
active. Application keys and PIE global keys are inactive.
The pop-up menu presents a list of possible actions associated with keys. To choose an
action, press the corresponding PF key.
All PIE/CICS pop-up menus have the following keys listed as choices:
CLEAR

Return to the Sessions menu

ENTER

Step backwards through previous screens

PA2

Return immediately to a main menu screen

For all commands that bring up a pop-up menu, you can specify the parameter from the
menu on the command, and skip the menu entirely. For example, instead of issuing CLOSE
alone and choosing session ABCD, you can enter CLOSE ABCD. Or instead of entering
EXIT alone and choosing the DISC option, you can enter EXIT DISC.

Using a PIE Pop-Up Menu
If you enter a PIE transaction or the escape string alone, a pop-up menu appears with a list
of PF keys associated with PIE commands.
PIE Sessions Menu -----------------------------------------Command ===> pie
Profile retrieved is USR1.PROFA
1 APPLMENU
Sample Applications Menu
2 CICS
Native CICSMZW1 facilities
3 NEWS
System NEWS on 07/03/96
4 NOTEPAD
My Private Notepad
5 PIE
PIE/CICS Master Menu
6 PROFILE
User Profile Menus
7 TSCDB
Technologic Software Data Base

PIE -------------+
| Cmd:
|
| PF 1 Help
|
| PF 2 Open
|
| PF 3 End
|
| PF 4 Close
|
| PF 5 Switch
|
| PF 6 Sessions |
| -------------- |
| PF 7 Reserved |
| PF 8 Reserved |
| PF 9 Script
|
| PF10 View
|
| PF11 Bulletin |
| PF12 Profile |
| -------------- |
| PA 2 Return
|
| CLEAR Sessions |
| ENTER Return
|
+----------------+

PF: 1 Help 2 Open 3 End 4 Close 5 Switch 6 PIE 10 View 11 Bulletin 12 Profile

PIE pop-up menus are useful for inexperienced users who need a simple method to navigate
within a PIE/CICS system. Pop-up menus are useful for advanced users too, because they
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minimize the required keystrokes to accomplish a variety of common tasks. For example,
you can access the Switch pop-up menu with == [ENTER] and PF5—half the keystrokes of
==SWITCH [ENTER].
The options included on the PIE pop-up menu are:
PF1 Help

Access the Help menu

PF2 Open

Open a session with your default transaction

PF3 End

End the PIE pop-up menu

PF4 Close

Bring up the Close pop-up menu

PF5 Switch

Bring up the Switch pop-up menu

PF6 SessionsSwitch to the Sessions menu
PF9 Script

Bring up the Script pop-up menu

PF10 View

Bring up the View pop-up menu

PF11 Bulletin Switch to the Bulletin board session
PF12 Profile Switch to Profile menu
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PIE/CICS provides two general groups of commands. Some commands affect your PIE
environment (starting sessions, switching between them, or changing your profile). These
commands are called PIE Environment commands. Other commands execute like a
transaction in a session (for example, starting PIE Edit or a List Utility). These commands are
called PIE Application commands. An Application command is processed by PIEEXEC; the
“PIE command executor”. Environment and Application commands are both called PIE
commands.
This chapter describes some common PIE commands and how they are typically used.

Executing Commands
You can execute PIE commands by a variety of methods depending upon the current
PIE/CICS screen where the command is entered. The current screen determines whether an
escape string must be entered with the command.

• Sessions menu command line
An escape string is not necessary (example: SWITCH 3).

• Application screen
You must prefix a command with the escape string (example: ==SWITCH 3) or issue a
command by pressing a PIE PF key.

• CICS blank screen
Begin Application commands with PEXE (example: PEXE EDIT). Begin Environment
commands with the escape string (example: ==SWITCH 3).
If you invoke an Application command with the escape string, the command executes in a
new, free session; not the current session. If you try to execute an Environment command
with PEXE, PIE/CICS attempts to execute the command as an Application command or
CICS transaction.
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PF Keys
Global PIE keys can be used to execute PIE commands in all sessions. The following
procedure describes the steps to associate commands to global PIE keys.
1.Enter PROFILE from the Sessions menu to access the PIE Profile screen.
2.Enter option 3 to access the Keys screen.
3.Type the command text in the field adjacent to the PF key listing.
The keys are split between two screens. Press PF7 and PF8.to scroll between both
screens.
For suggestions about assigning commands to PF keys, refer to “Editing a Profile,” on
page 34 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide.
4.Exit the Profile Utility after you have finished assigning commands to your PF keys
PIE Application commands require a session to run in. For example, suppose you assign the
PIE Application command LIST USERS to PF6 on the Profile Keys screen. When the user
presses PF6, PIE/CICS opens a new session to execute the LIST USERS command. The
command fails if there is no available session.
You can turn PIE keys off and back on in a particular session with the SET KEYS SON|SOFF
command. You can toggle them on and off for all sessions with the TOGGLE command. You
can disable a PIE key for just one keystroke with the SKIPNEXT command.
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Escape String Search Sequence
You can specify a number of different actions after an escape string—you can switch to
another session, start a new session, or issue a PIE Application command. PIE/CICS uses
the following logic to process an escape string request, executing the first match:

• If the command following the escape string is a PIE Environment command, the
command is executed in that session or in a special session, depending on the
requirements of the command.

• If it is a session ID, MultiCICS switches you to the session specified.
• If it is a PIE Application command, PIE/CICS opens a new session (if one is available) and
executes the PIE Application command in it.

• If it is a valid CICS transaction, PIE/CICS opens a new session (if one is available) and
executes the string in the new session.

• If all of the preceding fail, PIE/CICS issues a message indicating an invalid command has
been entered.

Identifying Sessions
Many commands request a session ID as a parameter of the command. Sessions are
identified by both numbers and names. For application sessions, numbers range from 1 to
99. These numbers are displayed in the # field of the Sessions menu. Users can have up to
99 sessions if MultiCICS is operational. Otherwise, session 1 is the only available session.
Application session names are displayed in the Name field on the Sessions menu. When you
identify a session by name, you do not have to type the whole name. You can type just the
first character or so. For example, if you have a session named PAYR, you can identify it with
P, PA, PAY, or PAYR.
You may have two sessions with matching names. For example, you could have one session
named PAYROLL and another named PAYABLES. The abbreviations P, PA, and PAY work
for both sessions. If more than one session matches the name or abbreviation you choose,
PIE/CICS selects the first listed session by its session number.
When in doubt, always use the session number as the command parameter to identify a
session
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PIE Variables
PIE variables can be used as parameters with PIE commands. PIE variables are especially
helpful in profiles and menu lines. But they can also be helpful as you enter commands while
you work. For example you could enter the following from an application screen.
==CEMT I TERM(&ZLTERM)
This command used with the variable performs a CEMT inquiry on your own terminal.
INFO

PIE/CICS status information line. This variable string includes the date,
time, termid, CPU ID, system ID, and the userid.
INFO is equivalent to specifying the following variables: &ZDAYN
&ZMONTHN &ZDAY &ZDATE &ZTIME term=&ZLTERM &ZTERM
sys=&ZSYSID cpu=&ZSMF &ZUSER.

Z

Null String.

ZAPPL(applid) Applid status from the Network Monitor.
ZAPPLD(applid) Applid description from the Network Monitor.
ZAPPLUSE(applid)
Applid current/maximum users from the Network Monitor.
ZAPPLX(applid) Applid exception status from the Network Monitor. If the APPLID is
available, the variable will be null.
ZATYE

Application type.

ZCICREL

CICS release number. Examples: 3.2.1, 2.1.2, 4.1.1.

ZCUSERS

Number of current users logged on to PIE/CICS.

ZCYEAR

4-digit year.

ZCDATE

Date format based upon the DATFORM specification in the CICS SIT.
MM/DD/YYYY
DD/MM/YYYY
YYYY/MM/DD

ZCJDATE

Julian date in the format DDD.YYYY.

ZCRY

PIE/CICS copyright year expressed as a 4-digit number.

ZDATE

Date in mm/dd/yy format.

ZDAY

Day of month (dd).

ZDAYN

Name of day (MON,TUE,...).

ZDUSERS

Number of users disconnected from PIE/CICS.

ZEPSWD

Encrypted password. This is a temporary password that is valid for short
periods. Encrypted passwords are supported by UNICOM Systems, Inc.'s
PIE/CICS, PIE/TSO, and NonStop CICS products.
CPUs that share or distribute encrypted user passwords must be
synchronized to Greenwich mean time.
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ZESC

Escape sequence (switch string).

ZFPROF

Fully qualified profile name of the current user. The profile name is
composed of the group name and the profile name separated by a dot.
For example: SYSTEM.ACCOUNT

ZGROUP

Groupid of user.

ZHDESK

Help desk ID.

ZINFO

PIE/CICS status information line. This variable string includes the date,
time, termid, CPU ID, system ID, and the userid.
INFO is equivalent to specifying the following variables: &ZDAYN
&ZMONTHN &ZDAY &ZDATE &ZTIME term=&ZLTERM &ZTERM
sys=&ZSYSID cpu=&ZSMF &ZUSER.

ZINFOC

Same as ZINFO, but shows the date with a 4-digit year.

ZJDATE

Julian date expressed as yy:ddd.

ZJOB

CICS job name.

ZLNAME

Logical name.

ZLOGMOD

Logmode used for PASS and TSWITCH.

ZLOGPFX

Logon Prefix (secured).

ZLPTERM

CICS pseudo terminal identifier.

ZLSYSID

CICS System identifier (local SYSID).

ZLTERM

CICS Terminal identifier.

ZLUSERS

Number of users currently logged onto PIE/CICS.

ZMONTH

2-digit month number (mm).

ZMONTHN

3-character Month name (JAN,FEB,...).

ZOPID

CICS Operator identifier.

ZPIEREL

PIE/CICS release number in the format: VV.RR.MM.

ZPNAME

Physical name.

ZPROF

Current profile name.

ZPRTALT

Alternate printer identifier.

ZPRTPRI

Primary printer identifier.

ZPSWD

Password. This is a secured variable and is not displayed. The password
can be specified as a parameter with the PASS, TSWITCH, and ACCESS
commands.

ZS

First string delimiter.

ZSESID

Current PIE session identifier.

ZSMF

SMF identifier of a CPU.

ZSYS(sysid)

SYSID status from the Network Monitor.

ZSYSD(sysid)

SYSID description from the Network Monitor.

ZSYSID

CICS APPLID.
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ZSYSUSE(sysid SYSID current/maximum users from the Network Monitor.
ZSYSX(sysid)

SYSID exception status from the Network Monitor. If the SYSID is
available, the variable will be null.

ZTERM

VTAM node name.

ZTIME

Time of day in hh:mm:ss format.

ZTITLE

Title name.

ZTRANS

Last transaction identifier.

ZTSQPRF

PIE temporary storage queue prefix.

ZUDATA

User data (8 bytes). Can be abbreviated to Z1.

ZUDATA2

User data (16 bytes). Can be abbreviated to Z2.

ZUDATA3

User data (16 bytes). Can be abbreviated to Z3.

ZUDATA4

User data (16 bytes). Can be abbreviated to Z4.

ZUDATA5

User data (8 bytes). Can be abbreviated to Z5.

ZUSER

User identifier.

ZX0

Hexadecimal value X’00’.

ZX1

Hexadecimal value X’01’.

ZX2

Hexadecimal value X’02’.

ZX3

Hexadecimal value X’03’.

ZX4

Hexadecimal value X’04’.

ZX5

Hexadecimal value X’05’.

ZX6

Hexadecimal value X’06’.

ZX7

Hexadecimal value X’07’.

ZX8

Hexadecimal value X’08’.

ZX9

Hexadecimal value X’09’.

ZXA

Hexadecimal value X’0A’.

ZXB

Hexadecimal value X’0B’.

ZXC

Hexadecimal value X’0C’.

ZXD

Hexadecimal value X’0D’.

ZXE

Hexadecimal value X’0E’.

ZXF

Hexadecimal value X’0F’.

ZYEAR

Year in the format of yy.
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Common PIE Commands
PIE/CICS provides a robust variety of commands. The PIE/CICS Command Reference
gives a description of each command that includes a syntax diagram, a parameter listing,
and examples of how the command is typically used. This section describes some of the
most commonly used commands. After learning these commands, you should be able to
navigate your way through a basic PIE/CICS log on.

• CLOSE and CANCEL—See “Ending Sessions,” on page 54 of the MultiCICS
Administration Guide.

• CUT and PASTE—See “Cut and Paste Commands,” on page 28.
• EXIT—See “Exit From PIE/CICS,” on page 16.
• MENU—See “Defining Menu Commands,” on page 45 of the Dynamic Menus
Administration Guide.

• PROFILE—See “Changing User Profiles,” on page 18.
• R or RECALL—See “Sessions Menu,” on page 44 of the MultiCICS Administration
Guide.

• SWITCH—See “Switching Between Sessions,” on page 51 of the MultiCICS
Administration Guide.

• SYSTEM—See “Native CICS: System Mode” below.

Native CICS: System Mode
You can define a session that gives you access to the CICS blank screen. In PIE/CICS, the
blank screen is called system mode. You can enter a transaction from the blank screen as
you do with CICS and perform all other work as if you were in a traditional CICS session. In
system mode, PIE Application commands are still available (prefix them with PEXE), and you
can execute PIE Environment commands by entering them with an escape string.
If you don’t have a session or menu line that accesses system mode, you can request it with
the SYSTEM command: enter SYSTEM at the Sessions menu.
To get out of system mode, you can press a system end key. These keys are defined in your
PIE profile, on the Terminal screen. By default they are PF3 and PF15. Or you can issue the
END command: enter PEXE END.
PIE/CICS transactions (such as PTSQ, the Temporary Storage Queue List) will AutoEnd and
also end system mode. If you do not want system mode to end, precede the PIE/CICS
transaction with PEXE. For example, to execute the Temporary Storage Queue List, enter
PEXE PTSQ. When you are done, you can exit system mode as usual.

☞ If you enter an invalid transaction ID from system mode, you get an error and you do not
exit from system mode.
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Cut and Paste Commands
Using CUT and PASTE commands, you can copy data from one session screen to another
(or from one field to another in the same session). For example, you can copy a customer ID
from a field on one screen and paste it to an address field on another screen.
You can copy data from any protected or unprotected field. You can paste only to
unprotected fields. You can cut and paste from applications sessions only; not from special
sessions, like the Help session or the Sessions menu.
CUT and PASTE are cursor sensitive. Assigning both commands to PF keys is the
recommended way to invoke a cut or paste operation. You can set one global PIE key to
CUT and another to PASTE. Then, you position the cursor over the field and press the
appropriate PF key to invoke the cut or paste operation.
There are two kinds of CUT and PASTE: the CUT and PASTE Environment commands and
the PIE/REXX CUT and PASTE programs. REXX programs are more flexible and can be
customized to your needs. If you will be cutting and pasting one or two fields, the CUT and
PASTE commands are adequate.

Cutting and pasting between regions
If you use NetGate to access another region, you can cut and paste data between regions. If
you use PASS or TSWITCH transfer commands to switch between regions, both commands
must be customized before you perform cut and paste operations. Refer to “Cutting and
Pasting Across Regions,” on page 177 of the Customization Guide for instructions to
customize both commands.

Using Commands to Cut and Paste
Another way to copy data is to enter ==CUT at the beginning of any field, then position the
cursor at the beginning of the data you want to copy, and press ENTER. PIE/CICS copies
the data from the cursor position to the end of the field.
To paste the data to another field, enter ==PASTE at the beginning of any field. Then
position the cursor where you want the paste to begin, and press ENTER. PIE/CICS pastes
the data from the cursor position to the end of the field. If the field is too short, the data is
truncated beyond the maximum field length. If the field is longer than the pasted data, the
unused portion of the field contain null characters.
You can use the PF key method with the CUT and PASTE commands too. Simply place the
cursor at the beginning of the text you want to cut and press the CUT PF key. Then place the
cursor where you want to paste the text and press the PASTE PF key.

Cutting and Pasting Multiple Fields
You can cut and paste multiple fields simply by issuing the CUT and PASTE commands
multiple times. For example, to cut the Nam e , Number, and Amount fields on a screen,
you move the cursor to the Name field and issue CUT. Next, move the cursor to the
Number field and issue CUT again. Finally, move the cursor to the Amount field and
reissue CUT.
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The fields are pasted in last-in-first-out (LIFO) order. When you issue PASTE the first time, the
Amount field is pasted. When you issue PASTE again, the Number field is pasted. When
you issue PASTE a third time, the Name field is pasted. You can reverse the default order
with the FIFO option on the CUT command.
When you cut and paste multiple fields, each field is erased from the clipboard where the
data is stored after it is pasted. However, the last field in the clipboard (the first one you cut)
is not erased, and you can paste it as many times as you like. Using the previous example,
you would be able to paste the Number and Amount fields once and the Name for as
many times as required.

☞ If you begin pasting and then issue another cut before using all the fields already in the
clipboard, all remaining fields in the clipboard are lost. For example, if you cut four fields,
paste two, then issue another cut, the two remaining fields are deleted from the clipboard.

Clipboard
Field data is stored in a clipboard. The contents of the clipboard are saved if you disconnect
from PIE/CICS. However, the contents are lost if you sign or log off.
You can edit data stored in the clipboard before you paste it. To do so, perform either of the
following:

• Issue the PIE Application command EDIT PIE.CLIPBRD
• Issue the CUTEDIT command instead of the CUT command. CUTEDIT cuts a field and
allows you to edit the data from the clipboard.

Other Options
The CUT and PASTE commands have a number of options not described here. You can
define screen positions and session IDs for cut and paste, rather than relying on cursor
position. You can also redefine the clipboard to a temporary storage field or the ZUDATA or
ZUDATA2 variables. See CUT, PASTE, and CUTEDIT in the PIE/CICS Command
Reference for more information on these options
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PIE/REXX Cut and Paste
With the PIE/REXX CUT and PASTE programs, you can cut and paste a block of data. Both
programs copy a column of data between the starting and ending locations you indicate.
System Management Facility

Starting
Option
Position

Scroll ===> CUR

..#.. Name....
User=DRP1

Characters
Copied

sys ---------------------------------

===>

Title..................................... Arguments.........

Terminal=PIE10006

_

1

NEWS

- Edit system News on Fri

10/18/96 12:26:54

_

2

USERS

- List/View active users;

USERS, NODES ===> * *

_

3

SEND

- Send a message to all or selected users

_

4

TERMINAL - OPEN terminals after Security Violations

_

5

SYSTEM

_

6

BALGROUP - Display Load Balancing Groups

_

7

NETGATE

- Display Netgate Sessions

_

8

TSQ

- List/Browse/Delete Temporary Storage ques

_

9

CEMT

- Master Terminal Operator for CICSMZW1

_ 10

NEWCOPY

- Load a new copy of a program;

_ 11

NETMIZER - Display Netmizer Statistics for CICSMZW1

_ 12

STORAGE

_ 13

VARIABLE - Display PIE variables

_ 14

DEMONET

- Demo Netmizer Datastream Error Recovery

_ 15

CECI

- CICS Exec Interpreter

_

C

CICS

- Native CICSMZW1 Facilities

_

X

EXIT

- Terminate System Management Menu

- Display Systems (Applid & Sysids)

NAME ===>

- Display PIE storage utilization

Ending position
F1=Help

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=DOwn

To cut data, choose one of the following methods:

• PF key method
Place the cursor at the beginning of the text you want to cut and press the CUT PF key.
Place the cursor at the end of the text to cut and press the CUT PF key again. (For this
method, the CUT and PASTE programs must be assigned to a global PIE key.)

• Command method:
Enter ==REXX CUT.REXX (you can assign this to an alias), position the cursor at the
beginning of the block, and press ENTER. Then, enter the command again, position the
cursor at the end of the block, and press ENTER.

• Manual declaration of cursor positions
Enter ==REXX CUT.REXX r1 c1 r2 c2, where r1 c1 are the row and column
locations of the beginning position and r2 c2 are the row and column locations of the
ending position.
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Pasting fields to a screen is similar to a cut operation. To paste data, choose one of the
following methods:

• PF key method
Place the cursor at the beginning location and press the PASTE PF key. This will paste all
fields beginning at the cursor position.

• Command method
Type ==REXX PASTE.REXX, position the cursor at the beginning location, and press
ENTER. This pastes all fields beginning at the cursor position.

• Specifying cursor positions manually
Enter ==REXX CUT.REXX r1 c1, where r1 c1 are the row and column locations
of the beginning position.
The CUT.REXX program uses a temporary storage queue, not the clipboard. You cannot
use the clipboard to edit the fields cut with this method.
See the REXX for CICS USer Guide for information on customizing the CUT and PASTE
programs.

Understanding Error Messages
A typical situation that produces an error message is when a command is entered that
requires a switch, but the application does not recognize that an AID key has been pressed.
This occurs when you issue any switch command without an escape string.
Under certain circumstances, this can be confusing. For example, suppose you are in a
session and want to temporarily disable global PIE keys. You enter the following command:
SET KEYS OFF
The escape string was not entered with the command. As a result, the command is
interpreted as belonging to the current application, which does not have a SET KEYS OFF
command. The application returns an error message:
Invalid command
You recognize your error and enter:
==SET KEYS OFF
This time the SET KEYS OFF command is intercepted and passed to PIE/CICS and correctly
processed. But, the screen does not change because the command was intercepted by
PIE/CICS and the application does not recognize that an AID key was pressed. As a result,
the application does not clear the screen and the “Invalid Command” message is still
displayed. Because the message remains on the screen, it appears as though the ==SET
KEYS OFF command did not work either. But it did.
To avoid potentially confusing messages, you should clear the screen before entering the
next PIE command after a receiving an application message. Using this technique, you are
assured that messages pertain to the current state of your system.
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Most PIE/CICS utilities can be accessed from three primary menus:

• Master menu
• System Administrator Facility menu
• System Management Facility menu
When you customize PIE/CICS, you select options from the System Administrator menu to
invoke customization utilities. After PIE/CICS has been placed in production, the System
Management menu is used more often. The PIE/CICS Master menu provides one way to
access these menus. This chapter explains how to navigate between these menus and the
options that you can select.
If you have Dynamic Menus you can change these menus to suit your requirements.
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Master Menu
You can navigate to almost any PIE/CICS utility or service from the Master menu. As its
names suggests, the Master menu is a high-level menu with options that allow you to select
subordinate menus by functional groups.

• If you have never logged on to PIE/CICS, access the Logon Director screen by
entering the PIE transaction. After logging on, the PIE/CICS Master menu appears on
the screen.

• If your PIE/CICS system has already been customized, enter PEXE MENU PIEMMSTR
at a CICS blank screen or MENU PIEMMSTR at the Sessions menu command line.

• If you are using the ACCOUNT profile, select session 1 from the Sessions menu. This
option opens the PIE Master menu.
An example of the Master Menu is shown in the following figure.:
Master Menu ------------------------------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
WELCOME to
PIE/CICS Version 03.01.00 on CICS CICSPROD
USERID: USR1
Wed - Jul 03, 1996
NODE:
PIE10004
12:13:05
TERMID: 0004
_ 1 PIEMADM - System Administration Menu
_ 2 PIEMSYS - System Management Menu
_ 3 PIEBMAIN - Main Bulletin Board
_ 4 PIEMDNET - Demo NetMizer Error Recovery Facility
_ 5 PIEMHELP - PIE Help Index
_ 6 PIEMINV - Sample Inventory Control Menu
_ 7 PIEMMAIN - Sample Primary Application Menu
_ 8 PIEMNETG - Sample Access Menu for Netgate
_ 9 PIEMPRT - Sample Printer Selection Menu
_ 10 PIEMDIAG - Diagnostic (Memory Display) Menu
_ 11 PIEMREXX - Demo REXX Samples Menu
F1=Help

F2=SElect F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=DOwn

Options 1 and 2
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1, PIEMADM

This is the System Administration menu. It provides system
administrator utilities to customize PIE/CICS. It provides options to
modify User and Terminal Directories, customize the Logon Director
screens, and create new profiles.

2, PIEMSYS

The System Management menu gives administrators and helpdesk
personnel access to functions to run a production PIE system. For
example, you can access User and Terminal lists to manage who has
access to PIE/CICS. You can access the news facility to update the
news displayed on the Logon Director screen.
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3, PIEBMAIN

This is the bulletin board-style menu shipped with PIE/CICS. It provides
help and information on a variety of topics, such as telephone area
codes, hex and decimal conversions, and PIE/CICS variables.

4, PIEMDNET

This menu demonstrates PIE/CICS NetMizer error recovery.

5, PIEMHELP

This is a menu of PIE/CICS help topics. (You can also obtain this list by
entering ? or HELP on the Sessions menu.)

6, PIEMINV
7, PIEMMAIN
8, PIEMNETG
9, PIEMPRT

These are sample menus, shipped to help you understand and
implement Dynamic Menus.

10, PIEMDIAG This menu presents a set of options that help diagnose problems in
CICS or PIE/CICS. It provides options to display the contents of
memory, CICS tables, and PIE exits.
11, PIEMREXX This menu presents samples of PIE/REXX programs. It will help you get
an idea of what can be done with PIE/REXX.
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System Administrator Menu
Much of PIE/CICS customization can be performed from the System Administrator menu. To
access the System Administrator menu, perform one of the following.

• Access the PIE/CICS Master menu. Select option 1, the System Administrator menu.
• Enter PEXE MENU PIEMADM at a CICS blank screen or MENU PIEMADM at the
Sessions menu command line.
The following figure shows an example of the System Administrator Menu.:
System Administration Facility -----------------------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
User=USR1 Terminal=PIE10004
_ 1 NEWS
- Edit System News on Wed 07/03/96 12:21:06
_ 2 TERMINAL - Update Generic Terminal Directory
_ 3 USER
- Update Generic User Directory
_
_
_
_
_

4
5
6
7
8

LOGON
SCRIPT
TEXT
MENU
PROFILE

-

_ 9
_ 10
_ 11

LICENSE
OPTIONS
LOAD

- Specify License Information for PIE
- Customize PIE System Options
- Upload/Download PIE objects

_
_

CICS
EXIT
**END**

- Native CICSMZW1 Environment
- Terminate This Menu

C
X

F1=Help

List/Edit Logon Panels
List/Execute/Browse Script files
*
List/Edit Text Files;
GROUPID ===> *
List/Edit Dialog Manager Menus
*
List/Edit Profiles
*

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=DOwn

Its options are:
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1, NEWS

Access PIE Edit, to update the news displayed on the Logon Director
screen.

2, TERMINAL

Edit the Terminal Directory. This directory determines which terminals
are authorized to sign on to PIE/CICS and certain characteristics of their
PIE/CICS environment.

3, USER

Edit the User Directory. This directory determines which users are
authorized to sign on to PIE/CICS and certain characteristics of their
PIE/CICS environment.

4, LOGON

Edit Logon Director screens.

5, SCRIPT

Access the play-back script facility to list, edit, and execute play-back
scripts.

6, TEXT

Access the PIE/CICS text editor. You can list and edit text objects
already in the Repository or create new objects. You will use this option
to create PIE/REXX scripts.

7, MENU

Access the Menu Utility to create and update PIE menus.

8, PROFILE

Access the Profile Utility. Profiles determine the major part of a user’s
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environment, including predefined sessions, PF keys, and escape
string.
9, LICENSE

Access the License screen. This screen appears the first time you type
PIE after installation. At that time, you will fill in license information sent
to you by UNICOM Systems, Inc.. You will use this screen again if you
get a new password, for example, to activate a new PIE/CICS
component.

10, OPTIONS

Access the Customization Options screens. These screens present a
variety of options that determine how PIE/CICS operates. For example,
you will use this screen to determine what kind of MRO support you
want PIE/CICS to provide and how PIE/CICS will handle temporary
storage queue substitution.

11, LOAD

Access the Repository Load Utility, to load and unload objects to and
from the PIE/CICS Repository.
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System Management Menu
The System Management menu provides access to a number of administrative functions and
utilities. To access the System Management menu, perform one of the following.

• Access the PIE/CICS Master menu. Select option 2, the System Management menu.
• Enter PEXE MENU PIEMSYS at a CICS blank screen or MENU PIEMSYS at the
Sessions menu command line.
The following figure shows an example of the System Management Menu.:
System Management Facility
sys --------------------------------Option ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
..#.. Name....
Title..................................... Arguments.........
User=USR1 Terminal=PIE10004
_ 1 NEWS
- Edit system News on Wed 07/03/96 12:27:34
_ 2 USERS
- List/View active users; USERS, NODES ===> * *
_ 3 SEND
- Send a message to all or selected users
_ 4 TERMINAL - OPEN terminals after Security Violations
_ 5 SYSTEM
- Display Systems (Applid & Sysids)
_ 6 BALGROUP - Display Load Balancing Groups
_ 7 NETGATE - Display Netgate Sessions
_ 8 TSQ
- List/Browse/Delete Temporary Storage ques
_ 9 CEMT
- Master Terminal Operator for CICSMZW1
_ 10 NEWCOPY - Load a new copy of a program;
NAME ===>
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

11
12
13
14
15
C
X

NETMIZER
STORAGE
VARIABLE
DEMONET
CECI
CICS
EXIT

F1=Help

-

Display Netmizer Statistics for CICSPROD
Display PIE storage utilization
Display PIE variables
Demo Netmizer Datastream Error Recovery
CICS Exec Interpreter
Native CICSMZW1 Facilities
Terminate System Management Menu

F2=SElect

F3=ENd

F4=RETUrn

F7=UP

F8=DOwn

Its options are:
1, NEWS

Access the news member in PIE Edit, to update the news displayed on
the Logon Director screen.

2, USERS

Access the User List, for information on users signed on to PIE/CICS in
this region and to perform various functions on their sessions, such as
View, reset, disconnect, force log off, etc.

3, SEND

Access SuperMessage, to send a message to PIE/CICS users.

4, TERMINAL

Access the Protected Terminal List, to reactivate protected terminals.

5, SYSTEM

Access the System List, for information on APPLIDs under the Network
Monitor.

6, BALGROUP Access the Balancing Group List, for information on NonStop CICS,
Availability Plus, and NetGate balancing groups.
7, NETGATE
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Access the NetGate Sessions List, for information on PIE sessions
using NetGate.
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8, TSQ

Access the Temporary Storage Queue List, for information on all CICS
temporary storage queues.

9, CEMT

Access CICS CEMT.

10, NEWCOPY Load a new copy of the program you specify in the NAME (Arguments)
field.
11, NETMIZER Access the NetMizer Statistics Utility, for information on NetMizer
optimization.
12, STORAGE Access the PIE Storage Statistics Utility, for information on storage
used by PIE/CICS.
13, VARIABLE

Display a list of the PIE/CICS variables and their meanings.

14, DEMONET Start a Netmizer optimization demonstration.
15, CECI

Access the CICS Exec Interpreter.

C, CICS

Go to system mode, the CICS blank screen, under PIE/CICS.

Commands and PF Keys
All PIE/CICS menus use standard ISPF PF key assignments.These menus are actually
dynamic menus. So, for a complete list of commands and PF keys for these menus, see
“Defining Menu Commands” on page 45.
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PIE/CICS provides a series of online screens that display specialized information about the
current status of PIE/CICS components. Most of these screens are formatted using the
PIE/CICS List command.These status screens have similar access commands, search
functions, PF key definitions, and line commands.
The following figure shows an example of the List Profile screen.
PIE Utility list of PROFILES ---------------------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

18 of

33

Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*

*

*

SYSTEM

ACCOUNT

95/04/18 11:56 DEMO

*

*

8 System Administrator profi

*

SYSTEM

DEMO

91/11/14 19:25 SD080BB

6 Demo user profile from Pri

**END**

The List command provides screens that show the status of:
Applids or Systems VTAM applications monitored by the Network Monitor
Balancing Groups Balancing group activity in NonStop CICS and Availability Plus
regions
Menus

Dynamic menus

NetGate Sessions NetGate sessions
Panels

Logon Director screens

Profiles

PIE/CICS profiles

Scripts

Play-back scripts (not REXX scripts)

Protected TerminalsTerminals in protected mode
Text

Text members, including news files, help files, and REXX programs

Users

Users signed on to PIE/CICS

Each List screen provides detailed information about each line entry shown on the screen.
You can execute line commands against members listed as a row entry on a List screen. For
example, you can edit profiles, text members, or panels from the Edit List screen. You can
change a user’s status from the User List. You can reset a terminal from the Protected
Terminal List.
The following sections of this chapter describe the common elements of the various List
command screens. Each section includes a figure of a specific List screen and a description
of the screen fields.
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Using the LIST Command
The LIST command invokes the List utilities. Examples of the LIST command are shown on
page 44.
The syntax of the LIST command is:
LIST [type] [selection-criteria]
type

Type of list to display. Valid list types are shown on page 43 . You can
abbreviate list types. The capitalized letters are the minimum characters
to recognize a specific list. PROFILES is the default screen that appears
if a list type is not entered with the LIST command.

selection-criteria
Filter criteria to select members displayed in the first list you see. For
example, you can specify selection criteria to list only the members of
the SYSTEM group or the PIE group. On the Applid List, you could
request a list of systems in unavailable status only.
Each list has different selection criteria.Selection criteria are positional
parameters, mirroring the list fields in the order they are displayed on
the screen. For example, the fields on the Profile List are:
Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.. Admin.
The selection criteria for the Profile List are:
group name change-date-time change-by size
title admin
You can use wildcards for all selection criteria. See “LIST Command
Wildcards” on page 43, for information on wildcards.
Selection criteria are positional and must be entered in order with the
LIST command. However, you can use wildcards for any position.
Selection criteria are optional and do not have to be specified with the
LIST command. If you do, for some list types you will get a list of all
objects; for other list types you will get only the objects you are
authorized to edit. Refer to the following table for the default data
displayed by each type of list.
When you get the list screen, the selection criteria in effect are
displayed under the field headings. You can enter new criteria on
screen and get a new, updated list. Often it is easier to type only LIST
type, and specify the selection criteria on-screen.
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Selection
Criteria
Default

List Type

Type Value

Selection Criteria

Applids or
Systems

Applid or
System

lsystem psystem type status
am users maxusr actusr maxact
trancount

All

Balancing
Groups

Balancing

groupid lsystem psystem
method status users maxusr
objusr resp objresp cpu
objcpu rate

All

Menus

Menus

group name change-date-time
change-by size title admin

Authorized
only

NetGate
Sessions

Netgate

vterm netname userid name plu
logmode sess nsb-addr status

All

Panels

PAnels

group name change-date-time
change-by size title admin

Authorized
only

Profiles

Profiles

group name change-date-time
change-by size title admin

Authorized
only

Scripts

SCripts

group name change-date-time
change-by size title admin

Authorized
only

Protected
Terminals

TERminals

Text

TEXts

group name change-date-time
change-by size title admin

Authorized
only

Users

Users

userid term nodeid applic
type tran/pnam last-input
ltran status system groupid
user-trace wto-trace cmdtrace unique-id

All

terminal userid date time

All

LIST Command Wildcards
You can use wildcards with selection criteria parameters of the LIST command. The
wildcards are:
%

Any single number in that position

?

Any single character in that position

*

All characters (including nulls) in that position to the end of the field.
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Examples of the LIST Command
You are at the Sessions menu and you want the Profile List. You enter LIST because the
Profile List is the default. You could also enter LIST PROFILES or just LIST P. In all cases, you
will receive a list of the profiles you are authorized to edit.
LIST is a PIE Application command and is subject to the rules governing Application
commands. For instance, if you are at a CICS blank screen, you must enter PEXE LIST. The
PEXE transaction activates PIE and executes the PIE LIST command in that session. If you
are in a session that is already running an application, you must enter ==LIST to start the
Profile List in another session.
Now you are at the Sessions menu, and you want a list of menus. You enter LIST MENUS or
LIST M.
You are a system administrator and you don’t want to see all menus. You want only the
menus in the PIE group. You enter LIST M PIE.
Suppose you want only the menus in the PIE group that start with PIEM. You enter LIST M
PIE PIEM*.
Now suppose you want to look at menus you have constructed. Your menus are numbered.
You want to see all menus in the PAY series. You enter LIST M * %PAY*. You will get menus
in all groups whose member names begin with a number followed by the letters PAY.
Of course, you could always enter only LIST M and tailor the display when you get the Menu
List. To do that, change—
Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title...
*
*
*
* *
*
—to —
Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title...
%PAY* *
*
* *
*
You want to see all menus that were changed on August 17th, 1995. You change the
heading line to:
Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title...
*
95/08/17*
*
* *
*
You may be tempted to specify the date only in the change-date-time parameter. But
the field displays both date and time—a date-only parameter will receive no matches. So
follow the date with an asterisk, and you will get all members created on that date.
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List Screen Commands and PF keys
HELP (PF1)

Display help for this screen.

ADD (PF2)

Create a new object and go to the Definition screen. ADD is valid on the
Menu, Panel, Profile, Script, and Text Lists only.

VIEW (PF2)

View the selected user’s current session. To view a user, position the
cursor on the user’s display line and press PF2. VIEW is valid only on
the User List screen.

END (PF3)

Exit from the List screen and return to the previous menu where the
LIST command was entered.

RETURN (PF4) Exit from the List screen and return to the Sessions menu, the last main
menu, or end of session.
REFRESH (PF6) Refresh the list with current information. This command will accept
changes in selection criteria.
UP (PF7)

Scroll member up by the number of lines specified on the command
line. If none is specified, then scroll by the default amount.

DOWN (PF8)

Scroll member down by the number of lines specified on the command
line. If none is specified, then scroll by the default amount.

LEFT (PF10)

Shift the display one screen to the left. Some columns remain on all
screens as row place holders.

RIGHT (PF11)

Shift the display one screen to the right. Some columns remain on all
screens as row place holders.

MESSAGE

Enter a message to send to users. After entering the message, specify
the users to receive it using the M line command. MESSAGE is valid
only on the User List screen.

RECALL

Reshow the previous command entered on the command line. You can
abbreviate it to R.

RESHOW

Discard any data typed on the screen.

SORT

Sort the list in alphanumeric order by the supplied column name. For
example, if you specify SORT NAME, the list is ordered by the Name
column.
Enter SORT column D to sort data in descending order. Enter SORT
column A to sort names in ascending alphabetic order. By default, the
list is in ascending order, except the SYSTEM group is displayed first.
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Applid or Systems List
The Applid and Systems List screens are similar. They list VTAM applications in use by the
Network Monitor. From the list, you can change the status of an applid or obtain detailed
statistics. Also, you can go to the NetGate Sessions List for an applid to see if there are any
NetGate sessions to or from it. The Applid List screen has the following format:
PIE Utility list of SYSTEMS ----------------------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

7 of

7

Sel. LSystem. PSystem. Type.. Status..... AM. Users.. MaxUsr. ActUsr. MaxAct. T
*

*

*

*

* *

(MODEL) (MODEL) APL

*

*

*

*

AVAILABLE

0

0

0

0

CICSTOR1 170A

SYS

AVAILABLE TR

0

0

0

0

CICSTOR2 170B

SYS

AVAILABLE TR

0

0

0

0

CICT330A CICT330A APL

UNAVAILABLE

0

0

0

0

CICT321A CICT330A APL

UNAVAILABLE

0

0

0

0

**END**
F1=Help F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the List Applid or Systems screen are:
Lsystem

Logical name of the system. For NetGate, it is the name you specified
on the ACCESS command. For Availability Plus and NonStop CICS, it is
the name specified on the PNAM GROUP LIST parameter; either an
alias or an actual APPLID.

Psystem

System ID of a region.

Type

Type of system displayed.
SYS
APL

Status

AOR
VTAM APPLID for NetGate or NonStop CICS

Region routing status.
AVAILABLE Region is available for users
UNAVAILABLERegion is no longer active and is unavailable.
CLOSED

AM

Access method to the region.
TP
TS
TN

Users
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Region has been closed to routing with the PNAM CLOSE
function.
Transaction Pass: PASS command
Transaction Switch: TSWITCH command
Transaction NetGate: NetGate ACCESS command

Number of current users routed to this region.

MaxUsr

Maximum number of users that can access this region at one time.

ActUsr

Number of current active users logged on the region. This is an
Availability Plus field.

MaxAct

Maximum number of active users allowed on the region. This is an
Availability Plus field.

TranCount

Number of transactions or NetGate accesses processed in this region
since Network Monitor was initialized.
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Applid and Systems List Line Commands
The LIST Applid or Systems screens accepts the following line commands:
C

Close an applid for Network Monitor operation. This is the same as
issuing the PNAM CLOSE command.

I

Inquire on an applid for additional information. See “Inquire Screen” on
page 50, for more information.

N

Go to the NetGate Sessions List for this applid.

O

Open the applid for Network Monitor operation. This is the same as
issuing the PNAM OPEN command on the applid.
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Balancing Group List
The List Balancing Group command displays the status of active Availability Plus and
NonStop CICS balancing groups. This list provides statistical information about the
performance of balancing groups by region.
From the list, you can change the status of an applid, get detailed information on an applid,
or go to the NetGate Sessions List for an applid to see if there are any NetGate sessions to or
from it.
The following figure shows an example of the List Balancing Group screen.:
PIE Utility list of BALANCE GROUPS ---------------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

4 of

4

Sel. Groupid. LSystem. PSystem. Method Status..... Users.. MaxUsr. ObjUsr. Resp
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

170A

CICSTOR1 170A

USER AVAILABLE

0

0

170A

CICSTOR2 170B

USER AVAILABLE

0

0

50
50

NONSTOP CICT330A CICT330A USER UNAVAILABLE

0

0

50

NONSTOP CICT321A CICT330A USER UNAVAILABLE

0

0

50

**END**
F1=Help F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The Balancing Group List displays balancing regions by group name. Each line represents a
region. (Errors and messages can be displayed in Line 3.)
The fields of the Balancing Group List are:
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Groupid

Name of the region belonging to the balancing group.

Lsystem

Logical name of the system. For NetGate, it is the name specified with
the ACCESS command. For Availability Plus and NonStop CICS, it is
the name specified with the PNAM GROUP LIST parameter; either an
alias or an actual APPLID.

PSystem

Actual APPLID of the target region. If the field is UNKNOWN, the target
region does not have an ADD APPLID definition.

Method

Balancing method in use.
RSP

Response time for Availability Plus

CPU

CPU in use

USR

User count. For NonStop CICS and NetGate, the
balancing method is always USR.
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Status

Routing status of the region.
AVAILABLE

Region is available for users.

UNAVAILABLE Region is not up and running.
CLOSED

Region has been closed to routing with the PNAM
CLOSE function.

You may have replaced these codes with those of your own, using
start-up options. See “Customization Options” on page 65 of the
Customization Guide.
Users

Number of users currently routed to this region.

MaxUsr

Maximum number of users that can access this region at one time.

The following fields of the Balancing Group List screen apply only to Availability Plus.
ObjUsr

Balancing value assigned to this region.

Resp

Average response time during the current TIMLOAD interval. Response
time is zero unless you specified OBJRESP in your PNAM SYSID
statement for this AOR.

ObjResp

Response time objective assigned to this region for load balancing.

CPU

Percentage of CPU used by this region during the current TIMLOAD
interval. CPU usage is zero unless you specified OBJLOAD in your
PNAM SYSID statement for this AOR.

ObjCPU

CPU usage objective assigned to this region for load balancing.

Rate

Average number of active transactions per second during the current
TIMLOAD interval. The number is zero unless you specified OBJRESP
or OBJLOAD in your PNAM SYSID statement for this AOR.

Balancing Group List Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the Balancing Group List screen.
C

Close an applid for Network Monitor operation. This is the same as
issuing the PNAM CLOSE command on the applid.

I

Inquire on an applid. See “Inquire Screen” on page 50, for more
information.

N

Go to the NetGate Sessions List for this applid.

O

Open the applid for Network Monitor operation. This is the same as
issuing the PNAM OPEN command on the applid.
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Inquire Screen
The Inquire Screen is not a List utility, but is accessed from the Applid or Systems List and
from the Balancing Group List. From the screens of these utilities, enter the I line command
next to the region you want to inquire on.
The following figure is an example of the Inquire screen.
SYSTEM:

PHYNAME= 170A

STATUS=AVAILABLE

AOR1

ACCMETH=

DESC=

BEHAVIOR=

Type=

SYSID

VTAMRC=000000
STUB=
TIMEOUT=

Load Balancing Data:
CURUSER=

000000

OBJUSER=

000001

MAXUSER=

000000

CURLOAD=

000000

OBJLOAD=

000000

CURACTV=

000000

CURRESP=

000982

OBJRESP=

000001

MAXACTV=

000010

TOT.Trans=000377

TIMLOAD=

000060

Tran.Rate=000120
Virtual Terminal Data:
Pool Name

Logmode Name

Ext Pool Name

Ext Logmode Name

MOD2
MOD3
MOD4
MOD5
MOD6
MOD7
MOD8
MOD9
Misc Data: PNAUSERS=

FILLER1=

FILLER2=

Press enter to continue

The fields of the Inquire screen are:
SYSTEM

Name of the displayed region identified in the PNAM GROUP LIST
parameter. It can be an actual APPLID or an alias.

PHYNAME

Actual APPLID of the target region.

STATUS

Routing status of the region.
AVAILABLE

Region is available for users.

UNAVAILABLE Region is not up and running.
CLOSED
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Region has been closed to routing with the PNAM
CLOSE function.

VTAMRC

Last VTAM INQUIRE return code received. This is a NetGate and
NonStop CICS field.

STUB

Explicit stub coded for the application. The stub allows
applications that do CLSDST=PASS to support virtual terminal sharing.
In most cases, NetGate supplies an implicit stub, so coding the

▼
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STUB parameter is unnecessary and this field is blank. See “NetGate
Stub” on page 27 of the NetGate Administration Guidefor more
information.
TIMEOUT

TIMEOUT period in seconds specified in the PNAM statement for this
APPLID. TIMEOUT represents the period that Network Monitor waits for
a response to a VTAM INQUIRE.

ACCMETH

Method used to access the region.
TP

Transaction Pass: PASS command.

TS

Transaction Switch: TSWITCH command.

TN

Transaction NetGate: NetGate ACCESS command.

DESC

Description given to the region when defined with a PNAM ADD
APPLID or SYSID command.

BEHAVIOR

Value, if any, on the BEHAVIOR parameter for this APPLID. This is a
NetGate field.

Type

Type of system being displayed.
APL

NonStop CICS target region or a NetGate APPLID.

SYS

Availability Plus AOR.

Load Balancing Data:Listing fields by columns.
CURUSER

Number of users currently routed to this region.

CURLOAD

Current CPU load. This is an Availability Plus field. The current CPU
load, averaged over the last TIMLOAD interval. It will be zero unless you
specified OBJLOAD in your PNAM SYSID statement for this AOR.

CURRESP

Current response time, averaged over the last TIMLOAD interval. This is
an Availability Plus field. It will be zero unless you specified OBJRESP in
your PNAM SYSID statement for this AOR.

Tran.Rate

Average number of transactions processed per second in the last
TIMLOAD interval. This is an Availability Plus field. It will be zero unless
you specified OBJRESP or OBJLOAD in your PNAM SYSID statement
for this AOR.

OBJUSER

Balancing value set for this region with the OBJUSER parameter. This is
an Availability Plus and NonStop CICS field.

OBJLOAD

CPU balancing value set for this region. This is an Availability Plus field.

OBJRESP

Response time balancing value set for this region. This is an Availability
Plus field.

TOT.Trans

Total number of transactions sent to this system. This is an Availability
Plus and NonStop CICS field.

MAXUSER

Maximum number of users allowed on this region.

CURACTV

Number of transactions performing processing at the time the list was
created.

MAXACTV

Maximum number of concurrent transactions. This is an Availability Plus
field.

TIMLOAD

Region TIMLOAD interval. This is an Availability Plus field.

Virtual Terminal Data: The following columns present information on how NetGate is
set up in the region, giving data on each terminal type.
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Pool Name

Virtual terminal pool the standard form of this terminal model is
assigned to.

Logmode

Logmode table in use for the standard form of this terminal model.

Ext Pool Name
Virtual terminal pool the extended form of this terminal model is
assigned to.
Ext Logmode Name
Logmode table in use for the extended form of this terminal model.
PNAUSERS

Status of the PNAUSERS table, for compatibility with PIE/TSO.

FILLER1 and FILLER2
Value specified in the PNAM filler fields. Filler fields are used when a
new PNAM keyword is shipped by optional PTF, mid-release.
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Menu List
The Menu List presents information about your Dynamic Menus screens. It is the first screen
in the Menu utility. So, from the list, you can select a menu to edit: you can go on to the
Menu Definition screen or skip that screen and go directly to the menu editor. You can also
rename, copy, and delete menus from the Menu List.
The Menu List has the following format:
IE Utility list of MENUS ------------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

18 of

86

Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*

*

SYSTEM

BULLETIN 95/05/31 12:06 SYS1

*

37

SYSTEM

MENU

95/02/09 13:49 SYS1

18 general menu type help

SYSTEM

SYS1

95/04/06

8:22 SYS1

18

SYSTEM

PIEBMAIN 95/04/06

8:22 SYS1

19 Main Bulletin Board

SYSTEM

PIEMADM

8:22 SYS1

17 System Administration Faci

SYSTEM

PIEMDNET 93/07/12 15:17 SYS1

19 Demo NetMizer Error Recove

SYSTEM

PIEMHELP 95/04/18 11:53 DEMO

51 PIE Help Index

SYSTEM

PIEMINV

95/02/27 10:35 SYS1

18 Sample Inventory Control M

SYSTEM

PIEMMAIN 92/11/18 13:24 SYS1

15 Sample Primary Application

SYSTEM

PIEMMSTR 95/02/16 11:08 USR1

17 Master Menu

SYSTEM

PIEMNETG 95/02/27 10:34 SYS1

SYSTEM

PIEMPRT

94/11/30 14:01 USR1

13 Sample Printer Selection M

SYSTEM

PIEMREXX 95/09/12 13:29 SYS1

18 System Administration Faci

SYSTEM

PIEMSYS

19 System Management Facility

aa

aa aa aa 93/07/29 14:01 SYS1

18 general menu type help

mw

GG.GG

93/07/29 13:49 SYS1

18 general menu type help

A

A

95/05/31 12:05 SYS1

37

A

AC

95/06/01 12:26 SYS1

37

95/04/06

*

*

95/04/18 11:53 DEMO

*

7 Sample Acess Menu for Netg

F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the Menu List screen are:
Group

Screen Group ID.

Name

Screen member name.

Changed

Date and time the screen was last changed.

By

ID of the user who made the most recent changes to the screen.

Size

Number of records for this object in the Repository.

Title

Screen title as defined in the Menu Definition screen.

Admin

User ID mask for users who are authorized to update this screen. The
user ID mask is defined on the Menu Definition screen.
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Menu List Line Commands
The Menu List accepts the following line commands:
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E

Edit the screen; go directly to the Menu Editor, skipping the Menu
Definition screen.

C

Make a copy of the screen.

D

Delete the screen from the Repository.

R

Rename the screen.

S

Select the screen and go to the Menu Definition screen.

X

Execute the screen.
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NetGate Sessions List
The NetGate Sessions List displays the status of all current NetGate sessions originating
from this CICS system. Use this screen to diagnose NetGate session problems.
The NetGate Sessions List has the following format:
PIE Utility list of NETGATE SESSIONS -------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

7 of

7

Sel. Vterm... Netname. Userid.. Name.... PLU..... Logmode. Sess NSB.Addr Status
*

*

*

*

*

*

PIEN2001 TERM4C9 STC1

*

TSO

PIEN2002 TERM4C3 SD080BB TSO
PIEN2003 TERM8E7 SYS1
PIEN2004 TERM8E20 ADMRH
PIEN2005 TERM4C6 TOMP

TSO
TSO

*

*

TSOTSO16 M32782SX 03 07FB1358 OPEN
TSOTSO08 M32783SX 06 07FBAA58 OPEN
TSOTSO17 M32782SX 02 07FB85B8 OPEN
TSOTSO19 M32782SX 05 07FBA1D8 OPEN

TSOTSO TSOTSO27 M32782SX 07 07FB2D58 OPEN

PIEN2006 TERM4C3 SD080BB TSO

TSOTSO30 M32783SX 07 07FBED18 OPEN

PIEN2008 TERM741 SD040SM TSO

TSOTSO12 M32782SX 09 07FBE778 OPEN

**END**

F1=Help F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the NetGate Sessions List screen are:
Vterm

Virtual terminal node name of the NetGate session.

Netname

Name of the physical terminal signed on to PIE/CICS in the originating
region.

Userid

ID of the user assigned to the NetGate session.

Name

Name of the applid specified with the ACCESS command.

PLU

Physical name of the applid the user accessed. For TSO sessions, this
will be different from the Name field.

Logmode

Logmode used by the NetGate session.

Sess

Name of the MultiCICS session NetGate is running in.

NSB Addr

Address of the NetGate NSB control block. This field contains data
used by UNICOM Systems, Inc. technical support.

Status

Status of the ACB, either OPEN or CLOSING. Normally, this will be
OPEN. However, (on the PNAM definition) you can specify to NetGate
to close the ACB when the NetGate session is terminated. If you do so,
for a brief moment after the session is terminated and before the ACB is
fully closed, you will see the status CLOSING.
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NetGate Session List Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the NetGate Sessions screen:
A

Go to the Applid List to display information on the target applid. You will
not return to this screen.

C, D, F, End

Cancel, disconnect, force this NetGate session. For all three
commands, NetGate performs the equivalent of a PIE CLOSE on the
session.

+ This is the only acceptable way to end a hung NetGate session.
Never cancel the P#NT task.
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Sxxx

Display the specified NetGate control block. Use this option with
UNICOM Systems, Inc. technical support.

U

Go to the User List for information about this user. You will not return to
this screen.

▼
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Panel List
The Panel List screen displays information about Logon Director screens. It is the first screen
in the Panel utility. So, from the list, you can select a screen to edit. You can also rename,
copy, and delete panels from the Panel List.
The Panel List has the following format:
PIE Utility list of PANELS -----------------------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>

Lines

19 to

33 of

33

Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*

*

*

*

*

*

SYSTEM $$PIEPAN 95/04/19 9:19 DEMO

22 Model Logon Panel

SYSTEM PIELMAIN 91/11/15 8:35 SD080BB

22 Standard Logon Director Si

**END**

F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the Panel List screen are:
Group

Screen Group ID.

Name

Screen member name.

Changed

Date and time of the most recent changes to the screen.

By

User ID of the user who made the most recent changes to the screen.

Size

Number of records for this object in the Repository.

Title

Screen title as defined in the Panel Definition screen.

Admin

User ID mask for users who are authorized to update this screen. This is
defined on the Panel Definition screen.

Panel List Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the Panel List screen:
E

Edit the screen.

C

Make a copy of the screen.

D

Delete the screen from the Repository.

R

Rename the screen.

S

Select the screen and go to the Panel Definition screen.
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Profile List
The Profile List screen presents a summary of current profiles stored on the PIE repository. It
is the first screen of the Profile utility. From the list, you can edit, rename, copy, and delete
profiles from the Repository.
The Profile List has the following format:
PIE Utility list of PROFILES ---------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

18 of

42

Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*

*

*

SYSTEM

ACCOUNT

96/03/13 10:59 USR1

*

*

8 System Administrator profi

SYSTEM

DEMO

95/09/18 14:18 ADM1

6 Demo user profile from Pri

SYSTEM

USR1A

96/03/13 10:57 USR1

6 Usr’s profile adapted fro

SYSTEM

USER

95/04/18 10:52 ADM1

5 Sample user profile

A

A

95/04/18 10:54 ADM1

5 Sample user profile

A

AA

95/04/18 15:17 ADM1

8 System Administrator profi

A

AAA

95/04/18 15:19 ADM1

3 Sample user profile

BB

BD

95/04/18 16:30 ADM1

2 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

CC

CC

95/04/18 16:29 ADM1

USR1

USR1A

96/05/06

9:20 USR1

*

2 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
11 Don’s profile adapted from

F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the Profile List screen are:
Group

Profile Group ID.

Name

Profile member name.

Changed

Date and time when the profile was last changed.

By

User ID of the user who made the most recent changes to the profile.

Size

Number of records for this object in the Repository.

Title

Profile title as defined in the Profile Main menu.

Admin

User ID mask for users who are authorized to update this profile. The
mask is specified from the Profile Main menu.

Profile List Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the Profile List screen:
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C

Make a copy of the profile.

D

Delete the profile from the Repository.

R

Rename the profile.

S

Select the profile to edit it.
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Script List
The Script List gives a summary of current play-back scripts stored in the PIE Repository.
Using line commands from the Script List, you can delete, browse, or step through a script
The Script List has the following format:
PIE Utility list of SCRIPTS ----------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

18 of

41

Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*

*

*

SYSTEM

A

96/04/04

9:52 SYS1

*

*

SYSTEM

AA

96/04/04

9:58 SYS1

4 TITLE NOT SPECIFIED AT TIM

SYSTEM

AAA

96/03/29

9:32 SYS1

15 TITLE NOT SPECIFIED AT TIM

SYSTEM

ACCNTG

94/12/13

9:55 SYS1

SYSTEM

ACCTM

SYSTEM

CEMT

95/04/04 16:47 SYS1

2 TITLE NOT SPECIFIED AT TIM

SYSTEM

C1

95/04/04 16:48 SYS1

17 TITLE NOT SPECIFIED AT TIM

SYSTEM

FINANCE

95/08/22 16:01 USR1

44 FINANCE EOM POSTING

SYSTEM

GRPACCNT 95/08/22 16:13 USR1

SYSTEM

MFSET

95/02/01 11:52 SYS1

96/03/29

8:55 SYS1

*
8 TEST SCRIPT FOR DEBUGGING

2 ACCNTNG PAYROLL SCRIPT
44 ACCNTNG END OF MONTH PROCS

17 GROUP ACCNTING

SCRIPT

5 MFS training system in Eng

F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the Script List screen are:
Group

Script member Group ID.

Name

Script member name.

Changed

Date and time the script was last changed.

By

User ID of the user who made the most recent changes to the script.

Size

Number of records for this script in the Repository.

Title

Script title entered from the Script Definition screen.

Admin

User ID mask for users who are authorized to update this script. This is
defined on the Script Definition screen.

Script List Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the Script List:
B

Browse the play-back script, step-by-step. You see each screen in the
script, but embedded commands are not executed. When you play a
script you cannot see what it does; you see only the result.

D

Delete the script.

S or X

Sequence through the steps of a script without actually playing it.
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Protected Terminal List
The Protected Terminal List displays PIE terminals that have been placed in protected
security mode. A terminal becomes protected when a user fails to enter a correct password
from the Logon Director or Lock screen within a specified number of attempts. The retry limit
is set in the Customization Options utility. You can disable the protected terminal feature by
setting the retry limit to zero.
Placing a terminal into a protected state is a security measure to restrict the number of
possible attempts to enter a system by unauthorized personnel. The terminal displays the
following message after being placed into protected mode:
Exceeded logon retry limit, terminal put in protected mode
The terminal remains in protected mode and accepts no further keyboard input until the
terminal is reset by a system administrator.
You reset a protected terminal and restore it to operation from the Protected Terminal List
screen. After a terminal has been reset, the terminal becomes unprotected and the user can
attempt to log on again with a password.
You can reset all terminals at once by issuing multiple line commands. Then you can press
PF6 to refresh the list, and the screen should be empty.
The following figure is an example of the Protected Terminal List.
PIE Utility list of TERMINALS (PROTECTED) --------------------(C) TSC, Inc 1995
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

1 of

1

Sel. Terminal.... Userid.. Date... Time....
TERM8E30

BOYD

AUG 29

16:44:11

**END**

F1=Help F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

Terminal

VTAM nodename of the terminal in protected mode.

Userid

User ID specified when the user was attempting to sign on.

Date

Date the terminal was placed in protected mode.

Time

Time the terminal was placed in protected mode.

Protected Terminal List Line Command
The following line command can be entered from the Protected Terminal List screen:
U
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Reset a protected terminal and allow it to accept keyboard input.
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Text List
The Text List gives a summary of text objects stored as members on the PIE Repository. It is
the first screen in the Text Member utility. So, from the list, you can select a text member to
edit. You can also rename, copy, and delete text members from the Text Member List.
The following figure shows an example of the Text List screen.
PIE Utility list of TEXTS ------------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

18 of

297

Sel. Group... Name.... Changed....... By...... Size. Title.....................
*

*

*

SYSTEM

CUTREXX

96/06/28 10:15 SYS1

SYSTEM

EIETLDIR 95/08/28 17:34 USR1

SYSTEM

HELPHELP 96/04/04

SYSTEM

LIST

96/04/04 10:02 USR2

SYSTEM

MWMW1

94/12/01 12:26 SYS1

18 MEMBER MWMW

SYSTEM

MWTEST

94/09/16 14:44 SYS1

18 MEMBER MWTEST

SYSTEM

SYS1

95/06/26

18 MEMBER SYS1

SYSTEM

PIEAVAR

92/11/18 13:50 SYS1

SYSTEM

PIENMAIN 96/03/26 21:16 USR2

14 Systems News

SYSTEM

PIETLDIR 95/04/18 11:31 DEMO

42 Logon Director Tutorial

SYSTEM

REXXTEST 94/01/27 14:07 SYS1

10 MEMBER SYS1.REXXTEST

SYSTEM

SESSREXX 95/05/03

SYSTEM

SUPERMSG 94/10/14 14:42 MZW2

26 MEMBER SUPERMSG

SYSTEM

TEMP

94/12/01 17:24 SYS1

18 MEMBER TEMP

SYSTEM

TEMP1

95/06/26 14:33 SYS1

5 RESULTS OF LOAD UTILITY

SYSTEM

TESMP1

95/06/26 10:21 SYS1

0 MEMBER TESMP1

SYSTEM

TEST2

95/04/12 14:51 SYS1

SYSTEM

ZZZ

*

9:59 USR2

9:05 SYS1

9:15 SYS1

95/08/02 17:35 SYS1

*

*
18 MEMBER CUTREXX
42 Logon Director Tutorial
18 Logon Director Tutorial
1238 Rexx to display a list of

75 Variables for menus/browse

187 PIE REXX Sessions pop-up

17 MEMBER TEST1
0

F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the Text List screen are:
Group

Group ID of the text member.

Name

Member name of the text object.

Changed

Date and time the text member was last changed.

By

User ID of the user who made the most recent changes to the text
member.

Size

Number of records for this object in the Repository.

Title

Text member’s title as defined in the Text Member Definition screen.

Admin

User ID mask for users who are authorized to update this text member.
User access to a text object is specified from the Text Member
Definition screen.
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Text List Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the Text List screen:

62

E

Edit the text member.

B

Browse the contents of a text member.

C

Make a copy of the text member.

D

Delete the text member from the Repository.

M

Force compile a REXX program. This is the same as executing the
command REXX program-name (COMPILE.

R

Rename the text member.

S

Select the text member and go to the Text Definition screen.

X

Execute a REXX program.

▼
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User List
The User List displays a list of active PIE/CICS users on this CICS system. You can use it to
find many different kinds of information on PIE users. You can also use it to change the
status of a user’s signon, even force the user off PIE/CICS.
The following figure shows an example of the User List screen.
IE Utility list of USERS ------------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

Lines

1 to

1 of

1

Sel. Userid.. Term Nodeid.. Applic.. Type Tran/Pnam Last.Input.... LTran Stat.
*

*

USR1

0006 PIE10006 USERS

*

*

*

LIST USERS

*

*

96/10/18 02:45 PLSO

*

*
CONN

USR2

0006 PIE10007 USERS

ACCT USERS

96/10/18 12:45 PLSO

CONN

**END**

F1=Help F2=View F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

The fields of the User List screen are:
Userid

ID of the user signed on to PIE/CICS.

Term

Terminal ID of the terminal the user is signed on with.

Nodeid

VTAM nodename of the terminal.

Applic

Name of the menu line used to select the application. If the application
was not selected from a menu, the field is blank.

Type

PIE application type. Refer to the PIE/CICS Command Reference Guide
for a list of these types.

Tran/Pnam

Physical name of the application. For Dynamic Menus, it is the screen
name. For ACCESS, TSWITCH, and PASS, it is the applid name. For
transactions, it is the tranid. For the PIE XCTL command, it is the
program name.

Last Input

Date and time the user last pressed an AID key.

Ltran

Transaction ID of the last transaction executed by this user.

Status

Status of the user terminal. Possible values are:
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CONN

User is currently connected to PIE/CICS.

DISC

User terminal is disconnected.

LOCK

User terminal is locked.

DISC TS

User has transferred to another VTAM application with
the TSWITCH command and the terminal on this CICS
system has been disconnected.

System

VTAM applid if the user is in a session executing another VTAM
application.

Groupid

User PIE Group ID.

User trace

PIE user trace status for this user.

WTO trace

PIE WTO trace status for this user. WTO trace is used to debug
problems with Dynamic Menus menu line security.

CMD trace

PIE command trace status for this user. Command trace is used with
UNICOM Systems, Inc. technical support.

Unique ID

PIE/CICS unique ID for the user. This value is used to assign temporary
storage queues.

▼
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User List Line Commands
The User List screen accepts the following line commands:
C

Cancel the user. If the user has disconnected from this region and
switched to another region with either the TSWITCH or PASS
commands, PIE/CICS attempts log off the user from their active region.
This operation requires the Network Monitor, which is available only
with NetGate, Availability Plus, and NonStop CICS. If the Network
Monitor is not running for this region, you receive an error message. To
cancel the user, issue the LIST USER command from the region the
user is currently using and issue the C or F line command again.

D

Disconnect the user.

F

Force log off the user. If the user has disconnected from this region and
switched to another region with either the TSWITCH or PASS
commands, PIE/CICS attempts log off the user from their active region.

M

Send a message to the user.

N

Display a list of NetGate sessions available to the user.

R

Reset the user. This is useful when a TSWITCHed user with a unique
userid cannot log on to PIE/CICS at a terminal while still logically
connected to a different terminal. Reset removes the logically
connected attribute. See the PIE command RESETUSR.

R

View a selected user screen (if authorized). You can also press PF2 to
invoke VIEW without selecting a user.

COFF

Set Command Trace off for this user.

CON

Set Command Trace on for this user.

TOFF

Set User Trace off for this user.

TON

Set User Trace on for this user.

WOFF

Set WTO Trace off for this user.

WON

Set WTO Trace on for this user.
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Chapter 6 Text Utility

The PIE/CICS Text Utility allows yo to edit and browse PIE/CICS text objects commonly
called text members. PIE text members are stored in the PIE Repository. Text members
include the following:

•
•
•
•

PIE/CICS help screens
Dynamic Menus help screens and menu line tutorials
Logon Director news
PIE/REXX programs

When users read online help and the Logon Director news, they are browsing the text
members with the Text Utility.
In addition, you can use the Text Utility to browse certain PIE/CICS temporary storage
queues. These queues all have a Group ID of PIE. Usually, their member names also begin
with PIE. The command trace queue name is PIE.TRACE.
The Text Utility is similar to the ISPF EDIT and BROWSE functions, using many of the same
commands and default PF key definitions. It also works like most other PIE/CICS utilities: you
access a text member first through the Text List Utility, then through the Definition screen, to
the Browse or Edit screen, which displays the text.
This chapter includes separate sections that describe how to:

• Edit or browse an existing text member
• Create a new text member
• Delete or rename an existing text member

Edit or Browse a Text Member
You can select a text member to edit or browse with a command or as an item from the Text
List screen. To display a text member with the Edit or Browse commands, you must enter
the complete name of the text member as a command parameter.
BROWSE groupid.member
EDIT groupid.member
If the member you specify does not exist, BROWSE issues an error message and returns to
the previous session where the command was entered. EDIT creates a new, empty member
with the name specified as a command parameter.
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Text members can be selected to browse or edit with line commands from the Text List
screen.This screen is shown in the following figure. It can be displayed by the following
methods:

• Access the PIE/CICS System Administrator menu using the transaction PEXE MENU
PIEMADM. Select option 6, TEXT.

• Enter PEXE LIST TEXT [groupid] from the CICS blank screen. If you omit
groupid, you are shown a list of the text objects you are authorized to edit.
PIE Utility list of TEXTS ------------------------------------(C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Lines
1 to
18 of
296
Sel. Group... Name.... Changed.......
*
*
*
SYSTEM
CUTREXX 96/06/28 10:15
SYSTEM
EIETLDIR 95/08/28 17:34
SYSTEM
HELPHELP 96/04/04 9:59
SYSTEM
LIST
96/04/04 10:02
SYSTEM
MWMW1
94/12/01 12:26
SYSTEM
MWTEST
94/09/16 14:44
SYSTEM
SYS1
95/06/26 9:05
SYSTEM
PIEAVAR 92/11/18 13:50
SYSTEM
PIENMAIN 96/03/26 21:16
SYSTEM
PIETLDIR 95/04/18 11:31
SYSTEM
REXXTEST 94/01/27 14:07
SYSTEM
SESSREXX 95/05/03 9:15
SYSTEM
SUPERMSG 94/10/14 14:42
SYSTEM
TEMP
94/12/01 17:24
SYSTEM
TEMP1
95/06/26 14:33
SYSTEM
TESMP1
95/06/26 10:21
SYSTEM
TEST2
95/04/12 14:51
SYSTEM
ZZZ
95/08/02 17:35
F1=Help F2=Add F3=End F4=RETu F6=REFr

By...... Size. Title.....................
*
*
*
SYS1
18 MEMBER CUTREXX
USR1
42 Logon Director Tutorial
USR2
18 Logon Director Tutorial
USR2
1238 Rexx to display a list of
SYS1
18 MEMBER MWMW
SYS1
18 MEMBER MWTEST
SYS1
18 MEMBER SYS1
SYS1
75 Variables for menus/browse
USR2
14 Systems News
DEMO
42 Logon Director Tutorial
SYS1
10 MEMBER SYS1.REXXTEST
SYS1
187 PIE REXX Sessions pop-up
MZW2
26 MEMBER SUPERMSG
SYS1
18 MEMBER TEMP
SYS1
5 RESULTS OF LOAD UTILITY
SYS1
0 MEMBER TESMP1
SYS1
17 MEMBER TEST1
SYS1
0
F7=Up F8=Down F10=Left F11=Right

From the Text List screen you can:

• Select a member (line command S) and open Text Member Definition screen and then
on to the Edit screen

• Open the Browse screen (line command B)
• Edit the member (line command E), bypassing the Text Member Definition screen
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Text Member Definition Screen
The Text Member Definition screen shown in the figure below appears after selecting a text
member from the Text List with the S line command. This screen is used to create or
maintain text members by completing the fields with the attributes of the member.
After completing the fields, press PF2 to proceed to the Edit screen. You cannot access the
Browse screen from the Text Member Definition screen.
TEXT MEMBER (SYSTEM.USR1) ------------------- (C) 1995 TSC,
Command ===>
Update
Groupid
===> SYSTEM
Name:
Text Name
===> USR1
Term:
Text Title
===> USER PRIVATE PROFILE
Date:
Time:
Administrator ===> SYS*
Terminal ===> *
Auditor
===> USR*
Terminal ===> *

Inc
History:
SYS1
PIE10021
07/09/96
8:52:19

Generic forms, ?, % and * characters are accepted above.
Comments
Comments

===>
===>

Enter Edit command to edit text.

PF: 1 HElp 2 EDit 3 ENd

4 RETUrn 5 SAve 6 RETRieve 9 DElete

The fields of this screen are:
GroupidGroup name as the high-level qualifier of the text member.
The group name grants access to the text member based upon the following:
SYSTEM

Text member is accessible to all users.

GROUPID

Text member is accessible to all users of a specific
group.

USERID

Text member is accessible to a single user.

Text nameLow-level qualifier of the text member name.
Text Title Short caption (26 characters) that describes a text member.
The title appears in the Title field of the Text Member List screen.
AdministratorUser ID mask to grant matching users the authority to edit this text member.
Auditor

User ID mask to grant matching users the authority to browse this text member.

Terminal Nodename mask to grant users with matching terminal IDs the authority to
access a text member as an administrator or auditor.
CommentsComments to describe this text member.
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Edit Screen
The following figures shown an example of the Edit screen. The Edit screen is similar to ISPF
EDIT and supports many of the same EDIT line commands.
NEW --------------------------------------------------------------------------Command ===>
Scroll ===> CUR
*** **************************** TOP OF DATA **********************************
___
___
___
___
Prefix area to enter line commands
___
___
___
___
You can access this screen by the following
___
methods:
___
___
• Press PF2 from the Definition Screen
___
___
• Use the EDIT member command
___
• Issue the E line command from the Text
___
___
___
*** *************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************
PF: 1 HELp

3 ENd

4 RETUrn

7 UP

8 DOwn

You may use PIE variables in your text member. For a list of variables, refer to “PIE Variables”
on page 24.
Each line of the Edit screen can be up to 75 characters long. In Browse mode, the line can
extend to 80 characters. Text is truncated if it extends beyond the maximum line length in
either screen.
When you are finished making changes, press PF3 or PF4 to save your changes and exit
from the Edit screen. Enter CANCEL or CAN to exit without saving your editing changes.
Changes do not become effective for users currently browsing the member; the changes
take effect the next time a user accesses the member.

Edit Screen Line Commands
The following line commands can be entered from the prefix area shown at the left of the Edit
screen.
I/Inn

Insert one or more blank lines

R/Rnn/RRn Repeat one or more lines or block of lines.
M/Mnn/MM

Move one or more lines or a block of lines before or after an existing line.

C/Cnn/CC

Copy one or more lines or a block of lines before or after an existing line.

D/Dnn/DD

Delete one or more lines or a block of lines.

A

Identifies the “after” insertion line to move and copy text.

B

Identifies the “before” insertion line to move and copy text.
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Inserting, Copying, Moving, and Deleting Lines
• Insert a blank line
Enter i in the line command area of the text line that you want to be under the new line.

• Insert multiple blank lines
Enter inn, where nn is the number of lines to add (e.g., i3 to add three lines). To insert
lines at the top of the screen, enter INSERT [nn] from the command line.

• Copy a text line
In the prefix area of the text line you want to repeat, enter R to repeat the line once or
Rnn to repeat nn times. The line is copied and added directly below the original line.

• Copy a block of text lines
1. Move the cursor to the prefix area of the first line of the block you want to
copy.
2. Enter RR to repeat the block once or RRnn to repeat nn times.
3. Move the cursor to the last line in the text block and enter RR. The block is
copied and added directly below the original block.

• Copy a text line to a new location:
1. Enter C in the prefix area of the text line you want to copy.
2. Move the cursor to the location where you want the line copied.
3. Enter the line command A to place the copy above the current line or B to
place it below the current line.

• Copy multiple lines to a new location
1. Enter Cnn, where nn is the number of lines beneath the current line you
want to copy.
2. Move the cursor to the location where you want the lines copied and enter
either the A or B line command.

• Copy a block of lines
1. Enter CC, go to the last line in the block, and enter CC again.
2. Move the cursor to the location where you want the line block copied and
enter either the A or B line command.

• Move text lines to another location:
1. Use the procedures for copying text lines, but replace the copy line
commands with M, Mnn, MM, and MMnn.

• Delete a text line
1. Enter D in the line command area of the line you want to delete.

• Delete a block of lines:
1. Start at the first line of the block you want to delete. Then do one of the
following:
2. Enter Dnn, where nn is the number of lines you want to delete.
3. Enter DD, go to the last line in the block, and enter DD again.
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Scrolling in the Edit Screen
To scroll in the Edit screen:

• Press the PF7 or PF8 keys to scroll backward or forward respectively.
• Enter the number of lines to scroll from the command line and press PF7 or PF8 to shift
the screen display by the number of lines you specified.

• Control the scroll amount by overtyping the first character in the Scroll field with (H)alf,
(P)age, (D)ata, (C)ursor, or a number, and then press PF7 or PF8
The default scroll amount is specified in your profile.
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Text Utility Commands
The Text Definition, Edit, and Browse screens accept the following commands. (Some
commands are valid in one screen only.)
HELP (PF1)

Display online help for the Text Utility.

EDIT (PF2)

Open the Edit screen and edit the text member specified on the screen.
If the member does not exist, the Text Utility creates a new text
member. (Definition screen only)

END (PF3)

Save changes and return to the previous screen.

RETURN (PF4)

Save changes and return to the immediate primary screen defined for
this PIE/CICS session; the Sessions menu, the last main menu, or end
of session.

SAVE (PF5)

Save changes and remain in the current screen.

RETRIEVE (PF6)

Retrieve the specified text member. If you are already editing a text
member, save it before issuing the RETRIEVE command. RETREIVE
does not save the contents of the current text member. (Definition
screen only)

UP (PF7)

Scroll the text member up by the specified amount. If no amount is
specified, then scroll by the default amount.

DOWN (PF8)

Scroll the text member down by the specified amount. If no value is
specified, then scroll by the default amount defined in the user profile.

DELETE (PF9)

Delete the selected text member from the Repository.

RESHOW (CLEAR)Discard changes to a text member and redisplay the screen.
CANCEL

Discard changes made since the last save and return to the previous
screen. CANCEL can be shortened to CAN.

UNDO

Discard changes made since the last save but remain in the current
screen.

RECALL

Execute the previous command again. (Edit and Browse screens only)

OBJID

Display the group and member name of the text member being edited.
(Edit and Browse screens only)

☞ If you simultaneously enter line commands, a command from the command line, and
press a PF key, the line commands are processed first. Of course, with the CANCEL,
RESHOW, and UNDO commands, the line command changes would be discarded; so they
are not processed.
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Copy a Text Member
Complete the following procedure to make a copy of a text member stored on the
Repository.
1. Access the Text List screen. See “Edit or Browse a Text Member” on page 67.
2. Issue the C line command next to the name of the text member you want to copy.
3. Type in the new text member name in the message box that appears.
You can type the complete name consisting of the group ID and member name (e.g.,
SYSTEM.TEXT). If you enter only the member name (e.g., TEXT), PIE/CICS assigns the
current group ID as the high-level qualifier of the member name.
If a text member exists with the same member name, a message window appears with a
warning that the copied text member will replace the existing member. Press ENTER to
replace the member or PF3 to cancel the copy request.
4. Press PF6 to refresh the screen and verify the member has been copied.

Delete a Text Member
Complete the following procedure to delete a text member from the PIE Repository.
1. Display the Text List screen, as described in “Edit or Browse a Text Member” on page
67.
2. Enter the D line command next to the name of the text member you want to delete.
3. Press ENTER to confirm the delete.
You can press PF3 to cancel the delete request and keep the text member.
4. Press PF6 to refresh the screen and verify the text member has been deleted.

Rename a Text Member
Complete the following procedure to rename a text member:
1. Display the Text List screen, as described in “Edit or Browse a Text Member” on page
67.
2. Enter R in the command field next to the name of the text member to be renamed.
3. Type in the new text member name in the message box that appears after pressing
ENTER.
You can type the complete name consisting of the group ID and member name (e.g.,
SYSTEM.TEXT). If you enter only the member name (e.g., TEXT), PIE/CICS assigns the
current group ID as the high-level qualifier of the member name.
If a text member exists with the same member name, a message window appears with a
warning that the renamed text member will replace the existing member. Press ENTER
to replace the member or PF3 to cancel the rename request.
4. Press PF6 to refresh the Text List screen and verify the renamed text member is listed.
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Create a Text Member
Text members can be created directly with the EDIT command or by completing the fields of
screens that are part of the PIE/CICS Text Utility. The following procedure shows how to
create a text member by completing Text Utility screens.
1. Display the Text List screen by one of the following methods:

• LIST TEXT command
• Option 6 from the System Administration Facility screen
2. Request a new text member be added by one of the following methods:

• Enter the ADD command from the Text List screen.
• Press PF2 (ADD) from the Text List screen.
Either method causes the Text Member Definition screen to appear.
3. Complete the fields of the Text Member Definition screen.
4. Enter EDIT from the command line or press PF2 to display the Edit screen.
5. Make changes to the text member.
6. Enter END from the command line or press PF3 to end the edit session and save the
changes to the new text member.
7. Press PF6 from the Text List screen to verify the new text member is listed.
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PIE/CICS uses objects stored in the Repository that are created with the Text, Profile,
Terminal, and User Directory utilities. However, there may be times when you want to add an
object to the Repository from another source. For example, you can create an ISPF file and
include it as a PIE text member. Or, you can modify program data and store it as a text
member within the Repository and allow other PIE users to browse it. Likewise, you may
want to edit a PIE object with the ISPF editor or insert code stored on the Repository into a
program. You need to be able to access a copy of object.
You can send objects to and retrieve copies of objects from the Repository using the
Repository Load utility. Usually, you load and unload text objects, but you can load or unload
any type of object. In fact, if you take Repository backups (which we strongly recommend)
and something happens to your Terminal or User Directory (an administrator accidentally
deletes all the administrator entries), you can load backup copies of the old objects to your
current Repository to restore the damaged or missing objects.
You can run the Repository Load utility by any of the following methods:

• Using Load utility screens
• Issuing the LOAD command from a session or an MVS console
• Using the API and the LOAD command within a program
This chapter discusses each method in separate sections. Hereafter, the Repository Load
utility is simply referred to as the Load utility. This chapter also includes a section that
describes how to use the P#RF transaction to refresh repository objects stored in CICS
temporary storage.
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Understanding the Load Utility
This section explains the overall operation of the Load utility. The following sections explain
how to prepare the files and control statements that are introduced in this section.

Manual Operation
When you run the Load utility manually, data is read and written to a sequential file. The file
can be a straight sequential file or a member of a PDS. CICS transient data queues are used
to temporarily store data. You must create separate “load” and “unload” files to send and
receive data to or from the Repository.Since transient data queues require a DCT and a DD
statement in your CICS JCL, you should prepare permanent files to run the Load utility.
The load function sends data from your file to the Repository. The unload function sends a
copy of the data from the Repository to an unload output file.

Repository

L
qu oa
eu d
e

ad
lo e
U n ueu
q

Unload
Output Fil e

Load
Input File

The load and unload functions work slightly differently. Here’s how the load function works.
You copy data from one or more sequential files into your load input file. You can load more
than one object at a time. Each object (even the first or only object) placed into the load input
file must begin with a load control statement.
Reads object control
statements & objects
from input file

Load
Function

Writes object
to Repository

Load Input

Repository

Writes
Messages

Text member

The load function reads that file and uses those control statements to write corresponding
objects in the Repository. The load function then writes status messages to a PIE text
member. You can browse this text member and read the messages.
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When you want to unload objects, you create a PIE text member with control statements that
tell the unload function which objects you want to unload. You start the function and it sends
a copy of those objects to the unload output file. It does not delete the objects from the
Repository. It writes status messages to the PIE text member containing the unload control
statements.
Reads text member
for list of objects
to unload

Locates objects
in Repository

Text member

Copies objects
to unload
output file

Repository

Unload output

Writes
Messages

Unload
Function

Text member

Using the API
The API process is roughly analogous to the manual process. However, when you run the
Load utility from an API, temporary storage queues are used to load and unload data rather
than transient data queues.
To load objects with the API, you place the objects in a TS queue and begin each object with
a control statement. Then, you link to the Load utility program to load the objects.
To unload objects with the API, you must link to the Load utility twice:

• First, you must write control statements that specify the objects you want to unload.
You must include the control statements within a PIE text file. The Load utility requires
the control statements be in a PIE text member.

• Then you link to the Load utility and request an unload for the objects you specified.
You cannot use the same queues for both functions. On return, the commarea contains the
last message sent by the API.
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Creating Load and Unload Files
Before you can use the Load utility manually, you must define load input and unload output
files with their associated transient data queues.
1. Create two files with the following attributes.
The files can be either straight sequential or members of a PDS. PDS files are preferred
because they can be closed to CICS and updated in batch or TSO while CICS is
running.
Files containing other than text objects must be variable blocked with a record length of
259 and blocksize equal to or greater than 263. If the files will contain only text objects,
they can be fixed block with record length 80 and a blocksize as any multiple of 80.
2. Specify separate DCT entries for your input and output files.
Use the following example as a guide.
********************************************************
* PIE/CICS DCT ENTRIES FOR LOAD UTILITY
*
********************************************************
ddname DFHDCT TYPE=SDSCI,
PIE OUTPUT FILEX
DSCNAME=ddname ,X
TYPEFLE=type ,X
BUFNO=2
*
destid DFHDCT TYPE=EXTRA,
PIE type DESTINATIONX
DESTID=destid ,X
OPEN=DEFERRED,X
DSCNAME=ddname

ddname

Specify a name for your input or output file (e.g, PIELOAD and PIEUNLD).

type

Specify INPUT for the load input file or OUTPUT for the unload output file.

destid

Specify a four-character TD queue name for your input or output queue (e.g.,
PIEI and PIEO). Do not use PIEL, which is used by the PIE message log.

Record your file and queue names here for future reference.
Input/Output TDQ

Load/Input:

Unload/Output:

ddname
dataset name
queue name
3. Add a DD statement to your CICS start-up JCL for each dataset:
//ddname DD DSN=your.pds (member ),DISP=SHR
4. Cycle CICS to recognize the files created for the Load utility.
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Using Load Utility Screens
After load input and unload output files have been created, you can use the Load utility to
transfer data to and from the PIE Repository.

Loading Objects to the Repository
Complete the following procedure to load objects into the PIE Repository.
1. Copy data from one or more sequential files into your load input file.
You may copy more than one object at a time into the load input file.
2. Add a control statement that identifies each object placed into the load input file.
The control statement format is:
$$PIE$$ type groupid member-name r [title]
The statement must begin in column 1. In addition, each parameter must start in a
specific column. The required columns, the parameter description, and possible values
are:
type

Type of object to be loaded in the PIE Repository. Specify one of the
following parameters from column 9.
NDIR

User directory

TDIR

Terminal directory

PANL

Logon panel

MENU

Dynamic Menus menus

TEXT

Text files

SCRI

Script files

PROF

Profiles

groupid Object Group ID. The default is SYSTEM. The starting column is 17.
member-name
Object member name. For the User directory, it must be NAMESDIR. For the
Terminal Directory object, it must be TERMSDIR. The starting column is 25.
r

There may be a member with the same name currently stored in the
Repository. This parameter indicates whether the member should be
replaced with the member being loaded. Specify Y to replace the member.
Specify N to keep the existing member and not load the object. The starting
column is 33.

title

Object title. This is optional. The starting column is 34

3. Start the Load utility by one of the following methods:

• Access the PIE/CICS System Administrator screen. Select option 11,
LOAD, from the screen.

• From the Sessions menu, enter LOAD. Or, enter PEXE LOAD from a CICS
blank screen.

• Enter the PDUP transaction from the CICS blank screen or any PIE/CICS
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screen.
The Load utility has two screens, load and unload. By default, the unload screen
appears first.
Enter L from the command line to display the Repository Load screen shown in the
following figure.

4.

PIE Utility (Repository Load) ------------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>

L - Load
U - Go to Unload panel

Queue name

(from Queue name)

===> PIEI

(Input Transient Data queue)

Control File:
Group name

===> PIEUTIL

Member name

===> UNLOAD

(text member where report is written)

PF: 1 Help

2 Edit

3 ENd

4 Return

5. Complete the following fields of the Load utility screen.
Queue name

DESTID of the load input file.

Group name and Member name
Name of a PIE text object. The Load utility writes status messages to this
object. If the object does not exist, the load function creates it.
6. Enter L on the command line to start the load function.
The load function will execute. When it completes, you will go to a browse of the control
file.
7. Press PF3 to exit the browse When you are finished looking at the load messages.
8. Press PF3 again to exit the Load utility.J
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Unloading Objects from the Repository
Complete the following procedure to unload copies of objects from the PIE Repository.
1. Start the Load utility by one of the following methods:

• Access the PIE/CICS System Administrator menu using the transaction PEXE MENU
PIEMADM. Select option 11, LOAD.

• From the Sessions menu, enter LOAD.
• From the CICS blank screen, enter PEXE LOAD.
You will receive the Load utility. The Load utility has two screens, load and unload. You
will be at the unload screen.
PIE Utility (Repository Unload) ----------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
U
C
E
L

-

Unload
Create control file
Edit control file
Go to load panel

(Using Control file, unload to Queue name)
(Using Object type/Object group)

Criteria for control file creation:
Object type

===>

(TEXT,MENU,PANEL,PROFILE,SCRIPT)

Object group ===>
Queue name

(all if blank)

===> PIEO

(Output Transient Data queue)

Control File:
Group name

===> PIEUTIL

Member name

===> UNLOAD

PF: 1 Help

2 Edit

3 ENd

Disposition ===> NEW

(OLD, NEW, MOD)

4 Return

2. A PIE text file must be prepared that contains control statements that name the objects
to be unloaded. You can create the control file and add the control statements by any of
the following methods:

• Edit the control file and add control statements with the Text Utility
• Edit the control file and add control statements with the Load utility
• Have the Load utility create control statements automatically
The control file also contains status messages after the unload operation is finished.
3. Name the control file. Specify its Group ID and member name in the Control file:
Group name and Control file: Member name fields.
Specify a value in the DISP field—NEW, OLD, or MOD.
4. If you want the Load utility to create your control statements, fill in the following fields:
Object type—Specify the type of object you want to unload. Valid values are
displayed on the screen.
Object group—Specify the Group ID of the objects you want to unload. If you leave it
blank, it will default to all groups. You can use the PIE wildcards: *, ?, and %.
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Next enter C in the command line. The Load utility will create control statements for all
objects that match the criteria here. You can now edit those control statements.
5. To edit your control statements from this screen, enter E in the command line. You can
add or delete control statements, as needed.
The format of the Control statement is:
type groupid member-name
Control statements can occupy columns 1-25. The Load utility writes messages in
columns 26-72.) The parameters are:
type

Specify the type of object to unload. Valid values are:

NDIR

User directory

TDIR

Terminal directory

PANL

Logon panel

MENU

Dynamic Menus menus

TEXT

Text files

SCRI

Script files

PROF

Profiles

groupid

Specify the Group ID of the object to unload. You may use wildcards.

member-nameSpecify the member name of the object to unload. You may use wildcards.
For the User Directory, it must be NAMESDIR. For the Terminal Directory, it
must be TERMSDIR.
When you are finished editing the statements, press PF3 to exit.
6. Specify the DESTID for your unload output file in the Queue name field.
7. Enter U on the command line to start the unload function.
The unload function will execute. When it completes, you will go to a browse of the
control file.
8. When you are finished looking at the load messages, press PF3 to exit the browse. Then
press PF3 again to exit the Load utility.

Load Utility Commands
The Repository Load utility accepts the following commands.
HELP (PF1): Help text will be displayed for browse.
EDIT (PF2)

This will allow you to edit the specified object.

END (PF3)

End the utility and return to where you started it.

RETURN (PF4)End the utility and return to the highest level—the Sessions menu, the last
main menu, or end of session.
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Using the LOAD Command
The process of loading and unloading is the same, whether you are using the full-screen
utility or the LOAD command. From a PIE/CICS session, the command format is:
LOAD [function] [queue] [group] [member]
From the MVS console, the command format is:
F jobname,P#LU L|U [queue] [group] [member]
jobname

Name of the MVS job for the PIE/CICS region when you want to initiate the
command from the MVS console.

function

Specify which function to perform. Type LOAD or L for the load function.
Type UNLOAD or U for the unload function. If you omit this value in a PIE
session, the full-screen utility will be displayed. You must code this value
from the MVS console.

queue

Name of the queue to use. If the queue name is four characters long, the
queue is assumed to be a transient data queue. If the queue name is five or
more characters, it is assumed to be a temporary storage queue. The default
value is PIEI for the load (input) function and PIEO for the unload (output)
function.

group

Group ID of the control file. For the unload function, it must contain the
unload control statements. The Load utility will also write load or unload
messages to this file. The default value is PIEUTIL.

member

Member name of the control file. The default is UNLOAD.

Examples
• You regularly get a news file loaded down to a PDS. You want to load the file to the
Repository and make it available to users when they sign on to PIE/CICS through the
Logon Director. Y
1. Copy the news file to your load input file.
2.

Add the following control statement to the beginning:
$$PIE$$TEXT SYSTEM NEWS

Y

3. Create a dynamic menu line with the following command:
LOAD L PIEI PIEUTIL.LOAD
The TD queue name is PIEI, the control file name is PIEUTIL.LOAD. In the future, you
need only copy the file to the load input file, add the control statement, and execute the
menu line. (You could write a PIE/REXX program to automate the entire process.)

• You want to unload a copy of the PIE text member SYSTEM.NEWS.
1. Edit the PIE text member PIEUTIL.UNLOAD and add the following control statement:
TEXT SYSTEM NEWS
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2. Enter the following Modify command from the MVS console.
F CICSPROD,P#NT U PIEO PIEUTIL.UNLOAD
You are executing the unload function on the CICSPROD region, using the PIEO TD
queue and the PIEUTIL.UNLOAD control file.
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Using the Load API
The Load API can be used to load or unload objects to and from the Repository. Read
“Understanding the Load Utility” on page 78, before you begin. You will use LOAD command
parameters. See “Using the LOAD Command” on page 85, for more information about those
parameters.

Loading an Object with the API
Complete the following procedure to load an object with the API.
1. Store data in a temporary storage queue.
Each object in the queue must begin with a control statement. See “Loading Objects to
the Repository” on page 81, for control statement format.
2. Place the following control statement in the commarea:
L tsq-name

Where L requests load processing and tsq-name is the name of the temporary storage
queue that contains the data to be loaded.
3. Link to program PC@UPDUP.
You may want to check for messages. On return, the commarea will contain the last
message issued by the API.

Unloading an Object with the API
Complete the following procedure to unload objects with the API.
1. Write a record to a temporary storage queue to identify the PIE text member containing
the unload control statements:
$$PIE$$ TEXT PIEUTIL LOAD Y

2. Create control statements identifying the objects you want to unload and place them in
the same temporary storage queue.
See “Unloading Objects from the Repository”, beginning on page 83 for information
about the format of control statements.
3.

Place the following in the commarea to load control statements to a PIE text member.
L tsq-name

L requests load processing and tsq-name is the name of the temporary storage queue
that contains the data to load.
4. Link to program PC@UPDUP.
5. Place the following LOAD command parameters in the commarea.
U tsq-name PIEUTIL LOAD

Where U requests unload processing, tsq-name is the name of the temporary storage
queue to unload to, and group-id and member-name specifies the PIE text member
that contains the control statements (the member you just created).
6. Link to program PC@UPDUP.
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You may want to check for messages. On return, the commarea contains the last
message issued by the API.

Example
You want to unload the PIE text member SYSTEM.PIENMAIN to the temporary storage
queue PIENEWS.
Load a text member with the control statement specifying the object to be unloaded. You
create a TS queue, named ABCDPIEI, with the following records:
$$PIE$$ TEXT PIEUTIL UNLOAD Y
TEXT SYSTEM.PIENMAIN
The first record identifies the member you are loading the control statement to. The second
record identifies what object you want to unload.
Place the following in the commarea:
L ABCDPIEI
This statement requests a load from TS queue ABCDPIEI.
Link to the Load program.
EXEC CICS LINK PROG(’PC@UPDUP’) COMMAREA(commarea-name)
Now that you have a PIE member with the unload control statement you need, it is time to
perform the unload. Place the following in the commarea:
U ABCDPIEU PIEUTIL UNLOAD
This statement requests an unload using TS queue ABCDPIEU, and control statements from
PIE text member PIEUTIL.UNLOAD.
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Refreshing Repository Objects
PIE objects are stored in the Repository file with a 1-8 character groupid and a 1-8 character
object name. Examples of objects are Dynamic Menus, text files, and profiles. There are two
kinds of objects in PIE/CICS: public and private. A private object has a groupid that matches
the accessing user’s USERID. A public object’s groupid does not match the accessing
user’s USERID.
A public object is made resident in CICS temporary storage the first time that it is accessed
to reduce the number of I/O requests to the PIE Repository file. The Repository file is never
accessed again for this object until CICS is recycled.
A Repository can be shared between multiple CICS region; one region having the file defined
for read/write access, other regions having the file defined with read-only access. If a public
object is updated in the read/write region, the changes are not reflected in the read-only
regions until they are recycled. There are two reasons for this:

• Since PIE has made the object resident in CICS Temporary Storage, the copy from
Temporary Storage is always used, not the one in the Repository.

• Even if PIE was not doing its own buffering in Temporary Storage, VSAM buffering could
cause the old version, or worse yet, part of the old version and part of the new
version, to be return in response to a VSAM read or browse request.
The PIE transaction, P#RF, can now remedy this. After updating an object in the read/write
region, invoking this transaction in each of the other read-only regions will do two things:

• The resident PIE object is marked obsolete; a new copy is loaded from the Repository on
the next access request.

• The PIE Repository file is closed and opened to CICS, causing the VSAM buffers to be
refreshed.
Care must be taken using the P#RF transaction. Closing the Repository during active hours
while an object is being read from the file could cause an abend in a PIE command or a
REXX script. However, if all of your objects are public (you do not allow users to have private
objects), it is most likely that the object is resident. After all public objects have been
accessed and made resident, there is no more I/O to the Repository.
The P#RF transaction can be entered from:

• A 3270 terminal, under PIE or not under PIE.
• From an MVS console CICS terminal (F CICS,P#RF ......)
• Can be linked or XCTL’d to (program PC@QPRFH) with a formatted or unformatted
(same as 3270 input) commarea. The format of the commarea is described in
MACLIB(PC@QMRFH).

• As a screen option on a PIE Dynamic Menu.
PIE must be initialized in the CICS region.
By default, a pop-up window appears with a message confirming a successful refresh, or
that an error occurred after entering the P#RF transaction. The EXCMSG and NOMSG P#RF
parameters can be specified to omit the message box or restrict its appearance to error
conditions. Refer to both parameters described on page 90.
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Format of 3270 (and unformatted commarea) command
P#RF [Menu=groupid.objectname]
[PAnel=groupid.objectname]
[TEXt=groupid.objectname]
[Script=groupid.objectname]
[PRofile=groupid.objectname]
[TERMDIR]
[USERDIR]
[ALL]
[Excmsg|Nomsg]
The Menu, PAnel, TExt, Script, PRofile, TERMDIR, and USERDIR parameters are mutually
exclusive; only one can be specified with the P#RF transaction.

P#RF Parameters
Menu =

The name of a Dynamic Menu to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname.

PAnel =

The name of a Logon Panel to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname.

TEXt =

The name of a text file to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname. REXX programs are considered PIE text files.

Script =

The name of a playback script to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname.

PRofile =

The name of a profile to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname.

TERMDIR = The Generic Terminal Directory to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname.
USERDIR = The Generic Users Directory to be refreshed identified by its groupid and
objectname.
ALL =

All resident PIE objects are refreshed.

EXCMSG =

The P#RF pop-up message box appears only if an error occurred during the
attempt to refresh the PIE object(s).

NOMSG =

The P#RF pop-up message box does not appear after the attempt to refresh
the PIE object(s).

You can link or XCTL to program PC@QPRFH with a formatted or unformatted commarea to
refresh the PIE object in CICS temporary storage. The formatted commarea is described by
copybook C@QMRFH in the PIE MACLIB. The unformatted commarea is the same as
defined for the 3270 command.
If you use a link, the confirmation or error message mention above for the 3270 command
and will be returned in the commarea.
If you use an XCTL, after the command is executed, the equivalent of an ’Auto End’ is
performed. In other words the session returns one level to where it came from: a Dynamic
Menu, Sessions menu, etc.
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Examples of P#RF Usage
• Refresh Menu SYSTEM.PIEMADM:
P#RF MENU=SYSTEM.PIEMADM
By default, a pop-up window appears with a message indicating the status of the refresh
attempt.
PIE --------------------------------------------------+
|
|
|
Menu
SYSTEM.PIEMADM
refresh complete
|
|
Press ENTER to continue
|
|
|
|
|
+-----------------------------------------------------+

• Refresh all PIE objects:
P#RF ALL

• Refresh the Generic Terminal Directory, and display a pop-up message window only if an
error occurs.
CMD P#RF TERMDIR,EXCMSG
otherwise you would be left in a blank screen instead of returning to the menu from
which you selected this item or continuing with a script containing this command.
Remember, that command modifiers like AE and CMD cannot be entered from a CICS
blank screen or MVS console terminal.
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PIE/CICS scripts automate user tasks. For example, you can automate the procedure to log
users on to a VTAM application and start a program. You can automate an order entry
process to cut and paste data from one screen to another. Automated procedures make the
user’s job easier and less prone to errors. Using scripts also reduces system overhead,
especially network traffic.
You can run scripts before or after you have started an application in a session. You can
execute them from the Sessions menu, as an option from Dynamic Menus, with PF keys, or
commands.
This chapter describes the two types scripts used with PIE/CICS. It explains how to create
and use play-back scripts. PIE/REXX scripts are documented in the REXX for PIE/CICS
User Guide.
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Types of Scripts
PIE/CICS provides two methods to create scripts:

• Play-back scripts
• PIE/REXX programs executed as scripts
Play-back scripts were developed first. With this type of script, you turn on the script
recorder, type in keystrokes, and save the combined work as a script. A play-back script has
no logic functions; it cannot make conditional branches to other statements within the script
based upon a tested condition.
Play-back script processing is inaccessible to the user. The user cannot interact with the
script to make decisions or enter keyboard commands that affect the flow of script
processing.
You cannot edit play-back scripts. If a mistake is made during the recording process, you
must re-record the script. The advantage of a play-back script is their simplicity; you simply
record a series of key-strokes that accomplishes a common, repetitive task.
PIE/REXX scripts (or just REXX) are a more recent addition to the standard features offered
by PIE/CICS. A REXX script has extensive logic capabilities. You can create a single REXX
program with conditional branches. For example, you want to automate an order entry
process, but the application operates differently based on whether the customer is already in
the database or not. You can write the REXX program to test for the two outcomes and
function appropriately for both. You can make REXX processing invisible to the user or
display functions and interact with the user where appropriate. You can also edit existing
REXX programs and adapt them as need arises. Functionally, REXX scripts are far superior
to play-back scripts. However, they require REXX coding skills. While REXX is an easy
language to learn, it can’t beat the ease of typing in keystrokes.
Which script facility you use for a particular task depends on your preferences and the
specific task to be completed by the script. The table below displays the characteristics of
each type of script.
Play-back
scripts

Script Characteristics

PIE/REXX
scripts

Easy to create

Y

Maintainable

N

Y

Flexible

N

Y

Logic functions

N

Y

Display functions and interact with user

N

Y

PIE variables can be used with both types of scripts. Current values are substituted for
variables when the script runs. For example, if you write a script to log on to a VTAM
application, you can supply the variable &ZUSER when you record the script. When user
JSMITH executes the script, JSMITH is substituted for the variable. Rules for coding
variables differ according to each script type.
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A script stops processing when you switch out of the session in which the script is active.

• With play-back scripts, processing stops when you switch out of the session running the
script.

• With REXX scripts, the script is suspended when you switch out of the session; it
resumes execution when the user or a program switches back to the session. That
means you can run a script in one session, switch to another session, start a second
script, and switch back to the first session to resume the first script.

• When you execute the following PIE Environment commands, the user is switched out of
their current session and placed in a special session. When these PIE commands are
executed, script processing ends or is suspended based upon whether they are playback or REXX scripts.
•

BULLETIN

•

PRINT

•

LOCK

•

PROFILE

•

VIEW

•

CUT and PASTE (not the PIE/REXX cut
and paste programs)

•

Any PIE Environment command that
produces a pop-up menu: SESSIONS,
PIE, SWITCH, SCRIPT, EXIT, CLOSE

Both types of scripts are PIE objects stored in the PIE Repository. REXX scripts are text
objects, listed with the Text Member List utility. Play-back scripts are “script” objects, which
can be listed with the Script List utility.
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Play-back Scripts
This section explains how to create, browse, delete, and start play-back scripts.
Play-back scripts are “script” objects. You can list and delete them using the Script List. All
List Utilities are described in “List Utilities”, beginning on page 41.

☞

In this section, script means play-back script.

Recording Play-Back Scripts
Creating a play-back script is also called “recording” or “authoring” a script. As you create a
script, PIE records all data sent to and received from the terminal. Data is saved in a
temporary storage queue. When you save the script, the queue is saved to the PIE
Repository as a play-back script member.
Complete the following procedure to record a play-back scripts:
1. From the Sessions menu, enter PROFILE KEYS.
The PIE Profile Global PIE Keys screen appears with a list of PF keys that can be
assigned commands.
2. Type SCRIPT on the field next to an unassigned PF key.
3. Press PF5 to save the script key definition.
4. Exit from the Profile screen.
5. This next step depends on where you want to start script recording.

• If you want to start recording from an application screen, go to the screen
from which you want the script to run. Then start the script recorder: press
your Script Key. You will receive the Script pop-up menu. Press PF4,
Author. Script recording will begin.

+ If you like, you can begin recording with the command:
==SCRIPT AUTHOR [command]
where command is the first command to execute in the script. For example:
==SCRIPT START CEMT I TAS

• If you want the script to run from a Dynamic Menu or the Sessions menu
screen, go to the CICS blank screen. Enter SYSTEM from the Sessions
menu command line. From the blank screen enter:
PSCR AUTHOR [command ]

☞ As an alternative, you can enter

SCRIPT AUTHOR [command] from the Sessions
menu. However, with this method you cannot use variables in the command string. They
will not be substituted for the user executing the script.

6. Begin entering commands just as if you were completing the procedure normally. There
are some exceptions:

• Wherever you want variables recorded to the script, specify the variable
name on the appropriate screen field. (e.g., &ZUSER on the Userid field).
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• Wherever screen output may change, use one of the script matching
commands.
7. Press the Script Key again after you have finished displaying all screens that belong to
the script.
You will get the Script pop-up menu.
8. Press PF3 to stop script recording.
A message appears that confirms script recording has finished. (Since script recording is
invisible, without the message, it would be hard to tell that it had stopped.)
9. Press ENTER to continue.
You will return to the Script pop-up menu.
10. Press PF5 to save the script.
A message box appears requesting the name of the new script. You can type in a fully
qualified name, groupid.membernam e , or the member name alone. If you specify
only the member name, the Group ID defaults to SYSTEM (in all cases).
You can also include a script description, which is displayed on the Script List.
The format of your input should be:
[groupid.]member-name [description]
11. Enter the script name and description.
PIE/CICS will confirm the save in the message window. If the name already exists, the
message window will ask you whether to replace the existing script with an alternative
name. Press ENTER to replace the existing script. To save your new script with a new
name, press PF3. Then press PF5 and enter a new name.
12. Press ENTER to continue.
13. Press PA2 once or ENTER twice to return to the application.
You are finished with Script recording. You can continue processing or end the
application.

PIE Variables in Scripts
To use a PIE variable in a script, type the variable name in the appropriate location. For
example, to use the &ZUSER variable for the Userid field on the Logon Director screen,
type in the following:
Userid

.... &ZUSER

PIE/CICS supplies the variable value to the application (in this case to the Logon Director),
but records the variable in the script. The current value of the variable is substituted when the
script is run.

Screen Matching
Applications sometimes present unexpected screens. For example, when you log on to TSO,
it may tell you that your password has expired and that you must enter a new one. This
certainly doesn’t happen each time you log on, and your script needs a way to handle the
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situation if it occurs.
Play-back scripts do so with the screen matching feature. When you record the script, you
can specify the script should look for a particular screen match. If the match is not found, the
script pauses and the user regains control. At each new screen, the script searches for the
match. When it finds the match, the script resumes.
For example, suppose your script logs you on to TSO and starts ISPF Edit:

• When you record the script, you request a match on the TSO READY prompt after the
log on and continue recording the script.

• A user executes the script. After entering a new password, TSO redisplays the log on
screen instead of the READY prompt. Because the script does not see the READY
prompt, it will pause, send the current screen to the terminal, and return control to the
user.

• When the user has successfully signed on, TSO continues the log on process and finally
ends at the READY prompt. The script recognizes the prompt and resumes processing.
You can match a string in any position or at a particular location.
To request screen matching, do the following.
1. Record the script as usual. You must record it under the normal circumstances.
Continue recording until you display a screen that may give a different result under
different circumstances. For example, record the script until you get to the TSO
password screen.
2. Place the cursor at the beginning of the string you want to match.
3. Press your Script Key. You will get the Script pop-up menu.
4. Choose PF12, MATCHOUT, to get a match on the word following the cursor. Choose
PF11, MATCHSCR, to get a match on the string from the cursor to the end of the field.
5. Continue recording the script.
In the previous procedure, Script takes the string to match from the cursor position.
However, you can manually specify the string position. For MATCHOUT matches, you can
manually specify the beginning and ending location of the string you want to record (the
matching is still done at any location). For MATCHSCR, you can specify the beginning and
ending position of both the string to record and the required position for the match.
To specify a match manually, do the following.
1. Record the script as usual, pausing at the screen you want to match.
2. Place the cursor on the string you want to match, if you like.
3. Manually issue the SCRIPT command with either a MATCHSCR or MATCHOUT
parameter and the appropriate position parameters. Remember to begin the SCRIPT
command with your escape string. For positional parameters, see the PIE/CICS
Command Reference.

Example Script Recording
This example shows how to create a play-back script that gives CICS users automatic
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access to TSO. NetGate and the play back script are used together to log on users
automatically to TSO. Users simply have to select TSO from a menu.
4. Go to the Sessions Menu.
5. Enter the command PROFILE KEYS
6.

Enter SCRIPT on the field next to PA2.
PA2 is now defined as the script key that turns play-back recording on and off.

7. Enter the following command from the Sessions menu:
SCRIPT START ACCESS AP=TSO
This command starts a session with TSO as the active application. TSO should respond
with the following message:
IKJ56700A ENTER USERID -

8. Enter &ZUSER .
TSO should respond with a full-screen prompt for a password.
9. Tab to the password prompt field and enter &ZPSWD.
TSO presents a series of screens as part of the log on process.
10. Keep pressing ENTER until you reach the desired starting screen for the user. Assume it
is the ISPF MAIN MENU.
11. Press the PA2 key after the ISPF MAIN MENU is displayed.
The Script pop-up menu is displayed.
12. Press PF3 to stop script recording.
A message window indicates recording has stopped.
13. Press ENTER to return to the Script menu.
14. Press PF5 to save the script.
Another message window appears requesting that you to enter the name of the new
script.
15. Enter SYSTEM.TSOLOGON.
16. Go the user’s profile.
17. Code the following command in the Execute field of a free session.
SCRIPT EXECUTE SYSTEM.TSOLOGON

The script is now associated with the session as the initial command when the session is
opened. When the user accesses this session, the next screen that appears is the ISPF
MAIN MENU logged on under the user’s ID.
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Administering Play-Back Scripts
You cannot edit a script after it has been rerecord and stored as a member of the
Repository. However, you can list scripts and delete them with the D line command. See
“List Utilities” on page 41 for information about using line commands.

Browsing Play-Back Scripts
You cannot manually sequence through each step of a play-back scrip t and observe
processing for debugging purposes. A play-back script runs from beginning to end without
the possibility of any user interaction. You can browse a script to see each individual
recorded screen, but the script itself is not processed.
Complete the following procedure to browse a script.
1. Enter LIST SCRIPT or select Option 5, SCRIPT, from the System Administrator
menu.
2. Enter the B line command in the SEL field next to the name of the script you want to
browse.
A message box appears on the screen indicating the script browse has begun.
PIE SCRIPT -------------------------CSS047.SCR012 -----------------------------+
|
|
|
|
|
Script SYSTEM
A
view begins, Press PF3/PF15 to terminate
|
|
Press enter to continue
|
|
|
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Press ENTER to sequence through each step of the script.
When you are finished, a message box appears indicating the browse is complete. You
can exit the browse prematurely with PF3.

Running Play-Back Scripts
After recording and saving a play-back script, it is available to other users if they have the
authorization to access the member stored on the Repository.
There are two ways to run a play-back script:

• Script List
Scripts are invoked from the Script list by entering the X or S line commands next to the
name of the desired script.

• SCRIPT command
This is by far the most common method and is the subject of this section.
SCRIPT commands can be entered with or without parameters.

• Enter the SCRIPT command without parameters. The Script pop-up menu appears with
a list of options. Press PF6, Execute. A dialog box appears requesting the script name.
You may type in groupid.member or member alone. If you omit the Group ID, the
default SYSTEM is assigned as the groupid to the script name.When you press ENTER,
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the script begins to run.

• You can specify the SCRIPT command with all parameters required to execute the
command. You can assign the full command to a predefined session so that users can
execute the script from the Sessions menu, or assign it as a Dynamic Menus option that
users select from a menu. You can even assign a PF key to start the script.
The format of the SCRIPT command is:
SCRIPT PLAY [groupid .]member-name
You may substitute the word EXECUTE for the word PLAY. You may omit the Group ID.
If you do, the groupid of the name defaults to SYSTEM.

Refer to the following manuals for more information about assigning play-back scripts to
menus and PF keys.

• Predefined sessions—“Executing Scripts and PIE/REXX Programs” on page 29 of the
MultiCICS Administration Guide

• Dynamic menus—“Executing Scripts and PIE/REXX Programs” on page 57 of the
Dynamic Menus Administration Guide

• PF keys—“Editing a Profile” on page 34 of the Customization Guide.
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REXX Scripts
Information on creating, editing, and executing PIE/REXX programs can be found in the
REXX for PIE/CICS User Guide. All PIE/REXX programs do not necessarily run as scripts.
See "Running REXX Programs as Scripts" on page 9 of the REXX for PIE/CICS User Guide
for more information.
REXX programs are PIE text objects. REXX programs are created with the Text Utility, which
is described in “Text Utility” on page 67.
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The Network Monitor is used by NetGate, NonStop CICS, and Availability Plus. This chapter
describes how to change common Network Monitor operating conditions. Refer to the
manual for instructions to implement Network Monitor for a specific PIE/CICS component.
In this chapter, the term “target region” means a CICS region or VTAM applid that is or will be
subject to Network Monitor processing.
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Managing Region Outages
Follow the recommendations listed below as part of your site’s procedures to manage
planned and unplanned target region outages.

• Restart the region or a replacement region as soon as possible after a target region fails
or must be cancelled. Minimizing the length of an outage helps the Network Monitor
maintain a valid load balancing system.

• If you are planning an outage, minimize the potential disruption to users by first closing
the region. This prevents the Network Monitor from routing new users to the region.
Users who are currently working in the region remain unaffected.
Issue the PNAM CLOSE command from the NSCRT to close a region. For example, if
you wanted to close CICS1, issue PNAM CLOSE,APPLID=CICS1.
For more information on the CLOSE command, see “PNAM Online Functions”,
beginning on page 105.

• The status of a region changes to PENDING if it does not respond to a Network Monitor
INQUIRE request within the time-out period specified in the PNAM file. Usually, this
occurs because a problem has occurred in the region.
After correcting the problem, reset the region and make it capable of responding to
Network Monitor INQUIRE requests. Enter the command
PNAM RESPEND,APPLID=applid

from the console. (“RESPEND” stands for “reset pending.”) To reset all APPLIDs in a
pending state, enter
PNAM RESPEND,APPLID=*

This can be easier to do from the System or Balancing Group List—issue the R line
command.
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PNAM Online Functions
PNAM commands can be entered from the PNAM file, a PIE/CICS terminal, or from the
console. Several PNAM functions are intended only for online use.
When you issue online PNAM commands, the changes are temporary and remain in effect
until you cycle the NSCR. You must modify the PNAM file to make permanent changes. If
you want, you can make online changes and changes to the PNAM file. This way, you can
change your system immediately and keep those changes when you cycle CICS.
The following sections describe online PNAM commands and procedures to change the
operational characteristics of a PIE/CICS system.
The table below lists PNAM online commands and their functions.
Category
Change the status of the
Network Monitor

Function

Command

Halt the Network Monitor

STOP

Initiate the Network Monitor

START

Process the PNAM file.

SEQIN

Display status of the Network Monitor

STATUS

Display status a balancing group or target
INQ
region.
Delete an existing balancing group or
View or change balancing target region.
groups and target regions Add a new balancing group or target
region.

Change the status of a
target region

DELETE
ADD

Change a balancing group or target
region.

CHANGE

Close a target region and make it
unavailable for transaction routing.

CLOSE

Open a target region that was previously
closed.

OPEN

Syntax of Online PNAM Commands
The command syntax of online PNAM commands resembles the syntax of commands within
the PNAM file. For basic syntax, see “PNAM Command” on page 13 of the NetGate
Administration Guide (there is also an equivalent section in the Availability Plus and
NonStop CICS manuals). Please note that when you enter PNAM commands online, you
cannot use continuations.
PNAM online functions and their parameters are shown on the next page. You may add the
EXCMSG or NOMSG parameter to any PNAM statement. Both parameters suppress
messages when you enter online PNAM commands.
EXCMSG

Suppresses the pop-up window unless the message refers to an exception
or an error. Normally, there is pop-up window for every online PNAM
command.

NOMSG

Suppresses the pop-up window for all message responses to the PNAM
command.
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Changing the Status of the Network Monitor
The Network Monitor maintains the Applications and Systems Directories by interpreting
PNAM commands. A copy of the Network Monitor runs in each PIE/CICS region. Because
NonStop CICS runs in a separate region, it does not share a Network Monitor with any other
product. However, a Network Monitor can be shared between Availability Plus and NetGate.
Be aware that online changes to either product can affect the other.
PNAM [STOP|START|SEQIN|STATUS]
STOP

Terminate the Network Monitor.
Under normal working conditions, the STOP command is not the recommended
method to stop the Network Monitor. STOP can interfere with active
transactions routed through NonStop CICS, Availability Plus, or NetGate. As a
result, all Network Monitor data is lost.
However, if you must terminate CICS immediately, it is best to stop the Network
Monitor first. Otherwise, your operating system will receive an A03 abend—
although this abend actually does no harm. The stop function is normally
performed by the program PCNMPINI, which is executed from the shutdown
PLT.

START

Start the Network Monitor.

SEQIN

Process your PNAM file.
Use this to submit a whole new PNAM file or to process CHANGE or DELETE
commands at the end of your PNAM file. Usually, changes to a PNAM file with
the STOP and START functions.

STATUS Display the current status of the Network Monitor.

View or Change Balancing Groups and Target Regions
PNAM INQ=[groupname|applid]

I NQ

Display status of a balancing group or target region. For balancing groups, INQ
displays the list of regions belonging to the group. For target regions, it displays
the region’s status, the number of users logged on to the region, and the
balancing value in effect. For more information on the target region display, see
“Inquire Screen” on page 50.
If you request the status of an Availability Plus AOR, specify its alias, if it has one.
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Otherwise, specify its real system ID.
PNAM CHANGE GROUP=groupname



 

 RESP  


 
 [ ,LIST= ( alias,alias,...,alias ) ] ,BALMETH=  USER  

 CPU  


 


 
DELETE Delete an existing balancing group or target region
PNAM CHANGE APPLID=applid

 [ ,CURUSER=nnnnn ] 


 [ ,OBJUSER=nnnnnn ] 


 [ ,PHYAPPLD=applid ] 


 [ ,MAXUSER=nnnnnn ] 
 [ ,DESC=comment ] 


PNAM CHANGE,SYSID=sysid

 [ ,PHYSYSID=actual-name ] 


[ ,MAXUSER=nnnnnn ]




[
,MAXACTV=nnnnnn
]






,OBJRESP=nnnnnn


,OBJUSER=nnnnnn




,OJBCPU=nnnnnn




[ ,TIMLOAD=nnnnn ]




[ ,DESC=comment ]


PNAM ADD GROUP=groupname,
LIST=(applid,applid,...,applid),
BALMETH=USER
PNAM ADD APPLID=applid,
[PHYAPPLD=applid,]
OBJUSER=nnnnnn
[,MAXUSER=nnnnnn]
[,DESC=comment]
CHANGE Change an existing balancing group or target region.
ADD

Add a new balancing group or target region.
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Some ADD and CHANGE parameters not listed here. See the NetGate,
NonStop CICS, or Availability Plus manual for more information on those
parameters.
GROUP Defines a balancing group. Specify the balancing group name.
For Availability Plus, this name may be the same as an AOR system ID.
Choosing a common system ID as your group name in ADD or CHANGE
commands can minimize the changes you make to your CICS tables or CSD.
SYSID

Specifies an Availability Plus AOR. Supply the AOR’s alias, if it has one. If the
AOR does not have an alias, supply its real system ID. With ADD or CHANGE
functions, give the AOR an alias if you use its system ID as the name of a
balancing group to which that AOR belongs.

APPLID Names a NonStop CICS or NetGate target region. For NonStop CICS, specify
the name you used to identify the region in the GROUP LIST parameter. This
can be either an APPLID or an alias. For NetGate, specify the physical name or
alias.
CURUSERSpecifies the current number of users accessing a region. The Network
Monitor normally maintains this field. Each time a PIE/CICS user or terminal
accesses a region, the CURUSER value is incremented by one. When the user
or terminal ends its access, the CURUSER value is decremented by one. You
should only set or change this parameter for testing—to simulate a certain
number of users on a target region.

INQ, DELETE, and CHANGE Parameters
Parameter

Valid Values

Default

groupname

1 to 8-characters in NonStop CICS
1 to 4-characters in Availability Plus

None

applid/sysid

1 to 8 characters

None

LIST

1 to 8-characters for each alias

None

BALMETH

RESP or USER or CPU

None

PHYAPPLD/PHYSYSID

1 to 4-characters

APPLID

OBJLOAD

0 to 999999

0

OBJRESP

0 to 999999

0

OBJUSER

0 to 999999

1

TIMLOAD

30 to 99999

120

MAXUSER

0 to 999999

0

MAXACTV

0 to 999999

0

DESC

1 to 32 characters

None

CURUSER

0 to 999999

0
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Change the Status of a Target Region


 CLOSE=applid 
PNAM 

 OPEN=applid 


CLOSE Close a target region. That is, prevent PIE/CICS from routing new users to the
region. CLOSE does not affect users who are already using the region.
OPEN

Open a target region that was previously closed.

OPEN and CLOSE Parameters
P a r am e t er
applid

Va li d Va l u es
1 to 8-characters
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Changing Groups and Target Regions
You may add a new target region online or by modifying the PNAM file. If you want to add a
new target region, you may be creating a new balancing group or are modifying an existing
one. If so, follow the procedures for adding and changing balancing groups after you have
finished the following procedure.
To add a new target region, perform the following procedure.
1. Code a PNAM ADD APPLID or SYSID command. Example:
PNAM ADD APPLID=SYSA,PHYSAPPLD=TOR1,OBJUSER=1

Or:
PNAM ADD SYSID=SYSA,PHYSYSID=AOR1,OBJRESP=1,TIMLOAD=60

2.If you are changing your PNAM file and you want your changes to take effect now, enter
PNAM STOP and PNAM START from the console. Otherwise, your changes will take
effect the next time you cycle the Network Monitor.

Changing Target Regions
You can change a target region’s balancing value or any of its characteristics online or in
your PNAM file.

Changing a Target Region Definition in the PNAM File
1. Change the ADD APPLID or SYSID statement that defines this target region.
2.If you want your changes to take effect now, enter PNAM STOP and PNAM START
from the console. Otherwise, your changes will take effect the next time you cycle the
Network Monitor.

Changing a Target Region Definition Online
1. Enter a PNAM CHANGE APPLID or SYSID statement. Example:
PNAM CHANGE APPLID=CICSTOR1,OBJUSER=100

In this example you are changing the balancing value to 100.

Adding a Balancing Group
Adding a balancing group is a significant change. It is probably something you want to take
permanent effect, so we recommend you make such changes to your PNAM file.

Adding Balancing Groups to NonStop CICS or NetGate
Use the following procedure to add a balancing group to NonStop CICS or NetGate. The
balancing group name must be referenced in a profile before the member regions can be
used as target regions.
1. Code a PNAM ADD GROUP statement. Example:
PNAM ADD GROUP=BESTTOR,
LIST=(CICSTOR1,CICSTOR2),BALMETH=USER
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This balancing group is called BESTTOR. It contains two target regions: CICSTOR1 and
CICSTOR2. These regions must be defined with PNAM ADD,APPLID statements.
2.Check the target regions you specified for the LIST parameter. Are they defined? If not,
create a PNAM ADD APPLID statement for each undefined group.
3.If you made changes to your PNAM file that you want to become effective immediately,
enter PNAM STOP and PNAM START from the console.

Adding Balancing Groups to Availability Plus
Use the following procedure to add a balancing group to Availability Plus.

☞ Transactions are assigned to groups through the remote system parameter of the remote
transaction definition. If the remote system parameter of the transactions you want to route
through this group do not reference the group name, you must change them. For
procedures, see “Step 8: Assigning Transactions to Load Balancing Groups,” on page 37 of
the Availability Plus Administration Guide.
1. Code a PNAM ADD GROUP statement. For example:
PNAM ADD GROUP=SYSA,LIST=(AOR1,SYSB),BALMETH=RESP

2.Check the AORs specified in the LIST parameter. Do they all have ADD SYSID
commands? If not, create a PNAM ADD SYSID command for each undefined AOR.
3.If you want your changes to the PNAM file to take effect immediately, enter PNAM STOP
and PNAM START from the console. Otherwise, your changes become effective the
next time you cycle the Network Monitor.

Changing a Balancing Group
You can change a balancing group online or in your PNAM file. Y ou must also update the
profile’s Initial Commandif you change the group name for NonStop CICS. There you
specified either PASS or TSWITCH to route users to a balancing group. Change the groupname in that statement to reflect your new group name.
For Availability Plus, if you change the group name, you must also change the remote system
parameter for the appropriate remote transaction definitions.

Changing a Group in the PNAM File
1. Modify the current ADD GROUP statement.
2.If you add a new target region to the LIST parameter, add a new ADD APPLID or SYSID
statement for that target region.
3.If you want your changes to take immediately, enter PNAM STOP and PNAM START
from the console.
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Changing a Group Online
1. Enter a PNAM CHANGE GROUP command.
You need only supply the parameters you want to change. If you change the LIST, you
must type in all the target regions you want referenced in the changed group.
PNAM CHANGE GROUP=BESTTOR,LIST=(CICSTOR2,CICSTOR3)

2. If you add a new target region to the LIST parameter, add a new ADD APPLID or SYSID
statement for that region.
PNAM ADD APPLID=SYSA,PHYSAPPLD=TOR1,OBJUSER=1

Deleting a Group or Target Region
You can delete groups and target regions online or with the PNAM file.

! WARNING
Use extreme caution when deleting groups. For NonStop CICS, if your profile refers to a
deleted group, there is no place to route users when they access NonStop CICS. For
Availability Plus, if the remote system parameter in a transaction’s remote transaction
definition does not specify a valid AOR, deleting the group causes an error and the
transaction is no longer available.
When you delete a target region definition, be sure to remove it from any group’s LIST
parameter.

Deleting a Group or Target Region from the PNAM File
1. Delete the ADD GROUP, APPLID, or SYSID statement from the file.

• If you are deleting an ADD APPLID or SYSID statement, check all ADD GROUP
statements. Remove this region from any LIST parameters.

• If you want your changes to take effect immediately, enter PNAM STOP and PNAM
START from the console.

Deleting a Group or Target Region Online
1. Enter the DELETE GROUP, APPLID, or SYSID command from the console.
PNAM DELETE APPLID=CICSTOR1
This example of the PNAM delete command deletes the CICSTOR1 APPLID.
If you are deleting an APPLID or SYSID definition, check your group definitions. Use
CHANGE GROUP LIST to remove this target region from any groups. List all the groups
except the one you want to delete.
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Changing the Status of a Region
Closing a Region
Use the CLOSE command to prevent PIE/CICS from routing new users to a region. This can
be done only by using an online PNAM command.
PNAM CLOSE APPLID=CICSTOR1
This examples closes the CICSTOR1 target region.

Opening a Region
Use the OPEN command to make a closed region available to new users. This can be done
only by using an online PNAM command.
PNAM OPEN APPLID=CICSTOR1
This example opens the CICSTOR1 target region.

Obtaining the Status of a Region
The INQ command obtains the current status of a region, including statistical information.
PNAM INQ APPLID=CICSTOR1
This example provides usage statistics of the CICSTOR1 region.
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This chapter describes how to use the PIE/CICS View and SuperMessage utilities. Both
utilities give helpdesk personnel the capability to manage some aspects of their PIE/CICS
system. The View utility provides diagnostic information to solve user problems.
SuperMessage sends messages to selected PIE/CICS users.
PIE/CICS provides other features that can be adapted to the needs of a site data center. For
example, the List Utilities, especially the User List, provide useful status information about a
PIE/CICS system. From the User List, help desk staff can display a user’s current status,
view their current session screen, or cancel their sign on. See “List Utilities” on page 41 for
more information.
The System Management menu provides access to many of these features. See
“Administrator Menus” on page 33 for more information.
Helpdesk staff may also take note of two common errors:

• You cannot reconnect conversational transactions from another terminal ID. See
“Conversational Transactions” on page 15.

• You must not cancel the P#NT transaction. Cancel NetGate sessions from the User List
utility. See “Operation and Maintenance” on page 37 of the NetGate Administration
Guide and “User List” on page 63 of this manual.
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View
View Capture (or View, for short) allows authorized users to display another user’s current
screen from their own terminal. View gives help desk personnel the capability to remotely
diagnose user problems. Viewing a screen does not effect the processing of the user's
current application.

Invoking View
There are two ways to invoke View:

• Invoke the User List: enter LIST USER from the Sessions menu or select Option 2,
USERS, from the System Management menu. Then, enter the V line command on the
field to the left of the user’s name whose screen you want to display.
If you are authorized, that user's current session screen appears on your terminal. You
receive an error message instead if you are not authorized to view that user's screen.

• Enter the PIE Environment command VIEWFrom the Sessions menu or a session
screen. You will receive the View pop-up menu. At that point, select the Capture option,
PF4. You will receive the View Capture menu shown in the following figure.
VIEW Capture ------------------------------------------------ (C) TSC, Inc 1987
Command ===>
Request incomplete, please specify a Userid and/or Terminal
Userid

===>

(The name by which the
system knows the User)

Terminal ===>

(1-4 character Terminal-ID
or 1-8 character Netname )

Session

===>

(1-8 character session identifier
or ALL for sessions status menu )

INSTRUCTIONS:
Specify Terminal or Userid to capture a screen
for viewing. Enter END command to end View Capture
processing.

PF: 1 Help

3 End

4 Return

Enter a user ID, a terminal ID, or both. If you want to view a specific session, enter the
session ID as well. If you leave the Session field blank, the user’s current session is
shown.

Y ou must use this method to view user Logon Director screens, You must specify the
terminal ID of the screen to be captured. Because the user is not logged on to PIE/CICS
yet, you cannot select the screen by the User List or supply the user’s ID.
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Viewing a Screen
When you are viewing a user’s screen, you can take any of the following actions:

• Press PF3 to leave the captured screen and return to the View Capture menu.
• Press PF4 to leave the captured screen and exit View Capture. You return to the screen
where you invoked View.

• Any other AID key displays a pop-up menu. From this menu, you can press PF2 to go to
the View Capture menu, press PF3 to exit View Capture, or press any other AID key to
refresh the captured screen.

Restricting Access to VIEW
Used inappropriately, the View utility poses a potential security risk. You should restrict
access to View to helpdesk and other appropriate personnel. By default, everyone has
access to the VIEW command. However, the default matching for the Helpdesk ID field is
more limited.

• System administrators can view all user screens.
• Group administrators can view the screens of users that belong to their group.
No one else is authorized to view user screens. So, while regular users can enter the VIEW
command, they cannot view another user’s screen. PIE/CICS intercepts unauthorized
attempts to capture another user’s screen. If an unauthorized user attempts to perform a
VIEW CAPTURE of another user’s screen, they are returned to the VIEW CAPTURE screen
and the following message appears on the screen:
You are not authorized to capture the specified screen
The unauthorized user’s destination after attempting to capture another user’s screen is set
by the the PUXVSCN exit. The VIEW CAPTURE entry screen is passed as the destination to
the PUXVSCN exit in the PUXVVFLG field. PUXVVFLG can be set to PUXVVEND instead to
cause PIE to perform an END rather than display the VIEW CAPTURE entry screen. Also, the
PUXVVFLG field can be set to PUXVVRET to cause PIE to do a RETURN after an
unauthorized attempt to use the VIEW CAPTURE command. Refer to “PUXVSCN—View
Screen Access Exit” on page 152 of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide for information about
modifying the PUXVSCN exit.
There are several ways to manage View authority:

• Restrict the use of the VIEW command by command security class
• Control access to View with the View Command Access Exit
• Limit authority to view certain users’ screens with the Helpdesk ID field of the User
Directory

• Restrict authority by the View Screen Access exit
The following sections describe each method to authorize the use of the View utility.
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Using Command Security Classes to Restrict Access to View
You can prevent users from executing PIE commands by restricting access to the security
class the command belongs. The VIEW command belongs to security class 4, which is the
only command that belongs to security class 4.By restricting class 4 authority to only
appropriate users is an effective way to control access to VIEW.
Edit the Scty Classes field of your User Directory entries. For unauthorized users, omit
the number 4 command security number in the Scty Classes field.
Enter the security classes for the commands you want your general user community to be
able to use with your site’s PIE/CICS system. Do not leave the Scty Classes field blank.
If you leave the field blank, all security classes are authorized to that group of users.

Determining View Authority of Specific Users
You can determine who is authorized to view a particular user's or group of users' screens.
1. Edit the User Directory entry for that user or group of users.
2. Specify a user ID in the Helpdesk field of the detail screen.
You can use wildcards (*, ?, and %) to allow users with matching IDs to view this users'
screens. For example, suppose you edit the User Directory entry for user JSMITH. You
put SP* in the Helpdesk field. Any user with an ID beginning with SP can view
JSMITH’s screens.

User Exits
There are two exits that regulate access to the View utility.

• PUXVIEW
The View Command Access Exit controls access to the View command.

• PUXVSCN
The View Screen Access Exit is a resource check exit. It treats the screen image to be
viewed as a protected resource. This user exit is invoked with information on both the
target screen and the requestor.
See the “PUXVSCN—View Screen Access Exit” on page 152, and “PUXVSCN—View Screen
Access Exit” on page 152, of the PIE/CICS Customization Guide for more information
about both exits.
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SuperMessage
SuperMessage broadcasts messages to PIE/CICS users. By default, users see the message
the next time they press an AID key after a SuperMessage has been sent. The screen
momentarily blanks and the text of the message appears on the screen. Messages are
non-destructive: data on users’ screens is retained and the operation of their transactions is
not affected after the message has been cleared from the screen.
MSG=00004 FROM KSO1

ON PIE10009 AT 16:16:24 02/07/95 LINES=0003 R=N S=N

THIS IS A SUPERMESSAGE.
Message display complete..Press Enter to continue

SuperMessage provides a variety of ways for users to receive their messages.In all cases,
after users have read the message, they can exit the SuperMessage display and return to
their applications. Their original screens are restored and they can continue their work.

Who Receives the Messages?
Super messages can be sent to any group of PIE/CICS users on a single region.
User terminals can be in any state to receive the message:

•
•
•
•

In a conversational, pseudo-conversational, or non-conversation transaction.
In any PIE screen.
In a native CICS blank screen.
In another VTAM application. If users accessed the VTAM application with NetGate, they
receive the message immediately. If they transferred to the session running the
application with either the PASS or TSWITCH commands, they receive the message
when they return to their original region.

Disconnected users can receive messages. When they log on again, users see their previous
work-in-progress. At the first press of an AID key, the message appears that was sent to
them after they were disconnected.
You can send messages to all PIE/CICS users, or you can select users by the following
criteria:

•
•
•
•
•
•

User ID
Group ID
Terminal ID
Application name or type
System name
Connected or disconnected user status

You can develop standard distribution lists using PIE/CICS text members. So it is easy to
send regular messages to a particular group of users.
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Sending Messages
You can send a message from:

•
•
•
•

SuperMessage utility
PIE/CICS menu
MVS console
CICS application, using an API

Each source requires a different method to send a message.

Using the SuperMessage Utility
The SuperMessage utility is the simplest way to send a message. It provides a full-screen
menu with fields that you complete to prepare the message.
The following procedure shows how to use the Super Message utility to create and send
messages.
1. Invoke the SuperMessage utility by one of the following methods:

• Access the System Management menu using the transaction PEXE MENU PIEMSYS.
Then select option 3, SEND.

• Enter SEND from the Sessions menu.
• Enter PEXE SEND from the blank screen.

☞ If you want to send the text of the message in mixed case, start the SEND command
string with the NOUCT Environment command (e.g., PEXE NOUCT SEND).
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The following figure shows an example of the Super Message screen.
PIE SuperMessage -------------------------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Option

===>

1 Distribution List Member

S Send Message

2 Message Source Member Name

D Display Recipient User List

3 Options
Message Distribution Criteria ------------------------------------------------+
|

Userid

|
|
|

===>

Application ===>

|

Terminal ===>

Type

===>

|

System

===>

Trans/PName ===>

|

Groupid

===>

CONN/DISC

|

===>

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
Message Text -----------------------------------------------------------------+
|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
Options Summary: Delivery Mode =
PF: 1 Help

3 End

4 RETurn

Immediate

Receive Queue =

Public

5 Send

Notice the set of commands near the top of the screen and the input boxes. The
numeric options, 1-3, change the content of the boxes. For example, if you entered 2 on
the command line, the Message Text box would be replaced with the Message Member
box. As you change the boxes displayed on the screen, you also change the available
commands. The command display always shows the available commands.
2. Specify the recipients of a message.
You can designate the recipients by two methods: by entering the selection criteria in the
Message Distribution Criteria box, or by selecting a PIE text member that contains a
distribution list. This step describes both methods to select message recipients.

• Using the Message Distribution Criteria box
If this box is not displayed, enter 5 from the command line.
Place an * in the Userid field and leave all other fields blank to send the message to
all users.
To limit the message recipients, enter data in as many fields as you like. You can use
wildcards (*, ?, and %). Users must match all criteria to receive the message.
Userid

1 to 8-character user ID.

Terminal

VTAM node name or CICS termid. Begin a CICS termid with a : . For
example, specify the CICS termid 1234 as : 1234.
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System

Specify the last system the user accessed. For NetGate, PASS, and
TSWITCH users, this will be a VTAM APPLID. For transaction routing
users, this will be a SYSID.

Groupid

User Group name.

Application

PIE logical name of the user’s current application. The logical name is the
name of the session or menu line the application is executed from. (See
the Sessions menu or Dynamic Menu for the name.)

Type

PIE application type code. For example, the code for a transaction would
be CMD or TRAN. A PIE menu would be MENU.

Trans/PName PIE physical name of the user’s current transaction. This is the CICS
tranid or PIE menu name.
CONN/DISC Current PIE user status. Specify CONN for users connected to PIE/CICS.
Specify DISC for users who are signed on to PIE/CICS, but who are
currently disconnected.

• Using a distribution list member
Enter 1 on the command line to display the Distribution List Member box. The member
you select must be a PIE text member. It must contain selection parameters for the
SEND command (see “Sending Messages by Command” on page 125) and no other
data.
Identify the distribution list member by completing the following fields.
Group Id

Group name of the member. If omitted, PIE/CICS performs a standard
hierarchical search using your user ID and Group name as search
arguments. (See “Getting Started” on page 9.)

Member

Name of the member containing the distribution list. This field is required.
To edit this member, enter EL on the command line. When you are done
editing, press PF3 to exit and save your changes.

3. If you entered user selection criteria in the Message Distribution box, you can display a
list of the users who qualify to receive your message. You can use this display to ensure
that your criteria selected the appropriate users before sending the message. To display
this list, enter D on the command line. Press PF3 to exit the list and return to the
SuperMessage screen. (This feature is not available for the Distribution member.)
4. Enter the text of the message.
Again, you can do this in either of two ways: by entering the message in the Message
Text box or by selecting a PIE text member that contains your message. This step
shows both methods.

• Using the Message Text box: If this box is not displayed, enter 4 on the
command line. Type up to five lines of message text.

• Using a message member: Enter 2 on the command line to display the Message
Source Member Name box. Identify the member you want to use with the following
fields.
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☞ The member you use must be a PIE text member. It can contain as much text as you
like. The full member will be presented as your message.
Group Id

Group name of the member. If omitted, PIE/CICS performs a standard
hierarchical search using the sender’s user ID and Group name as search
arguments. (See “Getting Started” on page 9.)

Member

Name of the member containing the distribution list. This field is required.
To edit this member, enter EM on the command line. When you are done
editing, press PF3 to exit and save your changes.

5. Specify SuperMessage delivery method parameters. This step is optional.
Enter 3 on the command line. The Options box will be displayed. Change the following
fields, as you like.
Delivery

Specify how you want the message delivered. You can specify:
IMM

The message is displayed the next time the user presses an AID
key. Users can press any AID key to leave the message display.
This is the default.

BRO

Users are placed in PIE browse mode the next time they press
an AID key. Browse is useful for long messages because it
allows users to scroll forward or backward through the message.
Users can exit browse with PF3 or the END command.

BOX

Deliver the message in a PIE message box that overlays the
current screen. With this option, you must use the Message Text
box (not a text file). The message is restricted to only 3 lines of
text. The screen is restored when the user presses ENTER.

REX

Execute a PIE REXX program when the message is delivered.
The program runs as a transaction for each user receiving the
message. It can retrieve the message as the argument and
perform any number of functions. For example, it can send a
warning message and then log off each user. If you want to
broadcast a lengthy, multi-part announcement, you can provide
PF keys that allow users to navigate to different parts of the
message.
The REXX program name is SUPERMSG. For the group ID,
PIE/CICS performs its standard hierarchical search—user ID,
group ID, SYSTEM—for each recipient. With this set up, you
can have SuperMessage deliver the message any way you like,
and you can have it deliver messages differently for different
users.

ONL

The message is not displayed automatically. It is placed in the
receive queue. Users must explicitly browse their message
queue to read the message. (See “Recv Que,” below, for
instructions on browsing a message queue.)
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Recv Que

Specify the type of receive queue. You can specify:
PVT

Create a unique private queue for each user on the distribution
list. Users can browse their queue with the PIE BROWSE
PIE.MSG Application command.

PUB

Create a public queue for each CICS region. All users can
browse this queue with the PIE BROWSE PIE.SYSMSG Application command. Using a single queue is more efficient, but less
secure than a private queue. This is the default.

6. Press PF5 to send the message.

Supermessage Utility Commands
HELP (PF1) Display online help.
END (PF3)

Exit the SuperMessage utility and return to where you were when you
invoked it.

RETURN (PF4)
Exit the SuperMessage utility and return to the highest level; the last main
menu, the Sessions menu, or the final PIE command.
RESHOW (CLEAR/PA1/PA2)
Discard input data and reshow the last screen.
Only some of the following commands are available at all times. The screen will
display all that are available.
1: Display the Distribution List Member box.
2: Display the Message Source Member Name box.
3: Display the Options box.
4: Display the Message Text box.
5: Display the Message Distribution Criteria box.
D: Display the Recipient User List.
EL (PF6): Edit the Distribution List member.
EM (PF7): Edit the Message Source member.
S (PF5): Send the message.
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Sending Messages by Command
The SEND command (used to start the SuperMessage utility) has a number of keyword
parameters. You can use the SEND command to send messages directly from a menu, the
MVS console, or a CICS application. Using PSEN, the SuperMessage tranid, messages can
be sent from the MVS console or the CICS blank screen
If you specify all required parameters, SuperMessage sends the message directly and does
not present the full-screen utility. The reply, “Message sent”, appears on the terminal that
issued the message. You can prevent this message from appearing by specifying the
EXCMSG or NOMSG parameters with the SEND command.
If the command contains errors or is incomplete, one of the following events occurs:

• If the command was issued from a menu or command line of a 3270 terminal, the
issuing terminal displays the SuperMessage screen. The error or omission is displayed in
Line 3. All valid options from the execution string appear on the screen. You can update
the screen with your corrections and send the message as described in “Using the
SuperMessage Utility” on page 120.

• If the command was issued from the MVS console or a CICS program, SuperMessage
returns an error message.
This section describes the command format. The following sections describe how to send
messages from different environments.
If you are familiar with the SuperMessage utility, it will be easy to learn the SuperMessage
command. Both have the same general requirements:

• Specify selection criteria or name a distribution member (required)
• Type a message or name a message member (required)
• Specify options (optional)
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Most of the command keywords have corresponding fields in the utility. Corresponding
parameters have the same requirements and effect. That information is not repeated here.
Please see “Using the SuperMessage Utility” on page 120, for detailed information on each
parameter.
SEND or PSEN Use SEND from PIE/CICS menus and application command lines. Use
PSEN, the SuperMessage tranid, from the MVS console or the CICS blank screen.
SEND|PSEN






























[ Userid=pie_userid, ]


 nodename 
TErminal= 

 cics_termid 




 applid 
SYstem= 

 sysid 


[ GRoupid=pie_groupid ]
[ APpl=pie_logical_name ]
[ TYpe=pie_appl_type ]
[ TRans=pie_phys_name ]


 CONN 
STatus= 

 DISC 































 groupid.membername  
 DSTMem= 

membername































 IMM 


 BRO 


Delivery=  BOX ,
 REX 


 ONL 




 PVT 
REcque= 

 PUB 


[FROMUser=userid,]
[FROMTerm=termid,]
[EXCmsg,]
[NOmsg]


Message=message_text


 MSGMem=groupid.membername|membername 
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Parameters
Selection criteriaUse any of the following to specify the recipients of a message.You may
use wildcards. You must specify at least one parameter. To send a message
to all users, specify U=* .

Options

Userid

1 to 8-character user ID.

Terminal

1 to 8-character VTAM node name or CICS termid.

SYstem

Specify the last system the user accessed.

GRoupid

User Group name.

APpl

PIE logical name of the user’s current application.

TYpe

Specify the PIE application type code.

TRans

PIE physical name of the user’s current transaction.

STatus

Specify either CONN, for users connected to
PIE/CICS, or DISC, for users who are signed on to but
disconnected from PIE/CICS.

DSTMem

PIE text member containing a distribution list of
message recipients.

You can specify any of the following parameters. All are optional.
DElivery

REcque

Message delivery method. You may specify:
IMM

Message is displayed when the user
presses an AID key. This is the default.

BRO

POE browse mode becomes active when
the user presses an AID key.

BOX

Message is displayed in a PIE message
box that overlays a portion of the current
user screen.

REX

A PIE REXX program executes when a
message is delivered.

ONL

Message is placed in the receive queue.
You must also code the REcque parameter.

Message receive queue type. You may specify:
PVT

A unique, private queue for every user on
the distribution list.

PUB

Single, public queue for each CICS
region.

FROMUser

Specify the “from” user ID to appear in the message
heading and to use in a hierarchical search for the
distribution or text member. I

FROMTerm

Specify the “on” terminal to appear in the message
heading.
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EXCmsg

Include this parameter if you want to suppress all
normal messages. Only “exception messages” will still
be sent to the issuing terminal.

NOMsg

Include this parameter if you want to suppress all
messages.

Message TextDo one of the following: To type your own message text, use the Message
parameter.
Message

Type as much message text as your environment
allows. The message must be the last keyword in the
execution string. If you are setting up a menu line, you
may want to use the variable &ARG as the value:
M=&ARG.

MSGMem

Name of PIE member containing the text of the
message.

Sending a Message From a Menu
You can define a line on the Sessions menu or a PIE/CICS Dynamic Menu to send
messages.For example, you can set up a session to execute the SuperMessage utility. To
accomplish this, issue the SEND command but don't supply the message text. If you like,
you can supply selection criteria. For example:
SEND DSTM=&ZGROUP.DISTRIBT
When the SuperMessage utility comes up, DISTRIBT is entered as the distribution list
member name. The group name of the user executing the menu line is supplied as the group
name of the member.
As an alternative, you can also set up menu line to send messages derived from the text
entered as an argument from the command line. For example, you set up MultiCICS session
6 to send a message everyone in your group. You key in—
6 There is a staff meeting at 2 p.m
—to execute the menu line. The number, 6, identifies the menu line. The remainder of the
command string is the text of the message.
To set up such a menu line, specify the SEND command and supply all required parameters
as the command when the menu line is selected. Use M=&ARG to supply the message
text. For example:
SEND GR=&ZGROUP M=&ARG
See “Sending Messages by Command” on page 125 for the command format.
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Sending a Message From the Console
Use the MVS Modify command (F) and the PSEN transaction together to send a message
from the console. You must supply all required PSEN parameters. (See “Sending Messages
by Command” on page 125, for PSEN format.)

I f you do not specify the FROMUSER parameter, SuperMessage uses OPERATOR for both
the user and Group ID.
The format of the MVS Modify command and the PSEN transaction to send messages from
the console are shown in the following figure.:
F cicsjobname,PSEN keyword=arg,keyword=arg,...

Examples
• You want to send a message to all users on CICSPROD that the region is coming down
in 10 minutes.
F CICSPROD,PSEN USER=*,M=CICS SHUTDOWN IN 10 MINUTES

• You want to send a message to all users on CICSPROD who are currently using
transaction AP01. The message is in PIE text member OPERATOR.APMSG. Since this is
a long message (over a page), you want users to read the message in browse mode.
F CICSPROD,PSEN TRANS=AP01,DEL=BRO,MSGMEM=OPERATOR.APMSG

• You often need to send the same message to several CICS regions at the same time.
You can create an MVS PROC with multiple Modify commands. Then, pass the
message as a variable when you start the PROC from the console.
For example, the following PROC can be used to send messages to CICS1, CICS2,
CICS3, and CICS4. MVSCOMND must be a program that can issue console commands
using SVC 34.
//*-------------------------------------------------------------//*
SEND SUPERMESSAGE TO SEVERAL CICS REGIONS AT ONCE
//*-------------------------------------------------------------//SUPERM PROC M=
//CICS1 EXEC PGM=MVSCOMND,PARM=’F,CICS1,PSEN USER=*,M=&M
//CICS2 EXEC PGM=MVSCOMND,PARM=’F,CICS2,PSEN USER=*,M=&M
//CICS3 EXEC PGM=MVSCOMND,PARM=’F,CICS3,PSEN USER=*,M=&M
//CICS4 EXEC PGM=MVSCOMND,PARM=’F,CICS4,PSEN USER=*,M=&M

You issue the following command from the console:
S SUPERM,M=Pizza is being served in the lunch room.
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Sending a Message From a Program
You can send a SuperMessage from a CICS application program. The API is as follows:
1. Place all required SEND command keywords in a CICS commarea. See “Sending
Messages by Command” on page 125, for command keywords.
2. XCTL or LINK to the PC@MPSND program.
If the LINK or XCTL is done from a non-terminal-attached (background) task, the
MSGMEM and DISTMEM keywords are not allowed.
SuperMessage returns a status message, unless the commarea includes EXCMSG (only
error messages will be sent) or NOMSG.

Example
This example shows a COBOL program that sends a message to user ID SP001 that a file
update has been completed.
<WORKING STORAGE SECTION>
77 MSG-COMMAREA-LEN
PIC S9(04) COMP VALUE 100.
01 MSG-TEXT.
05 MSG-KUSERID
PIC X(08) VALUE ’USERID=’.
05 MSG-AUSERID
PIC X(08) VALUE ’SP001’.
05 MSG-KMESSAGE
PIC X(08) VALUE ’MESSAGE=’.
05 MSG-AMESSAGE
PIC X(40) VALUE
’File XYZ.ACCOUNT update completed successfully’.
01 MSG-COMMAREA
PIC X(100).
*
<PROCEDURE DIVISION>
MOVE SPACES TO MSG-COMMAREA.
MOVE MSG-TEXT TO MSG-COMMAREA.
*
EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM(’PC@MPSND’)
COMMAREA(MSG-COMMAREA)
LENGTH(MSG-COMMAREA-LENGTH)
END-EXEC.
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Creating SuperMessage Members
You can create SuperMessage members that contain distribution lists and messages. To
create a member, issue the PIE EDIT command and specify the member name. For example,
enter EDIT MESSAGE to create the MESSAGE text member.
When editing a message member, simply type your message. When editing a distribution list
member, you must specify selection criteria. Selection criteria are positional and must be
specified in the following order:
userid terminal trans type appl status system groupid
While you do not specify the parameter names, as you do when you issue the PSEN
command, this selection criteria corresponds to those parameters. See “Sending Messages
by Command” on page 125.
You must specify at least one parameter. You may use wildcards (*, ?, and %). Users must
match all criteria to receive the message. Specify * t o include all users.
You may specify as many records as you like. Begin the records in position 2. An asterisk in
position 1 indicates a comment line. For example, the following member sends the message
to all users whose IDs begin with OP and all users in the OPER group.
OP*

* * * * * * *OPER
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Chapter 11 Enhancements To CICS

This chapter describes PIE/CICS utilities and programs that enhance the operation of your
CICS system. This chapter includes the following topics:

•
•
•
•

Storage Statistics Utility
Temporary Storage Queue Utility
CICS programs
CICS Management Exit Diagnostic Techniques
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Storage Statistics Utility
The Storage Statistics utility shows the usage of shared and XA storage by PIE/CICS. Some
storage is used from the shared DSA.subpool. Other storage comes from above the 16 Mb
line.
The Storage Statistics Utility displays PIE/CICS storage usage statistics at both the global
and user or terminal level. It does not show storage usage at the task or program level
because it is transient and continuously changes.

Starting the Storage Statistics Utility
Complete one of the following short procedures to start the Storage Statistics Utility.

• Access the PIE/CICS System Management menu with the transaction PEXE MENU
PIEMSYS . Select option 12, STORAGE.

• Enter the PSTG transaction from the Sessions menu or the CICS blank screen.

Storage Statistics Screen
The following figure shows an example of the Storage Statistics screen. Descriptions of the
screen fields follow the figure.
PIE Storage Statistics ------------------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Userid

===>

Id of user to display (Blank for System)

Terminal

===>

Nodename/Terminal ID to display

Total Storage Utilized -

148.9K

1 Users match selection criteria

Total Shared Storage (DSA)

-

145.5K

Global Shared Storage

-

145.5K

User Shared Storage

-

.0K

Avg Shared Storage per User

-

.0K

-

3.3K

Avg Extended Storage per User -

3.3K

Total Extended Storage

PF: 1 Help

3 End

4 Return

6 REFresh

UseriD

1-8 character mask to display storage usage by selected user IDs.

Terminal

1-8 character mask to select users by their VTAM nodes (i.e. netname). A
mask specifies the characters that will match. There are 4 different
characters used in a mask, "%", "?", "*", and any other character. Specifies
the terminal ID mask in effect for this display. Specify a VTAM nodename or a
CICS termid. Follow CICS termids with a colon (e.g., 1234:).
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You can change this mask and press ENTER to get different statistics. You
may use wildcards (*, ?, and %) for either field. You may code one or both of
these fields. If you code both, both matching criteria must be met for the
user or terminal to be included in the statistics. The count of users accepted
for each sample is shown below.
Total Storage Utilized
Sum of global and user storage in use from both DSA and XA storage.
Users match selection criteria
Number of users that meet the selection criteria in the current sample.
Total Shared Storage
DSA storage used as global and user storage in kilobytes.
Global Shared Storage
Fixed amount of storage required by PIE/CICS independent of the number of
current PIE users logged on to the system.
User Shared Storage
Storage needed for the users in the sample. User shared storage is freed
after signing off PIE/CICS.
Avg. Shared Storage per User
Average shared storage in kilobytes for each user.
Total Extended Storage
All storage taken from above the line or OSCORE. Only user storage is
placed in extended storage.
Avg. Extended Storage per User
Average extended storage allocated to each user in kilobytes.

Storage Statistics Utility Commands
The Storage Statistics Utility accepts the following commands:
HELP (PF1)

Displays online help for the screen. If you are a systems administrator,
you can update the help from this screen.

END (PF3)

Exits the utility and return to where you invoked it.

RETURN (PF4)

Same as END

REFRESH (PF6)

Recompute statistics based on values in the Userid and Terminal
fields. You can update the data shown on the screen by pressing the
ENTER key.
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Temporary Storage Queue Utility
The Temporary Storage Queue utility displays temporary storage queues created by
applications running in the current region. This is a static ’snap-shot’ list that displays TSQs
in use when the sample was taken. Any queues added or deleted while displaying this utility
are not added or removed from the list. Pressing the Refresh key (PF6) updates the display
with a current sample of TSQs in use.
The Temporary Storage Queue utility displays:

• Queue names in either hexadecimal or character format.
• Count of items in each queue.
• Location of the queue in auxiliary or main storage.
Using line commands, you can delete queues or invoke the CEBR transaction to browse the
contents of a queue.

Invoking the TSQ Utility
Use either of the following methods to start the TSQ Utility:

• Access the PIE/CICS System Management menu, using the transaction PEXE MENU
PIEMSYS . Select option 8, TSQ.

• Enter the PTSQ transaction from the Sessions menu or the CICS blank screen.
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TSQ Screen
The following figure shows an example of the TSQ Utility screen. Descriptions of the screen
fields follow the figure.
PIE Utility (Temporary Storage) ----------------------------- (C) 1995 TSC, Inc
Command ===>
Sel

Page 001 of 001

Queue Name......

Items

Disp

Sel

Queue Name......

Items

Disp

_

@YZs...L

0106

AUX

_

@YZs....

0010

AUX

_

@YZt....

0023

AUX

_

@YZu....

0018

AUX

_

@YZu....

0020

AUX

_

@YZu....

0020

AUX

_

@YZu..¢.

0018

AUX

_

@YZw....

0015

AUX

_

@YZw..Y.

0147

AUX

_

@YZw..C.

0120

AUX

_

@YZw..F.

0162

AUX

_

ZZZ@....

0003

AUX

_

ZZZA....

0017

AUX

_

ZZZS....

0001

AUX

_

ZZZS....

0003

AUX

PF: 1 Help

2 Hex/Char

3 End

4 CEBR

6 Refresh

7 Up

8 Down

Queue Name Name of the queue. Press PF2.to toggle between hex and character
names. The queues are listed in order across the page and down.
Items

Number of records in the queue.

Disp

Location of the queue in AUX or MAIN storage.

TSQ Utility Commands
The following commands can be entered from the Temporary Storage Queue utility:
RESHOW (CLEAR)Reshow the current page of queue names.
HELP (PF1)

Display online help for this utility.

HEX/CHAR (PF2) Toggle the display between character and hexadecimal. It also
refreshes the display and returns to page 1.
END (PF3)

End the utility and return to where you invoked it from.

CEBR (PF4)

Invoke CEBR without a queue name. CEBR is conversational; when
you end it you will be back in this utility.

REFRESH (PF6)

Refresh the display with current information. It will also return to page 1.

UP (PF7)

Scroll backward one page.

DOWN (PF8)

Scroll forward one page.

Line Commands
B

Browse the queue with CEBR. Both character and hex queue names are
supported.

D

Delete the queue from temporary storage.
Note: Do not delete PIE/CICS queues
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CICS Programs
The following programs pertain more to CICS than PIE/CICS. They are utilities, exits, and
APIs to enhance CICS processing. Please evaluate each one before implementing it.

Processing CEMT Commands at CICS Start-up
It is often beneficial to process CEMT commands automatically at CICS start-up; before
CICS is fully initialized and users begin logging on and executing transactions. For example:

• You want to disable certain transactions when CICS initializes because the system’s files
are temporarily unavailable.

• You want CICS to initialize with the VTAM ACB closed, preventing users from logging on
until some special application initialization has been done. Afterwards, the ACB can be
opened with a CEMT command from the console (F CICS,CEMT SET VTAM OPEN).

• You want a CICS TOR to come up with a particular AOR out of service (CEMT SET
CONNECTION(sysid ) OUT).
Traditionally, a CRLP (card reader/line printer) has been used. But there are problems with
the CRLP approach:

• The CEMT transaction does not support the CRLP, which means you must use the
CSMT transaction.

• The CSMT transaction is obsolete and does not support all new functions, such as
placing remote MRO CONNECTIONS in or out of service.

• CRLP transactions are processed along with all other terminals logging onto CICS, not
before them.
The solution is to have a program that runs in the PLTPI, is able to process CEMT
commands from a Transient Data input parmfile, and use the program interface to link to the
CEMT program and process the commands.
A sample program in member CEMTPLTI of the PIE SAMPLIB provides this capability. When
processed through CEMTPLTI, CEMT commands and the response to the commands are
written to the CSMT log for verification.
To use the CEMTPLTI, do the following.
1. Create the parmfile.
2.Add your CEMT commands, without CEMT at the beginning.
You can also include comments: code an asterisk in column 1.
* DISABLE ORDER ENTRY SYSTEM
SET TRANS(ORDE) DISA
SET DATASET(ORD*) CLOSE

3.Assemble member CEMTPLTI of the PIE SAMPLIB as a CICS command level assembler
program using JCL in member CEMTPLTI of the CNTL dataset.
4.Add an entry for CEMTPLTI to the PPT or CSD, with LANGUAGE=ASSEMBLER.
5. Add an entry to PLT;.
Place the entry last in the table that is used for post initialization processing.
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6.Add the following entries to your DCT To define the parmfile.
CEMTCMD DFHDCT TYPE=SDSCI,
DSCNAME=CEMTCMD,
TYPEFLE=INPUT
ECMD
DFHDCT TYPE=EXTRA,
DESTID=ECMD,
DSCNAME=CEMTCMD

SEQUENTIAL CEMT CMD PARMFILE +
+
+
CEMT CMD INPUT DESTINATION
+
+

7.Add the following DD statement to your CICS start-up job to define the parmfile:
//CEMTCMD

DD

DSN=your .parmlib (parmfile ),DISP=SHR
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Screen Print Form Feed
Normally, a CICS printer paper does not form-feed between screen prints if you use the
CICS or PIE/CICS screen print facility (CSPK transaction invoked with a PF key). PIE/CICS
provides the PIEFFEED sample program that enables a printer to form-feed paper.
Using PIEFFEED, you can specify that a printer form feed:

• Before the screen print (XCTL to program DFHP3270)
• After the screen print (link to program DFH3270)
• Form feed before and after each screen print
Complete the following procedure to implement printer form feeds for screen prints:
1. Edit the PIEFFEED sample program located in the SAMPLIB dataset.
Decide whether you want a form feed before and/or after screen printing.
2.Set the following variables in the PIEFFEED program.

• To form feed before printing—specify &FBEFORE SETB 1.
• To form feed after printing—specify &FAFTER SETB 1.
3.Assemble the program using JCL in member PIEFFEED of the CNTL dataset.
4.Add an entry for the program in your PPT with LANGUAGE=ASSEMBLER.
5.Add an entry to your PCT for transaction CSPP using program PIEFFEED with
TWASIZE=100.
This definition must override the IBM definition of
TRANS=CSPP,PROGRAM=DFHP3270

Therefore, if using the PCT, this definition must be placed in the PCT before the IBM
entry. If you are using RDO, the group containing this entry must be activated after the
IBM DFHHARDC group.
6.Customize CICS to support screen printing.
a. Add groups DFHHARDC and DFHVTAMP to RDO.
b. Ensure that PRINT=YES is specified in your DFHSIT.
c. Associate a printer with each terminal to support screen printing. You can do so
through the User Directory or by using the PUXINIT exit (the printer is assigned to the
terminal by user ID).
Users can change their assigned printer with the PIE PRINTID command. If you have
Dynamic Menus, you can create a printer selection screen. Users select an option from
the screen to change their printers. See “Printer Assignments Menu” on page 84 of the
Dynamic Menus Administration Guide for details.
d. CICS must be customized to handle the “Unavailable Printer” condition, or some
screen prints may be lost. You can accomplish this by setting the Handle
Unavailable Printer in NEP field on the Customization Options screen to
YES. See “Customization Options” on page 65 of the Customization Guide .
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Debugging CICS Management Exits
CICS management exits provide a wide range of functions from performance monitoring to
encrypting data. Management exits (from now on referred to simply as exits) operate as an
extension to management code and cannot be debugged using CICS application debuggers
(for example, Intertest, Easytest, etc.).

Traditional Methods
In the absence of debuggers, you can resort to WTO messages, controlled dumps (snap
dumps, SVC dumps, or regular CICS dumps), writing to log files, trace facilities (CICS or
GTF), or possibly even SLIP traces to debug CICS management exits.
Each technique has serious limitations. For example, a WTO can possibly change the
behavior of an exit. You get limited information from the WTO and you have to know
beforehand what to display. With dumps, you may have to recycle CICS after a dump is
taken.
Basically, these are static debugging techniques. They are not appropriate for examining the
dynamic contents of storage or analyzing exit flow. To display new data, you must change
the exit and recycle CICS, which can be time consuming.

Running Under TSO
As an alternative, you can run CICS under TSO and use the TESTAUTH command. While
static debugging techniques still remain available, you gain the advantages of dynamic
debugging. You can step through the exit routine instruction by instruction, check storage for
various values and settings, change storage and register values, and change exit flow.
The following procedure shows how to run CICS under TSO and test exits with the
TESTAUTH command. This procedure requires:

•
•
•
•
•
•

SIPDFH bootstrap program shipped with PIE/CICS, which links to the CICS
start-up programs
Special TSO logon procedure
CICS region for testing purposes
Two terminals (two real terminals is best, two virtual terminals are adequate)
Assembler listing of the tested exit

Preparing a TSO Logon Procedure
This procedure prepares a CICS region running under TSO. Each step in the procedure must
be performed once.
1. Create a copy of your normal TSO logon procedure and edit it.
2.Copy the start-up JCL for your test CICS region to the new procedure.
3.Delete all CICS JCL except the DD statements for the DFHSIP step.
You must also remove the EXEC statement for DFHSIP, but take note of the parms on
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the statement. These parms are used later. Delete the SYSIN dataset, if any.
4.If your TSO logon procedure has a STEPLIB DD, merge the datasets from the DFHSIP
step into the existing STEPLIB DD. If you do not have a STEPLIB DD, create one and
add the CICS datasets to it.
5.CICS.LOADLIB1 for CICS 2.1 to 3.1 or CICS.SDFHAUTH for CICS 3.2 and above is an
APF authorized library. To retain APF authorization under TSO, you must ensure that all
other datasets in the STEPLIB concatenation are also APF authorized.
6.When you log on to TSO, you can be in either line mode or in TSO session manager
mode. For testing purposes, we recommend TSO session manager mode. On your
EXEC statement, specify PGM=ADFMDF03, rather than PGM=IJKEFT01.
7.Save your changes.
This will be your test TSO logon procedure.

Logging On
1. Pick a terminal to be your “TSO terminal.” Log on to TSO using your new TSO logon
procedure.
2.At the ready prompt enter:
TESTAUTH ’load.dsn (SIPDFH)’ ’parms ’

where load.dsn is the dataset assembled with the SIPDFH bootstrap program. The
parms are the parms from the EXEC PGM=DFHSIP statement from your CICS start-up
JCL.
TESTAUTH responds with a TEST prompt.
3.Enter GO.
CICS will start up. You can observe the various start-up messages from the console.
4.When CICS is fully initialized, go to your “CICS terminal” and log on to your CICS region
as usual.
5.Enable your exit with CECI ENABLE. Enabling it will load it and make it resident.
If you want to debug initialization, do not start the exit yet.
6.Identify the entry point of your exit. (It will have changed when you loaded it under TSO.)
This can be done in several ways:

• Use a standard debugger (e.g., Intertest, Easytest, etc.)
• Use a monitor product
• Execute CECI LOAD PROG(program ) which returns the entry point
7.Now begin debugging with TESTAUTH.
Set break points, issue TESTAUTH commands, etc. If you have not started your exit,
start it. Then do whatever causes your exit to gain control. Go back and forth between
your CICS and TSO terminals to watch behavior and issue commands in the CICS and
TESTAUTH environments.
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Using TESTAUTH
This short section gives several tips about using TESTAUTH to debug exits.

• There are two modes in TESTAUTH: “Test” and “Go”
You must be in Test mode at the TEST prompt to enter TESTAUTH commands. If you
are in Go mode, press the ATTN key (on non-SNA terminals, press PA1). Note which
mode you are in before you press ATTN. If you press ATNN while in Test mode, you end
TESTAUTH. You must log off and log on again to start TESTAUTH and resume testing.
To switch to Go mode from Test mode, enter GO at the TEST prompt. CICS will start
executing again.

• The EQU command allows you to assign a name to an absolute address. For example, if
the entry point of your exit is 001F3B08 then you can enter the command:
EQU EXIT 1F3B08.
The period at the end identifies an address.

• You set program break points with the AT command. Normally, you have to compute
the address of the break point by adding the offset of the instruction to the exit’s entry
point shown in the Assembler listing. If the offset of the instruction is 2F0, the address of
the instruction is
IF3B08 + 2F0 = 1F3DF8
So you would enter AT 1F3DF8.
Now that you have set IF3B08 to EXIT, you can enter AT EXIT+2F0.

• You can issue TESTAUTH commands to display the contents of registers or storage
locations and to alter registers or storage.

• TESTAUTH storage displays are rudimentary (either in hexadecimal, character, or
instruction format but not at the same time). A cross memory product can be very
useful to debug exits.
Refer to the following manuals for further information:

• The TSO/E Ver 2 Programming Guide , (SC28-1874), explains how to use TESTAUTH
commands.

• The TSO/E Ver 2 System Programming Command Reference , (SC28-1878),
describes TESTAUTH command syntax.
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Chapter 12 Maintenance

This chapter describes common, periodic procedures to maintain a PIE/CICS system.

PTFs
UNICOM Systems, Inc. distributes PTFs as needed. A PTF will be faxed to you with a notice
that a tape is needed.
Other PTFs are distributed on an as-needed basis only.

Object Maintenance
Changes to PIE/CICS are required when changes have been made to your site’s CICS
system. Periodic maintenance may be required for any of the following PIE objects:

•
•
•
•
•
•

User and Terminal Directories
Profiles
Menus
REXX programs and play-back scripts
Help and news text files
Logon Director screen

Objects are stored on the PIE Repository. As you update PIE objects, you are updating
members within the PIE Repository.There is one Repository database for each PIE/CICS
system. If you are running multiple CICS regions, you can share a single Repository between
systems. If you are running multiple PIE/CICS systems, you must ensure that your
Repositories are updated appropriately. How that is done depends on the configuration of
your multi-region system. For more information, refer to “Multiple CICS Regions” of the
Customization Guide .
Each release of PIE/CICS is distributed with a default Repository containing new or updated
objects.You may want to use some objects available with the new Repository. However, you
do not want to completely replace your existing Repository containing customized objects
with the new Repository. Instead, you should continue using your existing Repository. Using
the Repository Load Utility, copy selected objects from the new Repository to the existing
Repository. The PIE/CICS Release Notes describes the procedure to copy selected objects
to an existing Repository.
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Updating Logon Director News, Bulletin Boards,
and Help
Each online help screen or bulletin board is a separate text object stored as a member of the
PIE Repository. These objects are created using the Text Utility, or loaded to the Repository
from another source with the Load utility.

• Read “Text Utility”, beginning on page 67” for instructions to create a member or update
an existing member.

• Read “Repository Load Utility” on page 77 for instructions to load a member to the
Repository that was created on another system.
The Logon Director includes a screen field to display a news file with the PIE Browse facility.
The news file is actually a text object stored on the PIE Repository. You may want to regularly
update this member with the latest news at your site.
The news member that accompanies each Logon Director screen is named on the Panel
Definition screen of the Panel Utility. The news member belongs to the SYSTEM group. You
cannot create group and private news members.
SYSTEM objects are ordinarily updated only by a system administrator. As a system
administrator, you can grant object administrator authority to another user to update your
site’s news member. The object administrator can be any PIE user.
Complete the following procedure to authorize an object administrator to update your site’s
news member.
1. Access the Text Utility and select an existing news member or create a new one.
2. From the Text Member Definition screen, enter the appropriate user ID (you can use
wildcards) in the Administrator field.
3. Save your changes.
This administrator has the authority to update and delete that news member only. For
more information on object administrators, read “Object Security” on page 75 of the
Customization Guide.

Password Maintenance
Passwords are maintained by the PIE/CICS License Utility. Read “Enter PIE/CICS License
Information” on page 14 of the Installation Guide for instructions to update passwords or
change other licence information.
PIE/CICS can continue to operate on a temporary basis without a valid password, or if the
current password has expired. Prior to Release 3.2.0, PIE/CICS disabled itself after the
password expiration date or an attempt was made to run it on an unauthorized CPU.
Beginning with Release 3.2.0, if a password expires or PIE/CICS is running on an
unauthorized CPU, a WTOR message appears with an explanation of the problem.
After the WTOR message is displayed, all of CICS is placed in a wait state.
Operators must respond by entering the code that appears in the WTOR message
to continue CICS processing. The code varies each time the WTOR message is
displayed. This change allows sites to run PIE/CICS temporarily until a new
password can be obtained from UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service.
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File Maintenance
The PIE Repository contains PIE objects; the information used to customize PIE/CICS. The
Options file contains passwords, customization options, and Terminal Security Monitor
options. Both files are VSAM key sequenced datasets. You should develop backup and
recovery procedures for both files that are similar to those used for other VSAM datasets at
your site.
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Performance
PIE/CICS tuning and performance considerations are discussed in the chapter titled
“Performance and Tuning”, beginning on page 153 of the Customization Guide.

Upgrading CICS and PIE/CICS
You must reassemble the following tables and exits when you upgrade CICS or PIE/CICS to
a new release:
PG@RPCSC System tables
PCTTPUX1

PUX1 exits

PCSTPPVI

Signon Verification exit

PC@XPSEC Menu Line External Security exit (if you have Dynamic Menus)
All other stand-alone exits in use
See “Exit and System Table Worksheets” on page 167 of the
Customization Guide
If you are upgrading PIE/CICS, read the PIE/CICS Release Notes for information about any
required changes to exits and tables. If you have made changes to a module, be sure to
transfer these changes to your new libraries. Use the JCL in the new release to reassemble
the tables.
If you are applying only maintenance to PIE/CICS, you do not have to reassemble the
modules. Normally, if you are only applying maintenance to CICS, you do not have to
reassemble the modules either. However, CICS changes in the mid-release maintenance
offering may require reassembling the PG@PPCSC system tables.

Security
PIE/CICS security normally does not require any additional changes after initial product
customization has been completed. Security requirements are discussed in the PIE/CICS
Customization Guide.
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Appendix A. Customer Support

This appendix describes how to get help from Customer Service when you experience a
problem with a UNICOM Systems, Inc. product. This appendix includes separate sections that
describe several diagnostic suggestions to rule out user errors and the information you
should have ready before reporting the problem.

Contacting Customer Service
UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service can be reached by the following methods:
Voice

818-838-0606

Fax

818-838-0776

E-mail

support@unicomsi.com

A Support and Services web page provides Customer Service information about all of
UNICOM Systems, Inc.’s products. Use the following URL to browse the Support and
Services web page:
http://www.unicomsi.com/support/index.html
The Support and Services web page provides an online form to report a problem with a
UNICOM Systems, Inc. product. Use the following URL to complete and submit a Technical
Support Request form:
http://www.unicomsi.com/support/index.html
Normal business hours are from 6:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Pacific Standard Time, Monday
through Friday. Emergency customer service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
An answering service receives customer service calls beyond normal business hours. You
may leave a message if it is not an urgent problem. A customer service representative will
return your call at the start of the next business day.
Requests for urgent support outside of normal business hours are answered immediately. A
customer service representative will be summoned to return your call. Leave a phone
number where you can be reached. If you have not received a return call from a Customer
Service representative within an hour of reporting the problem, please call back. Our
customer service representative may be experiencing difficulties returning your call.
International customers should contact their local distributor to report any problems with a
Technologic Software product.
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Troubleshooting Suggestions
This section describes several troubleshooting suggestions to diagnose common errors that
can cause PIE/CICS problems. Before calling Customer Service, follow these suggestions to
rule out the possibility these errors are causing your PIE/CICS problem.

• Run the Installation Verification Program with the P#IV transaction. Browse the PIECIVP
temporary storage queue to see if it contains error messages that suggest problems with
the allocation of CICS programs, transactions, maps, or files.

• Verify any recent changes to your site’s operating system, CICS, or other products are
fully compatible with PIE/CICS.

• Verify all load modules are at the same release level if a new release of PIE/CICS was
installed over a previous release.

• Check that all modules were reassembled after upgrading PIE/CICS or applying
maintenance to CICS.

• Verify all PIE/CICS system tables were reassembled after applying maintenance to CICS
or upgrading to another release.

• Verify all users have current PIE/CICS passwords and entered them correctly.
• Examine your CICS logs, MVS console, and PIE/CICS logs for error messages from
PIE/CICS and any other product that runs concurrently with PIE/CICS.
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Describing the Problem
Gather the following information about your system environment before reporting a problem
to UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service:
Operating system release and PUT Level ___________________________________________
VTAM system release and PUT Level ______________________________________________
PIE/CICS release________________________________________________________________
Date of PIE/CICS distribution tape _________________________________________________
Gather the following information about your CICS system before reporting a problem to
UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service:
CICS release and PUT Level ______________________________________________________
CICS configuration MRO/ISC etc.__________________________________________________
Real or virtual terminal ___________________________________________________________
Before calling UNICOM Systems, Inc. Customer Service, get answers to the following
questions.
What PIE/CICS products were active when the problem occurred?
Availability Plus
NetGate

Dynamic Menus
NetMizer

MultiCICS
NonStop CICS

Is the problem occurring in the TOR or AOR?________________________________________
Is the problem occurring in a production or test region? _______________________________
What is the severity of the problem? _______________________________________________
What are the major symptoms of the problem? ______________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is the problem re-creatable under specific conditions? ________________________________
Has the problem occurred more than once? ________________________________________
Were changes made to CICS or PIE/CICS immediately prior to the occurrence of the
problem? ______________________________________________________________________
What other software products were running when the problem occurred? _______________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is a diagnostic message produced when the problem occurs? If so, what is the ID and text of
the messages? _________________________________________________________________
Does an abend occur? If so, what are the abend and return codes? ____________________
Is a dump produced when the problem occurs? If so, what kind of dump is it? ___________
Please try to be as accurate and complete as possible in answering these questions. Your
problem can be resolved more quickly if a customer service representative has all of the
pertinent information needed to find a solution.
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Appendix B. Troubleshooting

This appendix describes procedures to collect diagnostic data when your site is experiencing
a problem with PIE/CICS. In most cases, a representative from UNICOM Systems, Inc.
Customer Service will ask you to complete these procedures.

Displaying the NetGate Session Block
Each NetGate user is assigned a primary control block called the NetGate Session block
(NSB). The contents of the NSB are used by UNICOM Systems, Inc. support to diagnose
problems. The NSB can be displayed by invoking the Utility List of NetGate Sessions and
entering an S next to the NetGate user experiencing problems. The NSB is displayed in
dump format. If necessary, the Customer Service representative may ask you to enter
additional commands to display other data from the NSB.

Producing a Dump
By default, no dump is produced when an abend occurs in a NetGate subtask. Complete the
following procedure if you are directed by Customer Service to produce a dump.
1. Define a dump dataset in your CICS start-up JCL..
Include a SYSUDUMP, SYSABEND, or SYSMDUMP DD statement that defines the
dump dataset. We recommend having SYSMDUMP pre-allocated to a disk dataset.
SYSMDUMP is a machine readable dump which can be processed with PRDMP or
IPCS, and it dumps all subtask related storage, which may be needed.
//SYSMDUMP DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CICSVS.REGION.SYSMDUMP

This should be allocated large enough to contain approximately 100,000 records.
RECFM=FB,LRECL=4160,BLKSIZE=4160
2. After at least six NetGate sessions have been initialized, enter the CICS transaction code
string:
P#GD TYPE=SET,OPTION=DUMP

3. Then when the problem occurs the dump will be taken. You should stop subsequent
dumps from overwriting the dump data set by issuing
P#GD TYPE=RESET,OPTION=DUMP
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GTF (Generalized Trace Facility)
GTF (Generalized Trace Facility) is a powerful technique for producing diagnostic information.
It is a component of MVS and is fully documented in a several MVS manuals. This section will
attempt to collect and organize the GTF documentation and how it relates to PIE/CICS.
There are two phases to GTF: collection and reporting. In order to collect GTF data, a GTF
started task must be started on the system with proper control statements specifying the
scope and type of data to be collected. There are several reporting mechanisms available,
some provided by MVS, some provided by Program Products (VTAM) and others provided
by vendors (PIE/CICS). There is a certain amount of overhead when running GTF. However
on the latest versions of MVS (old???), this overhead is significantly reduced.

Starting the Collection Process
This section is a summary of the information found in the MVS manual MVS Service Aids
A started task must be running to collect GTF trace data. In order to have a started task a
cataloged procedure must exist. To start the GTF task the S procname command must be
entered from an MVS console. Below is an example of a GTF started procedure.
SAMPLE GTF STARTED TASK JCL
//PIEGTF PROC REG=2280,
//
MEMBER=GTFPIE
//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=AHLGTF,REGION=&REG.K,DPRTY=(8,8),
//
PARM=’MODE=EXT,DEBUG=NO,TIME=YES’
//IEFRDER DD DSN=PIE.GTFTRACE,DISP=SHR
//SYSLIB
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB(&MEMBER)

X
X

IEFRDER specifies a trace dataset. Only the primary extents are used and should be preallocated to a large enough size to contain the events being traced. It should have
RECFM=VBA,LRECL=4092,BLKSIZE=4096.
When starting GTF You should use the form S PIEGTF.pie. The .pie can be any name and is
specified to identify the procedure. This is necessary because when you are ready to stop
tracing, you enter the command from the MVS console of P PIE, or whatever you called it.

Running PIE GTF Trace
You would run PIE GTF TRACE, usually at the request of UNICOM Systems, Inc.support, to
collect data on the operation of PIE/CICS. This will assist UNICOM Systems, Inc. support in
the problem determination process.
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Specifying Collection Criteria
Since many MVS components, program products, or vendor products use GTF tracing, it is
recommended that you specify selection criteria.
This is done by using the member in SYS1.PARMLIB named in the GTF started task. We
recommend the following statements be included. (The USR parameter is required.)
TRACE=USR,JOBNAMEP
This will cause GTF to issue a PROMPT to the MVS console in the form of:
nn AHL101A SPECIFY TRACE EVENT KEYWORDS JOBNAME
You should reply:
nnJOBNAME=CICSPROD
Specify the name of your CICS job or started task. GTF will reply:
nn AHL102A CONTINUE TRACE DEFINITION OR REPLY END
You should reply:
nnEND
GTF will reply:
nn AHL125A RESPECIFY TRACE OPTIONS OR REPLY U
You should reply:
nnU
GTF collection is now active for your CICS job.

Selecting PIE Trace Events
PIE/CICS will trace on a GLOBAL or USER level.
To start GLOBAL tracing enter the PIE command:
STORAGE TRACE=ON
To start USER level tracing enter the LIST USERS command and next to the userid to trace,
enter TON.
To stop GLOBAL tracing enter the PIE command:
STORAGE TRACE=OFF
Note:If the STORAGE command is entered from the native CICS blank screen, it must be
preceded with the transaction code PEXE.
To stop USER level tracing enter the LIST USERS command and next to the userid to trace,
enter TOFF.
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Including CICS Trace Entries
A PIE/CICS utility program is available to write CICS trace entries to the GTF trace dataset.
This is accomplished by using the CSFE Debug option. In order to activate this feature
several steps need to be performed.
In your RPL concatenation there may be a member DFHTRAP. Be sure that this member is
not destroyed by either renaming it or copying it to a different LOADLIB. It is usually a dummy
routine. However you may have one in place as a result of working with IBM support.
In the PIE LOADLIB there is a member called PC@UPGTF. This needs to be renamed to
DFHTRAP. (The original DFHTRAP should be renamed or moved to an idle library.)
This exit simply takes the trace entry and issues the GTRACE macro. It in no way affects
other tracing.

+ If you are on CICS 2.1, you must activate this exit manually. From CICS enter the
command:
CSFE DEBUG,TRAP=ON
To deactivate this exit, from CICS enter the command:
CSFE DEBUG,TRAP=OFF

Formatting the Results
PIE/CICS provides a utility program to format the results of the GTF trace. The JCL to run
this utility is in the PIETRACE member of the CNTL dataset. PIETRACE includes comments
that describe how to set any JCL parameters.

Using IPCS to Dump the Results
Under MVS/ESA you can use IPCS to format the trace results. However it will be in dump
format and difficult to read. See your IPCS manual for details.
Under MVS/SP or MVS/XA you can use PRDMP to format the trace results, however it will be
in dump format and difficult to read. See your PRDMP manual for details.
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GTF (Generalized Trace Facility)

Example of Tracing a Problem
Here is a summary of the sequence in which you would use GTF to collect and format data
relating to a PIE problem.
1. Initiate the PIE TRACE and/or CICS GTF TRACE from your CICS session.
2. Go to the logical start of the problem (for example the Sessions Menu prior to invoking
the ACCESS command).
3. Initiate the GTF trace from an MVS console. Reply to all prompts until GTF says AHL031I
GTF INITIALIZATION COMPLETE.
4. Return to your CICS terminal and cause the problem.
5. Terminate the GTF trace from the MVS console.
6. Stop the PIE TRACE from your CICS session.
7. Submit the formatting job PIETRACE from the CNTL dataset.
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Running VTAM GTF Trace
You would run VTAM GTF TRACE, usually at the request of UNICOM Systems, Inc. support,
to collect data on the data flows in an SNA network. This will assist UNICOM Systems, Inc.
support in the problem determination process.

Specifying Collection Criteria
Since many MVS components, program products, or vendor products use GTF tracing it is
recommended that you specify selection criteria.
This is done by using the member in SYS1.PARMLIB named in the GTF started task. We
recommend the following statements be included. (The USR and RNIO parameters are
required.)
TRACE=USR,RNIO
GTF will reply:
nn AHL125A RESPECIFY TRACE OPTIONS OR REPLY U
You should reply:
nnU
GTF collection is now active.

Specifying Which Nodes to Trace
VTAM provides the ability to specify which nodes should participate in a trace. It is done via
the Modify command. To start a trace for a particular node enter from the MVS console:
F net,TYPE=TRACE,ID=nodename,TYPE=BUF
Where net is the name of your VTAM started task. Where nodename is the name of the node
you want to trace. You can trace multiple nodes by entering multiple modify commands
To stop a trace for a particular node enter from the MVS console:
F net,TYPE=NOTRACE,ID=nodename,TYPE=BUF
Where net is the name of your VTAM started task. Where nodename is the name of the node
you want to trace.

Formatting the Results
VTAM provides a utility program to format the results of the GTF trace. The JCL to run this
utility is in the CNTL library under the name of ACFTAP. The JCL is self documenting.
Under MVS/SP and MVS/XA you can format the records in a dump format. The JCL to run
this utility is in the CNTL library under the name of PRDMP. The JCL is self documenting.
Under MVS/ESA you can format the records in a dump format via IPCS. The JCL to run this
utility is in the CNTL library under the name of IPCSGTF. The JCL is self documenting.
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Running VTAM GTF Trace

Example of Tracing a Problem
Here is a summary of the sequence in which you would use GTF to collect and format data
relating to a PIE problem.
1. Initiate the VTAM TRACE modify commands from the MVS console.
2. Go to the logical start of the problem (for example the session status menu prior to
invoking the ACCESS command).
3. Initiate the GTF trace from an MVS console. Reply to all prompts until GTF says AHL031I
GTF INITIALIZATION COMPLETE.
4. Return to your CICS terminal and cause the problem.
5. Terminate the GTF trace from the MVS console.
6. Stop the VTAM TRACE from the MVS console.
7. Submit the formatting job ACFTAP from the CNTL dataset.
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